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1
Introduction
Information retrieval is the field concerned with the structure, analysis, or-
ganisation, storage, searching and retrieval of information (Salton, 1968).
Although this early definition of the field is very broad, traditionally infor-
mation retrieval has focused on the retrieval of textual documents. This
thesis focuses on ad hoc retrieval from heterogeneous multimedia archives.
At least three concepts need further introduction: ad hoc retrieval, multime-
dia archives and heterogeneous archives.
Ad hoc retrieval is the task of searching a static collection for relevant doc-
uments given an information need. Relevant documents are those documents
that satisfy the information need. In ad hoc retrieval, no prior knowledge
is available on the relevance of documents. The system can only use the
description of the information need, which is often called query or topic.
Typical examples of ad hoc search systems are the search engines on the web
(e.g., Google1, AltaVista2).
Multimedia archives are collections of multimedia documents. Each of
the documents in the collection can contain multiple media and be a mixture
of text, images, video and audio. However, the term multimedia is often also
used to refer to a single medium, provided that it is not text. We adopt this
convention and use the term multimedia document to refer to any document
containing at least an image, a piece of video material, or an audio fragment.
Heterogeneous archives consist of documents from a broad domain. A
huge variability in topics can be expected, and apart from the document
format (e.g., ascii texts, html pages, jpeg images) often nothing is known
about the structure of the documents. For example, within collections of
ascii texts, or jpeg images, a wide range of document sizes may be found,
and a document in a collection of html pages may contain anything from a
1http://www.google.com
2http://www.altavista.com
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few lines of text, to a single image, to a full multimedia document. This con-
trasts with homogeneous archives , collections of documents from a narrow
domain, where many properties of the documents can be predicted and little
variation exists between documents. Examples of homogeneous multimedia
archives are medical image databases, collections of fingerprints and archives
of frontal views of human faces. The set of images on the world wide web is
an extreme example of a heterogeneous multimedia archive. Other heteroge-
neous document collections, may be more predictable in structure, but still
cover a broad range of topics. An example of this is a news archive.
Ad hoc retrieval from heterogeneous archives is a difficult task. No prior
knowledge about the topics covered in the collection is available and nothing
is known about the information need or the user before the retrieval session
starts. One way of dealing with this lack of knowledge is to restrict the search
possibilities to a fixed number of concepts that are known to be identifiable.
Another way is to require more effort from the user. For example, a user
could give additional information about his need by presenting a number
of relevant documents to the system, or by giving feedback on the system’s
output in an iterative process. In this work, we look for generic solutions
that are applicable in a broad domain and require little or no user effort.
For example, the solutions should not require the manual labelling of large
amounts of training data. This makes the solutions flexible, fit for a broad
range of information needs and easily transferable to new domains.
1.1 The basic information retrieval framework
The main task of an information retrieval system is to identify relevant doc-
uments, which satisfy a user’s information need that is expressed by a query.
Since direct access to document or query content at a semantic level is im-
possible, information retrieval systems need to work with content represen-
tations. The commonly adopted framework is visualised in Figure 1.1 (e.g.,
Fuhr, 1992; Croft, 1993). The user’s information need is expressed by a query,
while possibly relevant information appears in the form of documents. The
retrieval system transforms query and documents to internal representations
and based on these decides whether a document is relevant to a given query
or not. These decisions typically result in a retrieval status value (rsv) for
each pair of query and document representations. These rsvs can be viewed
as the scores of the documents for the query, or the confidence the system
has in the relevance of the document. The documents with the highest rsvs
are returned to the user.
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Information need
Query
Qrep
Document
Drep
Information
RSV
Figure 1.1: Information retrieval framework
1.1.1 Uncertainty in representations
The main problems in information retrieval are related to the different types
of uncertainty in the representations of information need and document con-
tent. First, a query may be an incomplete and imprecise description of the
information need. Second, different documents may use different syntactic el-
ements to describe the same semantic concepts. In text retrieval, this second
problem is sometimes referred to as the paraphrase problem (Oard and Dorr,
1996). These sources of uncertainty do not belong to the retrieval system
proper, but they complicate the task. The system only has direct access to
the query and the document appearance, and never directly to information
need or document content. Nevertheless, this level of indirectness and the
uncertainty involved must be taken into account. The aim of an informa-
tion retrieval system is to find documents that are relevant at the content
level, i.e., the document content should be relevant to the information need.
Therefore, the second transformation, from query and document appearance
to internal representations, should capture the information on the content
level.
In this thesis, collections consist of multimedia documents. The docu-
ments appear either as images or as video fragments, possibly accompanied
by text. The assumption throughout this thesis is that for the document
content, i.e., for the information gathered from the document, the visual as-
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Figure 1.2: Keyframe of video fragment from CNN news broadcast
pect matters. For example, the information a user gathers from the video
fragment from which Figure 1.2 shows a frame, can be ‘anchor person’, or
‘studio setting’ or ‘woman in pink suit’, or ‘Lynn Vaughn’ but not ‘Helicopter
crash’ even though that is the subject of the news item.
For representing the visual aspects of multimedia documents, two ap-
proaches are common. The first approach relies on external (textual) descrip-
tions of the visual information, the second builds descriptions from the visual
document appearance directly.3 Typically, the format in which a user can
formulate a query depends on the choice of internal document representation.
When a textual representation is used, text-based querying is offered; when
document representations are based on the visual content, queries should
be represented visually (see also Section 2.3). Regardless of the approach
taken, the internal representations of query and document are bound to in-
troduce more uncertainty, because the information the system gathers from
a document will differ from the information the user gathers from it.
The problems with uncertainty of representations can be summarised as
follows. The retrieval system has no direct knowledge of either the informa-
tion contained in the document or the user’s information need, let alone of
the relevance relation between the two.
1.1.2 Probabilistic modelling to deal with uncertainty
A natural way of dealing with representation problems that has become pop-
ular in the field of text retrieval is known as the language modelling approach
3A similar distinction can be made in text retrieval. Traditional library approaches
use external descriptions of the document content (keywords, concepts), while modern
full-text approaches build representations directly from the text in the documents.
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to information retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998; Hiemstra, 1998; Miller et al.,
1999). In this approach, each document is represented as a generative prob-
abilistic model, i.e., a distribution over terms that describes the document’s
‘language’. Generative probabilistic models describe how likely it is for each
term to occur in the document; typically care is taken to assign non-zero
probabilities to all terms in the vocabulary. Of course, using probabilistic
models does not solve the representation problems, but at least the models
capture some aspect of the uncertainty in the representation: each term could
have been present, but some are more likely to occur than others. The models
have proved successful on a variety of information retrieval tasks including
ad hoc retrieval.
Independent of the language modelling approach to information retrieval,
generative models for content-based image retrieval have been proposed (e.g.,
Vasconcelos, 2000; Fergus et al., 2003; Greenspan et al., 2001; Luo et al.,
2003). The generative probabilistic image models define a probability dis-
tribution over visual features, like the generative language models define a
distribution over terms. The assumption in both variants is that the query
is an observation generated from a document model in the collection. The
rsv for a document is then estimated by the probability that the document
model generates the query.
Not only are generative probabilistic models an elegant way of dealing
with the uncertainty in representations, probabilities also have the nice qual-
ity that they are well-defined, independent of media or domain. This is
particularly useful in the field of multimedia retrieval, since probabilities
obtained from representations in different media can be compared. A proba-
bilistic framework allows for the seamless integration of probabilities obtained
from for example, text, image, audio and video.
In this thesis generative models are used for representing both textual and
visual parts of the multimedia documents. They will be applied to ad hoc
multimedia retrieval separately and in combination. Parallels between the
textual and visual models will become clear and techniques from the textual
approach will be applied to the visual models.
1.2 Evaluation
As the first word in the title of this thesis suggests, the generative proba-
bilistic models will be used in an experimental setting. They will be tested
and evaluated on the task of ad hoc retrieval from multimedia collections.
As exemplified by the popularity of Trec4 and the large proportion of
4Text REtrieval Conference, a workshop series for large scale evaluation of information
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experimental papers in Sigir5, experimentation is widely acknowledged as
one of the driving forces behind the advancement of information retrieval. In
his keynote speech at Sigir 2003, Croft (2003) memorised the importance
of experimental results in the field of information retrieval as follows.
The information retrieval community will not accept a model,
however nice or mathematically correct, unless it is backed up by
experimental results. At least an honest attempt to measure is
needed.
In content-based image retrieval however, evaluation does not have a long
tradition. Evaluation of content-based image retrieval has focused on test-
ing techniques, rather than their usefulness in a retrieval setting. Many
content-based image retrieval techniques have been claimed successful, but
these claims are often based on observations in limited domains (e.g, Flickner
et al., 1997; Smith and Chang, 1997; Duygulu et al., 2002; Jeon et al., 2003).
Image retrieval systems are typically evaluated on datasets with clear dis-
tinctions between subsets of homogeneous images. In such a setting, where
the collection consists of clearly defined distinct sets of for example sunsets,
zebras and aeroplanes, it is relatively easy to find other examples of say sun-
sets. Experiments in such settings can be useful, but one has to be careful
not to draw too general conclusions from them. Only recently the field has
become concerned with evaluation methods and collections (Smeaton et al.,
2003b; Smeaton and Over, 2003; Mu¨ller, 2002; Mu¨ller et al., 2001; Gunther
and Beretta, 2000). Still, even to date, many papers do not evaluate their
results beyond showing a few, well-chosen examples.
1.3 Research objectives
The research presented in this thesis is motivated by three issues.
First, we investigate how generative probabilistic models can be used
for multimedia retrieval. We take existing generative probabilistic models
from the domains of text retrieval and image retrieval and describe how
they can be used separately and in combination. Applying formal models
to multimedia retrieval has been identified as one of the main challenges in
multimedia retrieval (Allan et al., 2003). This is exactly the challenge faced
in this thesis.
retrieval technology
5Annual international acm Sigir conference on research and development in informa-
tion retrieval
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Second, we regard content-based retrieval, or multimedia retrieval in gen-
eral, as a subset of information retrieval. There may exist many differences
between multimedia documents and textual documents, but in essence mul-
timedia retrieval – like text retrieval – boils down to finding information.
Therefore, it is important to acknowledge the rich history of text retrieval
and learn from it. In this thesis, we identify parallels between the generative
model approaches to text retrieval and to visual retrieval. This allows us to
draw from the ideas that are known to work well in the language modelling
approach to text retrieval and apply them to multimedia retrieval.
Third, we acknowledge the importance of experimental results and eval-
uate the proposed methods using sizable collections. Since the generative
probabilistic models are intended for ad hoc search in heterogeneous col-
lections, we experiment with large collections from a broad domain. We
adopt the evaluation methodology and metrics that are well-established in
the field of text retrieval and use them to evaluate multimedia retrieval. We
also reflect on the usefulness of the common evaluation methodology in the
multimedia domain.
Summarising, this thesis addresses the following issues.
• How can generative probabilistic models be applied to multimedia re-
trieval?
• Can we identify and leverage parallels between the use of generative
models for multimedia retrieval and similar approaches to text re-
trieval?
• How do the techniques based on generative models perform on the task
of ad hoc retrieval from a generic collection?
1.4 Thesis overview
This thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses related work in the relevant fields. It gives a brief
overview of text retrieval models and the use of text retrieval techniques for
multimedia retrieval. It then discusses content-based retrieval techniques,
focusing on probabilistic methods and methods that are inspired by text
retrieval. The chapter concludes with a short introduction to the evaluation
methodology used throughout this thesis.
Chapter 3 provides an introduction to generative probabilistic models
that are at the basis of the present work. Step by step, it explains the
nature of the models, how they can be used in information retrieval and how
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the model parameters can be estimated. The chapter closes with a short
discussion on the relation between generative models and relevance.
Chapter 4 presents experimental results. The generative models are eval-
uated on a number of commonly used test collections. We set a baseline by
using the generative probabilistic models with minimal user input. We then
investigate whether it is possible to improve upon this baseline by manually
selecting ‘good’ query examples, by selecting regions within query examples,
or by multi-modal querying, i.e., combining textual and visual data in a
single query.
Chapter 5 covers variants and extensions of the generative probabilistic
models. The chapter discusses differences between so-called query generation
and document generation variants, and investigates how to model only the
distinguishing aspects of documents rather than the whole document. The
chapter also describes Bayesian extensions to the proposed models and relates
the models to other models in the literature. All variants presented are shown
to stem from a single probabilistic framework, and to differ only in the way
probabilities are estimated.
Chapter 6 reflects on the evaluation methodology that has been applied
to multimedia retrieval in this thesis and elsewhere. The chapter starts with
a brief history of information retrieval evaluation and a description of the
Cranfield tradition, the commonly used paradigm in text retrieval evaluation.
The chapter then discusses how this paradigm can be extended to evaluate
retrieval from multimedia collections.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises our main findings, discusses our contribu-
tions to the field and identifies possibilities for future research.
2
Related work
The background for the rest of this thesis is provided here. Section 2.1 in-
troduces information retrieval. Section 2.2 and 2.3 discuss text-based and
content-based access to multimedia material respectively. Section 2.4 dis-
cusses approaches that combine textual and visual information. Section 2.5
introduces the basic mechanisms for evaluating information retrieval. Finally,
Section 2.6 discusses how the work in this thesis relates to previous work.
A thorough introduction to the field of probability theory can be found in
many places (e.g, Jaynes, 2003; Sivia, 1996).
2.1 Information retrieval models
The task of an information retrieval system is to identify relevant documents
given a user’s information need. As we have seen, information retrieval sys-
tems cannot access information need and document content directly, but
have to rely on representations of them. In essence, information retrieval is
about representing documents and queries, and about comparing the repre-
sentations to determine if a relevance relation exists (cf. Figure 1.1). Hence,
a retrieval model needs to specify a query representation method, a docu-
ment representation method and a function to compute the retrieval status
value based on the two representations. The following subsections briefly
describe the most common models. An extensive review of retrieval models
is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found elsewhere. For example,
Sparck Jones and Willett (1997b) survey information retrieval models that
were proposed between the mid-seventies and mid-nineties. The survey is
followed by a selection of the original papers. Detailed descriptions of many
retrieval models, including the more recent language modelling approach to
information retrieval, can be found in Kraaij’s PhD thesis (Kraaij, 2004).
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2.1.1 Boolean model
In a Boolean retrieval system a user connects search terms using the logical
operators and, or and not. The system then returns the documents that
fully satisfy the logical constraints of the query. The rsv for a document in
a Boolean retrieval system is either 1, if the constraints of the query are met
by the document, or 0, otherwise. For example, the query (image or video)
and retrieval will return documents that contain the term retrieval and
either the term image or the term video. The Boolean model assumes that all
documents that meet the logical constraints of the query are equally relevant
to the information need. This means Boolean system return unordered sets
of documents and the user does not get a handle on where to start examining
the documents. In principle, the whole returned set has to be consulted. As
pointed out by Cooper (1988) this can be problematic, since these sets can
be very large, especially for short and simple requests in large collections.
Longer requests are harder to create for novice users and often return no
documents at all.
2.1.2 Ranked retrieval models
An alternative to Boolean retrieval that overcomes most of these limitations
is ranked retrieval. In a ranked retrieval setting, systems do not return an
unordered set of documents, but an ordered list. Intuitively, the best strategy
is to put the documents that are most likely to be relevant at the highest
ranks. Robertson (1977) has shown that indeed – if documents are treated
independently – the optimal ordering of returned documents is by decreasing
probability of relevance. This is known as the Probability Ranking Principle.
The estimates of the probability of relevance can be based on probabilistic
principles, but also on other principles (e.g., the distance in a vector space).
The models discussed in the remainder of this section are all ranked retrieval
models.
Vector space model The vector space model (Salton et al., 1975) repre-
sents queries and documents as vectors in a high dimensional space. Each
of the dimensions of the space corresponds to a term in the vocabulary.
The vocabulary is the list of words that are used for representing documents
and queries. Often this is simply the union of all words in the collection
(possible after linguistic processing). In the vector space model, queries and
documents are represented as vectors of term weights. In the simplest case,
these weights could be binary and represent if a vocabulary term is present
or absent in a document, but typically tf.idf weighting is used. In such a
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weighting scheme, the weight of a term is proportional to the frequency of
the term in a document (term frequency, tf ) and inversely proportional to
the number of documents the term occurs in (inverse document frequency,
idf ). The rationale for this is that terms that are frequent in a document
are important indicators of the document’s content, while terms that are
frequent throughout the collection are not.
The matching function in the vector space model is a function of the
weights vectors for query and document. Often, the cosine of the angle
between the vectors is used. The cosine measure ignores document length,
thus allowing for ranking of documents of varying length.
Latent semantic indexing The idea behind latent semantic indexing (Deer-
wester et al., 1990) is that terms that often occur in the same documents
are semantically related. Similarly, documents that share many terms are
likely to be on the same subject. Latent semantic indexing starts from the
vector space model representation: queries and documents are represented
as weight vectors in the high dimensional space spanned by the vocabulary
terms. The dimensionality of the space is then reduced by computing the
most meaningful linear combinations of terms and documents using singu-
lar value decomposition. In the resulting space, related terms, and similar
documents will be close to each other. Matching of query and documents
is performed in the lower-dimensional space. A probabilistic variant of la-
tent semantic indexing was proposed by Hofmann (1999). We will return to
this probabilistic variant in Chapter 5 of this book, where its relation to the
models applied in this thesis is explained.
Binary independence retrieval model The binary independence retrieval
model (Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976) aims at directly estimating the
odds of relevance given a query and document representation. The assump-
tion is that term frequencies in relevant documents differ from those in non-
relevant documents. Using the binary independence assumption (terms occur
independently in documents), the score for a document can be computed as
the product of the individual term scores. Cooper (1991) showed that it
suffices to assume linked dependence rather than independence. The linked
dependence assumption states that the likelihood ratio of a set of terms given
relevance and non-relevance can be computed as a product of the individ-
ual term ratios. To compute these term ratios, the likelihoods of occurring
in relevant and non-relevant documents have to be estimated for each term
in the vocabulary. Once relevance information is available, these estimates
can easily be obtained. Without relevance information however, the model
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performs poorly.
Language models for retrieval The language modelling approach to in-
formation retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998; Hiemstra, 1998; Miller et al.,
1999) represents each document as a generative statistical models of terms.
Each document model defines a probability distribution over the terms in
the vocabulary. Queries are represented as terms and are assumed to be
observations from a document model. The rsv for a document is calculated
by estimating the probability that a document model generates the query
terms. As language models are used for modelling textual data throughout
this thesis, they are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
2.2 Text retrieval for multimedia collections
Multimedia retrieval is a specialisation of information retrieval. Multimedia
documents may be different from textual documents, but the underlying
task is the same: identifying relevant documents to satisfy some information
need. To achieve this goal, representations of the query and document are
needed. Since multimedia documents are different from text documents,
different representations are needed. These representations can be built from
an external textual description of the content, as discussed below, or from
the document’s visual content directly (see Section 2.3).
One way to disclose multimedia collections is to take the traditional li-
brary approach and manually construct representations of the multimedia
documents by assigning descriptive terms to each document. This manual
annotation approach is still used in many multimedia archives.(e.g., Corbis1,
Getty images2, ANP beeld3, Beeld en Geluid4). But, manual annotation is
expensive and it requires a lot of training to do consistently. An alterna-
tive that allows for automatic disclosure, is to exploit collateral text. Many
multimedia objects come with textual data. For example news paper pho-
tographs have captions, web images have surrounding text and film or video
material often has subtitles. These related texts are exploited by most web
search engines nowadays, even by the ones specifically targeted at multime-
dia material (e.g., Google’s image search5, or AltaVista’s6 image, video and
1http://www.corbis.com
2http://www.gettyimages.com
3http://www.anp.nl/beeld
4http://www.beeldengeluid.nl
5http://www.google.com/images
6http://www.altavista.com/
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audio search).
For video and audio search, web search engines rarely go beyond retrieving
full video or full audio documents. However, long documents may contain
many different aspects, thus it is useful to get a pointer to the exact position
in the media where the relevant information is. To facilitate this, time-coded
representations of the data are needed. Such representations need to provide
a minute-by-minute (or second-by-second) description of the media content.
Again, manual annotation can be used to get such a detailed description,
and in fact media archives do this. But, a less laborious approach is to
apply speech recognition to the audio signal and use traditional text retrieval
techniques on the resulting time-coded speech transcripts (Witbrock and
Hauptmann, 1998; Garofolo et al., 2000; Abberley et al., 1998; De Jong et al.,
2000; Ordelman, 2003).
Using manual annotations or collateral text for the disclosure of multi-
media collections has its limitations. First of all, textual information is not
always available. While produced data, like newspaper images and broadcast
video often come with linguistic elements (e.g., captions, speech), raw data,
like unproduced footage and personal digital photo archives, usually lack
this information. But even when textual information is available it can never
describe everything that is present in the multimedia document. Thus, dis-
closure is limited to what happens to be described. An alternative approach,
that overcomes the limitations of external textual descriptions, is to work
with the visual content directly and to deduce information from the pixel
values. This approach is discussed in the next section.
2.3 Content-based visual retrieval
The field that represents documents based on visual characteristics rather
than on external descriptions is referred to as content-based image retrieval, or
sometimes shortly content-based retrieval. Since these terms are too narrow
and too broad respectively, we will use the term content-based visual retrieval
to refer to techniques that build document and query representations (for
image or video retrieval) based on visual content only.
In content-based visual retrieval, often the query-by-example paradigm
(qbe) is used. A user presents one or more example documents that represent
the information need and the system is supposed to return similar documents.
Content-based visual retrieval systems represent queries and documents as
feature vectors that capture one or more aspects of a document, like for exam-
ple, colour, edges, texture, shape, or spatial-layout. Similarity of collection
images to the query is typically measured by calculating the distance be-
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tween the query and document vectors. Thus, content-based visual retrieval
systems implement variants of the vector space model (Section 2.1.2). The
main difference is in the features that span the space: textual terms in text
retrieval and descriptions of visual aspects, or features, for content-based
visual retrieval.
The remainder of this section discusses techniques in content-based vi-
sual retrieval that are related to the work presented in this dissertation. Sec-
tion 2.3.1 discusses other approaches that take inspirations from text retrieval
and Section 2.3.2 reviews probabilistic models for multimedia retrieval. For
a general overview of the field of content-based visual retrieval the interested
reader is referred to (Smeulders et al., 2000; Marques and Furht, 2002; Rui
et al., 1999). Descriptions of some well-known visual retrieval systems can be
found in (Ogle and Stonebraker, 1995; Pentland et al., 1996; Flickner et al.,
1997; Smith and Chang, 1997).
2.3.1 Inspiration from text retrieval
One of the main research questions in the present work is to identify parallels
with an approach to text retrieval. This section reviews other multimedia
retrieval techniques that have been inspired by text retrieval. First, document
representations that are inspired by text retrieval are discussed and then the
use of relevance feedback.
Text-inspired document representations
As noted above, most content-based visual information retrieval systems
implement a vector-space like model: a similarity metric, or distance in a
feature-space is used to compute the rsv. A difference between the textual
and visual vector spaces is that the textual space is of much higher dimension-
ality and more sparsely populated. In text retrieval, each of the terms in the
vocabulary is a separate dimension and document representations have only
non-zero values for the terms contained in the document. Thus a document
lies in the subspace spanned by the terms it contains. In visual retrieval, the
vector space is spanned by the features that are extracted from the docu-
ments. Typically, a visual document gets non-zero values for each feature.
This means that in content-based visual retrieval the whole feature space
needs to be searched, while in text retrieval often search is restricted to the
subspace spanned by the query terms.
Squire et al. (1999) adopt an approach to image retrieval that is inspired
by the subspace search in text retrieval. They extract colour and texture
features from the images in the database and quantise each of the features,
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thus obtaining a discrete set of tens of thousands of visual ‘terms’ that can
be either present (one or more times) or absent in a document, very much
like the presence or absence of terms in text retrieval. Squire et al. employ
a tf.idf -based weighting scheme and use weighted histogram intersection to
measure similarity.
Zhu et al. (2002) follow a similar approach. Their vocabulary consists of
so-called key-blocks, the centroids of clusters of similar blocks of pixels. Like
keywords in text retrieval, key-blocks are meant to represent the document
content. A document is represented as a set of key-blocks by mapping each
of the pixel blocks to the nearest key-block. Several clustering algorithms
are proposed for generating the vocabulary of key-blocks. Zhu et al. also
experiment with uni-block, bi-block and tri-block models, where blocks are
respectively independent, dependent on one neighbouring block, or depen-
dent on two neighbours (cf. n-grams for text retrieval (Jurafsky and Martin,
2000); see also Section 3.3.3). As in text retrieval, no clear improvement over
uni-blocks was found.
Relevance feedback
A second text retrieval technique that has been widely applied in image
retrieval is relevance feedback (Rocchio, 1971; Salton and Buckley, 1990).
Relevance feedback is the technique to improve retrieval quality by updating
the query based on relevance information provided by the user. The main
idea is that terms that are frequent in relevant documents, but infrequent
in irrelevant documents, are good terms to add to the query. Most content-
based visual retrieval employs relevance feedback from the start. In the qbe
paradigm, the initial example provided by the user can be seen as a relevance
judgement. Often, content-based visual retrieval systems are interactive and
users can provide feedback on the presented results in each iteration. The
system updates the query representation based on the user’s feedback and
shows a new set of documents in the next iteration.
In the absence of manual relevance judgements, text retrieval systems
have employed pseudo relevance feedback7. Here, the top ranked documents
are assumed to be relevant and relevance feedback is applied as if these doc-
uments were manually selected by a user. The same technique is applied
to multimedia retrieval by Yan et al. (2003). However, instead of using
pseudo relevance feedback to learn properties of relevant documents, they
use it to learn about irrelevant documents. After an initial run, they use the
lowest scoring documents as negative training material for their classifiers.
7Also know as blind relevance feedback.
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An extended version of the technique is called maximal marginal irrelevance
(Hauptmann et al., 2003). It aims at selecting low scoring documents of
maximal diversity, instead of simply taking the lowest scoring documents.
This approach is inspired by another text retrieval technique called maximal
marginal relevance (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998). The latter tries to re-
duce redundancy in the ranking and aims at retrieving documents that are
both relevant and novel, i.e., different from what is already found.
2.3.2 Probabilistic multimedia retrieval
Many content-based retrieval tasks can be seen as decision theory tasks.
Clearly, this is the case for classification tasks, like face detection, face recog-
nition, or indoor/outdoor classification. In all these cases a system has to
decide whether an image (or video) belongs to one class or another (respec-
tively face or no face; face A, B, or C; and indoor or outdoor). Even the ad
hoc retrieval tasks can be seen as a decision theory problem: either we can
classify documents into relevant and non-relevant classes, or we can treat
each of the documents in the collection as a separate class and classify a
query as belonging to one of these. In all these settings, a decision theoretic
approach seems natural: an image is assigned to the class with the lowest
risk, where risk is a product of the probability that the observation belongs
to that class and the cost of falsely assigning an observation to that class.
Most approaches however, deviate from this framework by assuming uniform
cost and by equating the probability of belonging to a class to similarity in
a vector space. This way, each observation is assigned to the closest class in
the vector space. This section discusses approaches that stay closer to the
decision theoretic framework and use probabilistic modelling at some stage.
The focus is on generative modelling, as that is the approach employed in this
thesis. We start with distinguishing between generative and discriminative
models.
Generative models versus discriminative models
Two general approaches to classification exist: generative models and dis-
criminative models. Comparisons of theses can be found in (Rubinstein and
Hastie, 1997; Ng and Jordan, 2002). In generative models, the probability
density of each of the classes, p(·|ci), is estimated. To classify a new obser-
vation x, Bayesian inversion is used to find the most likely class c∗:
c∗ = argmax
c
P(c|x) = argmax
c
p(x|c)P(c)
p(x)
. (2.1)
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Discriminative approaches do not try to model the class conditional densities.
Instead they attempt to directly predict the most likely class given the data
(P(c|x)). The focus is on finding the class boundaries in the data space.
One good reason to use discriminative models is formulated by Vapnik
(1998)8:
One should solve the problem directly and never solve a more
general problem as an intermediate step.
However, discriminative models completely ignore the prior information P(c)
that may be available. Also, they require the consideration of all classes si-
multaneously, which may cause computational problems when the number of
classes grows. In information retrieval, where the number of classes is poten-
tially as large as the number of documents in a collection, generative models
are a better solution.9 The class conditional densities can be estimated for
each of the classes (documents) separately. Together with the prior prob-
abilities for the different classes, these conditional densities can be used to
classify observations (cf. Equation 2.1).
Generative models for visual retrieval
Several ways of using generative models have been proposed for retrieval from
visual collections. This paragraph reviews the proposed approaches.
The Blobworld system (Carson et al., 2002) uses the Expectation-Maxi-
misation (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) to find regions of similar
colour and texture and position, where each region is described by a Gaussian
density in the colour-texture-position domain. Their approach to finding
regions is very similar to the one taken in this thesis for describing images
(see Chapter 3), but once they find a clustering of pixels in the images, they
throw away the probabilistic descriptions and compute colour histograms
from the extracted regions. These histograms are then compared using a
quadratic distance in the vector space spanned by the bins.
Hoiem et al. (2003) develop a Bayesian classifier for object-based image
retrieval. The goal in their work is to identify objects as sub-images in an
image collection based on a small number of examples. They use a sliding
window over each image at different scales and consider each position as a
possible sub-image. For each sub-image a feature vector f is computed and
the probability of belonging to the class c of the target object is computed
using Bayesian inversion: P(c|f) = p(f |c)P(c)/p(f). The class conditional
8Recited from (Ng and Jordan, 2002).
9For the two class variant of the problem (relevant versus non-relevant), usually too
little data from the relevant class is available.
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densities p(f |c) are estimated from the examples provided by the user. Es-
timation of class conditional densities based on user provided examples is
similar to the document generation variant described in Chapter 5. The un-
conditional density p(f) is estimated from a representative sample taken from
the collection under study, or from a comparable collection. Class prior P(c)
is an unknown constant irrelevant for ranking feature vectors. To avoid over-
fitting in the estimation of the class conditional densities from few training
examples, the authors generate additional training examples from the ones
provided by the user by translating and scaling the originals. Also, they hope
to reduce over-fitting by incorporating prior information about the feature
distribution into the training process. This information is used in an ad hoc
manner by adding some probability mass to the a priori most likely bins.
A similar approach is used by Fergus et al. (2003) for object recognition.
They estimate generative models from training data for objects such as faces,
motorbikes and aeroplanes using the following process. First salient regions
are detected on the training images, and for each of the detected regions
descriptions of its appearance, location and scale are stored. An object class
is then modelled as a set of salient regions, each described as a Gaussian
distribution over appearance, location and scale. Since the number of salient
regions detected in an image is typically larger than the number of parts
describing an object, Fergus et al. introduce an indicator variable to assign
regions to parts (not all regions need to be assigned). The models are esti-
mated using EM. The unassigned regions are used to estimate background
models from. To detect objects in unseen images, they again detect salient
regions and compute their feature vectors. If the likelihood ratio of being
from the class model or the background model exceeds a threshold, the im-
age is classified as containing the object. In principle, both in training and
in retrieval all possible assignments of salient regions to object parts should
be considered, but the authors use efficient search methods to speed up the
process. Fergus et al. are able to correctly identify large proportions of the
tested classes, but they also find a large number of false positives.
Schmid (2004) uses a k-means approach to find k clusters within a set of
feature vectors extracted from images in a given category (zebras, cheetahs,
giraffes, faces). Each cluster is then described by a Gaussian distribution.
Thus, effectively, each category is described by a Gaussian mixture model,
but the model is estimated using k-means, rather than on a probabilistic
basis.
Several research groups have proposed to use Gaussian mixture densities
to model visual information (Vasconcelos and Lippman, 1998; Greenspan
et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2003). Gaussian mixture models are also used in
the present work and are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Here we briefly
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discuss how they have been used up till now. Both Vasconcelos and Lippman
(1998) and Greenspan et al. (2001) model each of the images in a collection
using a mixture of Gaussians. A query image is modelled like a document
image and the images are ranked using a measure of similarity between the
query and document models. Vasconcelos and Lippman (1998) approximate
the likelihood that a random sample from the query model is generated from
the document model. In later work, they develop approximations to the
KL-divergence between query and document model and use that for rank-
ing (Vasconcelos, 2000). Chapter 5 shows that in generic collections, the
assumptions underlying the approximation may be violated and retrieval re-
sults may be sub-optimal. Greenspan et al. extend their image model to
one for video retrieval by incorporating a temporal dimension in their fea-
ture space (Greenspan et al., 2002, 2004). Luo et al. (2003) also work with
video material. They use Gaussian mixture densities to model predefined
classes of medical video clips. For example, separate mixture models are es-
timated for surgery and diagnosis videos. Luo et al. use maximum likelihood
classification to label unseen videos.
2.4 Combining textual and visual approaches
The previous sections discussed text based and content-based multimedia
retrieval approaches. Often, the two ways of disclosing multimedia collections
are combined, but most of these combinations do not go beyond providing
two different modes of disclosure, allowing the users to search either modality.
Sometimes, both modalities can be searched simultaneously and the scores
are combined in an ad hoc fashion. Rarely the modalities are more tightly
integrated. This section reviews some exceptions.
In the ImageRover system, Sclaroff et al. (1999) integrate textual and
visual information in a single feature vector to describe the multimedia doc-
uments in their collection. They use latent semantic indexing on the textual
part to reduce the dimensionality of the vector space spanned by the terms
in the vocabulary. For representing the visual information, they compute
colour and texture descriptors, and reduce the dimensionality of the result-
ing feature space via principal component analysis. They compute distances
in the multi-modal space as a linear combination of the distances in visual
and textual subspaces.
A similar dimension reduction strategy is applied in (Westerveld, 2000).
Here textual and visual features are combined in a single space on which
dimension reduction is applied. The resulting low-dimensional space is thus
a multi-modal one and reveals relations between textual and visual features.
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The same approach is used by Van Gemert (2003).
Duygulu et al. (2002) treat object recognition as machine translation.
They identify salient regions within images, compute feature descriptions
for them and quantise the feature space. This way, they obtain a finite,
discrete set of region descriptors. The EM algorithm is then used to learn
a translation lexicon between this visual vocabulary and the terms from
the annotations. An accompanying paper discusses a related translation
approach using continuous features (Barnard et al., 2002).
Blei and Jordan (2003) have developed generative models for representing
images and captions simultaneously. The visual part of their data is mod-
elled as a mixture of Gaussian distributions, the textual part as a multinomial
model. Blei and Jordan investigate several ways of coupling the two modal-
ities. Their models are instances of the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
models, which are related to the approach in this thesis (see Chapter 5 for
details).
Jeon et al. (2003) develop multi-modal models using techniques from
cross-language retrieval. They use the vocabulary of blobs from (Duygulu
et al., 2002) as discrete descriptions of images and then use language models
for describing both textual and blob distributions. To relate textual and
visual data for cross-modal retrieval or annotation, they compute the con-
ditional probability of words given blobs or vice versa by marginalising over
a set of annotated images. This is similar to the multi-modal approaches
discussed in Chapter 5. The main difference is that they work with discrete
representations of the visual data, while Chapter 5 uses continuous represen-
tations. In a follow-up paper, Lavrenko et al. (2004) extend their models for
continuous descriptions of the visual information, but this is done in an ad
hoc manner. They simply place spherical Gaussian distributions around the
means of the region descriptors in the feature space.
2.5 Evaluating multimedia retrieval
The first four sections of this chapter have reviewed approaches to infor-
mation retrieval in general and multimedia retrieval in particular that have
been proposed in the literature. This section takes a different perspective
and introduces methodology for evaluating different approaches.
Experimentation is an important aspect of the work presented in this
book. Throughout this thesis, the proposed techniques are tested and evalu-
ated using a number of common evaluation measures and datasets. We follow
the text retrieval tradition of laboratory style testing, and measure the qual-
ity of the system ranking in a controlled setting rather than user satisfaction
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in an operational setting. Section 2.5.1 discusses the laboratory setup and
the nature of the test collections. Section 2.5.2 discusses the quality mea-
sures used and Section 2.5.3 discusses the relevant measures for statistical
significance. A more in depth discussion of laboratory testing for multimedia
retrieval can be found in Chapter 6.
2.5.1 Test collections
Laboratory tests use a test collection consisting of a set of documents, a set
of topics and a set of relevance judgements. The documents are the basic
elements to retrieve, the topics are descriptions of the information needs and
the relevance judgements list the set of relevant documents for each topic.
This section introduces the two test collections used throughout this the-
sis: Corel and Trecvid. As will become clear in Chapter 6 Corel is
more suited for system-oriented evaluation (‘Does the system work well?’),
while Trecvid is useful for task-oriented tests (‘Is the system useful in a
realistic setting?’). Both collections are used in the subsequent chapters to
illustrate and evaluate model variants and parameter settings.
Corel
The Corel set is a collection of stock photographs, divided into subsets
of images each relating to a specific theme (e.g., tigers, sunsets, or English
pub signs). In a large number of publications in the field of content-based
image retrieval, this image collection is used to evaluate retrieval results or to
illustrate the effectiveness of a given retrieval method (e.g., Blei and Jordan,
2003; Jeon et al., 2003; Duygulu et al., 2002; Barnard et al., 2003; Belongie
et al., 1998; Vasconcelos and Lippman, 2000; Li and Wang, 2003). It is
important to notice that there exists no single Corel set. In fact different
publications use different subsets of the totally available amount of Corel
images.
The usual approach to using the Corel data set is to use the division
into themes as relevance judgements. When an image from the collection is
used as a query, the assumption is that an image is relevant if and only if
it belongs to the same theme. Although this assumption is not always valid
(see Chapter 6 for details), it is useful for system-oriented evaluation and it
has been used for the Corel experiments in this work .
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Trecvid
The Text Retrieval Conferences (Trec) are a series of workshops aimed at
large-scale testing of information retrieval technology (Voorhees and Harman,
2002; Voorhees and Buckland, 2003). Trec has always had different tasks
for different types of retrieval. These tasks are called tracks. In 2001, a video
track (Trecvid) has started (Over and Taban, 2002; Smeaton and Over,
2003; Smeaton et al., 2003a). This track defines three tasks: shot boundary
detection, feature detection and general information search. The goal of the
shot boundary task is to identify shot boundaries in a given video clip. In
the feature detection task, one has to assign a set of predefined features to a
shot, e.g. indoor,outdoor, people and speech. In this dissertation we focus on
the search task, where the goal is to find as many relevant shots as possible
given a topic, a description of an information need. Topics consist of a short
textual description and one or more still images or video examples. Figure 2.1
shows an example topic. The Trecvid search task distinguishes between
interactive approaches, in which a user can interact with a retrieval system
to locate relevant shots, and manual approaches, in which a user has one go
at creating a query from a topic description and then submits this query to
the system to retrieve relevant shots. Since we are interested in how well a
multimedia retrieval system can work with a minimum amount of user effort,
this book concentrates on manual approaches.
vt0104: Find shots of an airplane taking off
Figure 2.1: Example Multimedia Topic
Participants in Trecvid submit their top N results for each topic. The
top K < N results from each submission are manually judged, resulting
in a set of relevance judgements for each topic10, which together with the
collection and the topics, can be used as a test collection.
10Everything that is not retrieved within any top K is assumed to be irrelevant. Con-
sequences of this assumption are discussed in Chapter 6.
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2.5.2 Measures
The goal of an information retrieval system is to present a set of relevant
documents to the user. Relevant documents are those documents that satisfy
the user’s information need. The concepts of recall and precision are central
in most evaluation measures. Recall is the fraction of relevant documents
that is retrieved. Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that is
relevant.
recall = number of relevant documents retrieved
number of relevant documents in collection
precision = number of relevant documents retrieved
total number of documents retrieved
Both recall and precision are set-based measures; they operate on a fixed
set of retrieved documents. Usually, as the set of retrieved documents gets
larger, recall grows at the cost of precision. For evaluating ranked lists of
results, it is common to measure precision at different recall levels. One
way to do this is by measuring precision (and recall) at fixed ranks. For
example after 10, 20 and 30 retrieved documents (P@10, P@20 and P@30).
Alternatively, precision can be measured after each relevant document that
is retrieved. Suppose four relevant documents exist in the collection for a
given information need and three of them are retrieved at ranks 1, 4 and
7. Then the precision values at these levels are respectively P@1 = 1 (1
1
),
P@4 = 0.5 (2
4
) and P@7 = 0.43 (3
7
). The average of the precision values
after each relevant document that is retrieved is called the (non-interpolated)
average precision. To calculate it, the precision value of relevant documents
that are not retrieved is assumed to be 0, thus the average precision in the
given example is (1 + 0.5 + 0.43)/4 = 0.48.
It is good practise to evaluate information retrieval systems on more than
a single query (or information need) and to report averages over all queries.
A commonly used single measure is the mean average precision (map), the
mean of the average precision values over all topics in the evaluation set. An-
other way of presenting multiple query results is with a recall-precision graph.
A recall-precision graph plots precision against recall and is constructed by
computing interpolated precision at 11 fixed recall points (0 to 1 in steps of
0.1). The interpolated precision at recall level l is defined as the maximum
precision for any recall level greater than l. A graph for multiple queries
is constructed by averaging the 11-point precision values over all queries.
Figure 2.2 shows the (single query) interpolated recall-precision graph for
the example introduced above. Figure 2.3 shows an example recall-precision
graph constructed from multiple queries.
map and recall-precision graphs are the most commonly used measures.
They are used in the experiments in the following chapters.
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Figure 2.2: Interpolated Recall example. Three relevant documents retrieved at ranks
1, 4 and 7, fourth not retrieved. Exact recall levels: 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0; precision
at these levels (solid line): 1.0, 0.5, 0.43 and 0.0. Interpolated precision (dashed line)
for standard recall levels 0, 0.1 and 0.2 is 1, for 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 is 0.5, for 0.6 and 0.7
is 0.43 and for 0.8 or greater 0.0
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Figure 2.3: Example Recall-Precision Graph
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2.5.3 Statistical significance
In a comparison between two systems or system variants on a test collection,
simply stating the absolute or relative difference in performance does not tell
everything. It is important to distinguish between differences that are due
to chance and differences that are due to the fact that one system is better
than the other. To test this, significance tests have been developed. These
statistical tests compare results for two runs and decide whether the variation
in scores are due to a difference between the systems or due to chance.
The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is often used to test for
significance on the outcomes of information retrieval experiments. Zobel
(1998) finds that the Wilcoxon test offers more reliability and greater dis-
criminative power than its alternatives. This test is used in subsequent chap-
ters.
For each pair of observations (e.g., average precision scores for a given
query for different approaches) the Wilcoxon signed-rank test computes the
absolute difference. Then these differences are ordered and each difference is
replaced by its rank. Subsequently, the sums of ranks corresponding to posi-
tive differences and ranks corresponding to negative differences are computed.
The idea is that if the two approaches do not differ significantly, neither will
these sums. Thus, if a large enough difference in the sums is observed, one
approach can be considered significantly better than the other.
2.6 Discussion
This chapter has introduced some of the most important information retrieval
models and discussed issues that are closely related to the work presented
here, viz., text retrieval for multimedia collections, content-based visual re-
trieval (with a focus on probabilistic techniques), combining textual and
visual approaches and evaluating multimedia retrieval.
The work presented here stems from the generative modelling approaches
to text retrieval and content-based image retrieval introduced in Sections 2.1
and 2.3.2. These models provide a generic way of modelling data that can be
applied in a broad domain with little user effort. The contribution of our work
is three-fold. First, we bring together generative models for text retrieval
and explore possibilities for cross-fertilisation. Second, by using the same
probabilistic basis for both modalities a seamless integration of textual and
visual evidence becomes possible. Third, we evaluate the proposed models
on the task of ad hoc retrieval from heterogeneous multimedia archives.
The next chapter introduces the generative probabilistic models in detail.
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3
Generative probabilistic models
This chapter introduces the models that are the basis of the research pre-
sented in this thesis. The chapter starts with an analogy which should give
the reader an intuition of the nature of the models and their use for in-
formation retrieval (Section 3.1). Section 3.2 introduces the notation used
throughout this thesis. The generative models are formally introduced in
Section 3.3. Section 3.4 shows how the models can be used for information
retrieval and Section 3.5 explains the basics of estimating the model param-
eters. In Section 3.6, we see the first bit of cross-fertilisation where ideas
from text retrieval for improving the parameter estimates are transferred to
the visual domain. The chapter concludes with a section that places the
generative models in perspective (Section 3.7). The models presented in this
chapter have been discussed before in (Westerveld et al., 2003b; Westerveld,
2002).
3.1 Introduction
Our approach to image retrieval is similar to ordering pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle. Suppose we have been solving jigsaw puzzles all weekend and put all
puzzles in their boxes again on Sunday evening. Now it is Monday morning
and while cleaning the room, we find a forgotten piece of one of the jigsaws.
Of course, in practise, we would keep the piece separate until we solve one of
the puzzles again and discover that a piece is missing. But suppose now that
we have to make a decision and put the piece in one of the boxes. To put it
in the proper box, we have to guess to which puzzle this piece belongs. The
only clues we have are the appearance of the piece at hand and our memory
of the puzzles we solved. A good solution would be to put the piece in the
box to which it most likely belongs given these clues. If for example, the
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piece at hand is mainly blue with a watery texture, it is most likely to come
from a jigsaw with a lot of water.
In our retrieval framework, instead of boxes with jigsaws we have a collec-
tion of documents and instead of a forgotten jigsaw piece, we have a query.
The goal now, is to find the document that is most likely given the query,
similar to choosing the most likely box to put the jigsaw piece in. Although
at a glance jigsaws seem to be analogous to image retrieval only, the quest for
the source of a piece of information is of course applicable to any information
retrieval domain. This generative approach to information retrieval –find the
generating source of a piece of information– has proved successful in media
specific tasks, like language modelling for text retrieval (Ponte and Croft,
1998; Hiemstra, 1998) and Gaussian mixture modelling for image retrieval
(Vasconcelos, 2000; Greenspan et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2003).
3.2 Notation and terminology
This section introduces the basic terminology used in the present work. Stan-
dard conventions are used for representing vectors, matrices and sets (See
Appendix A). Throughout this thesis, the term document is used to refer to
the basic entity to retrieve. Documents can be images or pieces of text, but
in general we will assume multimodal documents. The term bag is used for
unordered collections of elements that may contain duplicates (bags are also
known as multisets).
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the representations for visual and textual
documents, using the example image and caption shown in Figure 3.1. A
visual representation is constructed by computing a feature vector for each
square block of n by n pixels. The vector describes the colour and texture
information in the corresponding pixel block as well as the position of the
block (details are deferred to the next chapter). Both the blocks and the
feature vectors representing them will be referred to as samples . Samples
can be compared to the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle from the introductory
example. A representation of a textual document is constructed by count-
ing the number of occurrences for each of the terms in the vocabulary and
representing them as a vector.1
More formally, we define the following terms:
• A collection is a set of multimodal documents: D = {D1,D2, . . . ,DM}.
• A multimodal document D is a tuple of a textual document T and
visual document V : D = (T ,V).
1The position in the vector serves as an index into the vocabulary.
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Pt. Reyes National Seashore – Tule Elk.
Figure 3.1: Example image with caption.
blocks feature vectors
→
.
.
.
: 562.37 -10.24 4.06 -1.28 6.74. . .
: 574.62 -4.11 -1.75 -1.37 -1.12 . . .
: 616.37 8.87 6.45 -2.26 -14.70 . . .
: 609.62 -39.01 -10.14 -1.88 -8.47 . . .
: 647.00 -8.37 8.00 -2.65 6.37 . . .
: 668.50 23.07 -11.45 -3.04 1.29 . . .
.
.
.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of visual document representation.
Pt. Reyes Na-
tional Seashore
– Tule elk
→
term count
aardvarck 0
...
elk 1
...
national 1
...
→ (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 1, . . .)
Figure 3.3: Illustration of textual document representation
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• A textual document is a bag of terms: T = {term1, term2, . . . , termN}.
Alternatively, a textual document is represented as a vector of term
counts: t = (t1, t2, . . . , tT ), where T is the number of terms in the
vocabulary.
• A visual document V is composed of a number of small, square blocks of
pixels, each of them represented by a feature vector. In the following,
the term sample refers to both a pixel block and the feature vector
describing it. Thus, V is represented as a bag of S visual samples:
V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vS}.
• Each of these samples is a n-dimensional feature vector:
v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn). The feature vectors describe colour, texture and
position of the pixel block. Details are described in Chapter 4.
Note that each textual document is represented as a single vector, or as
a single point in the space spanned by the terms in the vocabulary, whereas
visual documents are represented as a cloud of points in the feature space;
one point for each sample. This is mere convention rather than something
inherent to the way of modelling. Usually, textual document statistics are
computed for full documents (e.g., term frequencies), while image statistics
are often reported for smaller regions in an image (e.g., local colour his-
tograms).
3.3 Generative probabilistic models
Since the goal in information retrieval is to find the best document given
a query, one could decide to model the probability of a document given a
query directly. In the jigsaw example, this would mean that a direct map-
ping from an appearance of a piece to a jigsaw box is needed (P(box|piece)).
This way of modelling the problem is known in the classification literature
as discriminative classification (see also Section 2.3.2. In some cases, for
example when there are many different boxes, it is hard to learn this direct
mapping. In such cases, it is useful to apply Bayesian inversion and esti-
mate for each box the probability that this box produced the piece at hand
(P(piece|box)). This approach is known as generative classification. In this
approach, each box has a model of the type of pieces it generates. The prob-
ability of generating the jigsaw piece at hand is computed for each model
and that probability is used to find the most likely box. Section 3.7 discusses
the relationship between classification and retrieval in more detail. In this
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section, the basic explanation of the generative models is continued. In in-
formation retrieval, many possible sources for a query exist; each document
in a collection can be a source. Therefore, learning a discriminative classifier
is hard and a generative approach is a natural way of modelling information
retrieval. It is important to realise that in such an approach, a separate
distribution is estimated for each of the documents in the collection. One of
the nice things about generative probabilistic models is that they can easily
be understood without digging into the details of estimating the models’ pa-
rameters. Therefore, in the remainder of this section parameter estimation
is put aside and only the basics of the models are explained. This section
starts with some examples of generative models (Section 3.3.1). Section 3.3.2
specialises to generative image models and Section 3.3.3 discusses generative
language models.
3.3.1 Examples
Generative probabilistic models are random sources that can generate (in-
finite) sequences of samples according to some probability distribution (see
for example Duda et al., 2000). In the simplest case, the model generates
samples independently, thus the probability of a particular sample is inde-
pendent of the samples generated previously. These simple models, often
called memoryless models, will be the primary focus in this thesis. A good
example of a generative source with a memoryless model is an ordinary dice.
The model describes the process of throwing the dice and and observing the
outcome. If the dice is fair, throwing it generates positive integers between
1 and 6 according to a uniform distribution:2
P(i) =
1
6
, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. (3.1)
In a memoryless model, the observations or samples are assumed to be inde-
pendent, so the probability of observing a particular sequence is calculated
as the product of the probabilities of the individual observations.
P({i1, i2, . . . , in}) =
n∏
j=1
P(ij) (3.2)
Section 3.4 returns to calculating the probabilities of observations. Here,
the focus is on the probabilistic models themselves. A probabilistic model is
2Throughout this thesis, random variables are omitted from the notation of probability
functions, unless this causes confusion. Thus, P(i) means the probability that the random
variable describing the observed outcome from throwing the dice takes value i.
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an abstraction from the physical process that generates the data. Instead of
specifying that the sequence of positive integers is produced by throwing an
ordinary fair dice, it suffices to state that there is some source that generates
integers between 1 and 6 according to a uniform distribution (Equation 3.1).
The underlying physical process can remain unknown. Still, to understand
the models it is often useful to think of simple processes like throwing a dice,
drawing coloured balls from an urn, or drawing jigsaw pieces from a box.
Generative models can also be more complicated and have a hierarchi-
cal structure. Suppose we have two dice: Dice A, with the usual faces 1
through 6 (A = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6))3 and dice B, which has ones on all faces
(B = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)). Now we can imagine the following random process:
1. Pick a dice according to a uniform distribution.
2. Sample a number by throwing the chosen dice.
For this generative process, the probability of observing a single sample i is:
P(i) = P(A) ·P(i|A)+P(B) ·P(i|B) =
{
1
2
· 1
6
+ 1
2
· 0, for i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
1
2
· 1
6
+ 1
2
· 1, for i = 1
(3.3)
A generative process with a model like this is called a mixture model . It is
a weighted sum of a number of different probability distributions. As will
become clear in Section 3.3.2, mixture models are useful for describing the
mixture of aspects that can be present in images.
It is often insightful to represent generative models in a graphical manner.
For graphical representations, we follow the standards described in (Jordan,
2003), where random variables are represented as nodes and dependencies
between them as edges. Observed variables are represented as solid nodes
and hidden, or unobserved, variables as open nodes. A box or plate around a
part of the graph indicates repetition, i.e., the repeated sampling of variables.
As an example, Figure 3.4 represents two variants of drawing a sequence of
N numbers from the hierarchical dice. The variant on the left represents
the process as described above: for each number, we pick a new dice. The
variant on the right represents the case where we select a dice once for the
whole process and then repeatedly sample numbers by throwing that dice.
3.3.2 Generative image models
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, generative image models are
like the boxes of jigsaw puzzles, from which one can randomly draw pieces.
3We represent a dice as a list of faces.
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D i
N D i N
Sampling with repeated choice of dice Sampling from a single dice
Figure 3.4: Graphical representations for dice example variants.
An important difference though is the following. Jigsaw boxes contain a
finite number (say 1000) of discrete pieces; a piece is either in there or not.
By sampling from the box with replacement, we can draw infinitely many
pieces, but each piece has to be one of the fixed set of 1000 pieces. The
generative image models however, are probability distributions over a (high
dimensional) continuous feature space. The number of different samples that
can be drawn is infinite. The models describe where in the feature space, we
are most likely to observe samples and what kind of variance can be expected.
The nature of the feature space, i.e., the set of features used for describing
a sample, is discussed in Section 4.1.2. Here, a sample v is assumed to be
described by a N -dimensional feature vector v = (v1, . . . , vN).
Gaussian mixture models
Normal distributions, or Gaussian distributions as they are often called, are
appropriate models for the situation in which there exists an ideal point
in a feature space and all observations are assumed to be versions of this
ideal feature vector that are randomly corrupted by many independent small
influences (Duda et al., 2000). For simple images this is the case, one can
easily imagine a single ideal point in feature space describing for example
the perfect water texture. All observations from that water class can be seen
as versions of the ideal water texture that have been corrupted by many
independent causes (lightning condition, camera angle, etc.).
However, most real-life images show more than a single texture or object.
Therefore, Vasconcelos proposes to use a Gaussian mixture model for mod-
elling images with multiple colours and textures (Vasconcelos, 2000). Mix-
tures of Gaussian distributions are popular densities for modelling all sorts
of random sources (Everitt and Hand, 1981; Titterington et al., 1985). In
principle, any function can be approximated by a mixture of a large enough
number of Gaussians (McLachlan and Peel, 2000). The more components in
the mixture, the better the approximation.
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A finite mixture density is a weighted sum of a finite number (C) of
density functions (e.g., Titterington et al., 1985; Duda et al., 2000):
p(x) =
C∑
i=1
P(ci)p(x|ci). (3.4)
The mixing weights P(ci) are the prior probabilities of the components ci in
the mixture.
Titterington et al. (1985) divide the usage of mixture models in two broad
classes: direct application and indirect application. Direct application is used
to refer to situations in which it is believed that there exists a number (C)
of underlying categories or sources such that the observed samples all belong
to one of these. Indirect application refers to a situation in which a mixture
model is only used as a mathematical way of obtaining a tractable form of
analysing data. Modelling images using finite mixture models is somewhere
halfway on the continuum from direct to indirect application. On the one
hand, the idea is that an image can contain only a finite number of things;
each sample is assumed to be generated by one of the mixture components.
For example, one component might describe the grass, another the water
and a third the sky in an image. This is the direct application view. On
the other hand, we do not explicitly model grass, water and sky. We merely
believe that to model the many different facets of an image, a mixture of
distributions is needed. This mixture model describes image samples without
explicitly separating the components. In that sense, mixture modelling is just
a mathematical tool to describe images (indirect application view). Still, the
direct application view with separate components for modelling grass, water
and sky, is a useful way of thinking about finite mixture models for images.
Gaussian mixture models for representing images
We build a separate mixture model for each image in the collection. The idea
is that the model captures the main characteristics of the image. The samples
in an image are assumed to be generated by a mixture of Gaussian sources,
where the number of Gaussian components C is fixed for all images in the
collection. A Gaussian mixture model is described by a set of parameters
θ = (θ1, . . . ,θC) each defining a single component. Each component ci is
described by its prior probability P(ci|θ), the mean µi and the variance Σi,
thus θi = (P(ci|θ),µi,Σi). Details about estimating these parameters are
deferred to Section 3.5.1. The process of generating an image is assumed to
be the following (see Figure 3.5):
1. Take the Gaussian mixture model θ for the image
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2. For each sample v in the document
(a) Pick a random component ci from Gaussian mixture model θ ac-
cording to the prior distribution over components P(c)
(b) Draw a random sample from ci according to the Gaussian distri-
bution N (µi,Σi)
vθ S
c
Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of Gaussian mixture model.
Here, θ is an observed variable; the mixture model, from which the samples
for a given image are drawn, is known. For a given sample however, it is
unknown which component generated it, thus components are unobserved
variables. The probability of drawing a sample v from a Gaussian mixture
model with parameters θ is thus defined as follows.
p(v|θ) =
C∑
i=1
P(ci|θ)p(v|ci,θ) (3.5)
=
C∑
i=1
P(ci|θ) 1√
(2pi)n|Σi|
e−
1
2
(v−µi)TΣi−1(v−µi) (3.6)
A visualisation of the model built from the image in Figure 3.1 is shown in
Figure 3.6. For this example, a Gaussian mixture with three components
is estimated from the set of feature vectors extracted from the image (cf.
Figure 3.2).4. The resulting model is described by the mean vectors and
covariance matrices of the three components in the high-dimensional feature
space and by the prior probabilities of the components. The figure shows
a projection of the components onto the two-dimensional subspace defined
by the position in the image plane (i.e., the space spanned by the x and y
coordinates of the feature vectors). The ellipsoids in the image plane show
the mean position of the three components along with their variation. The
fill areas, are the areas in the image plane, where the standard deviation
4The process of building a model is described in Section 3.5.1
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from the mean position for a given component is below 2. The colour of the
area is a representation of the component’s other dimensions: it shows the
mean colour and mean texture. Variance in colour and texture information
are not visualised. The bars to the right of each component indicate the
component’s prior probability.
Figure 3.6: Visualisation of a model of the image in Figure 3.1.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, any distribution can be
approximated arbitrarily closely by a mixture of Gaussians. The higher the
number of components in the mixture, the better the approximation can be.
However, keeping in mind that the models will be used for retrieval, a perfect
description of an image is not the ultimate goal. The goal is to find images
that are similar to a query image. A perfect model would only be able to
find exact matches and those are not the most interesting ones. Therefore,
it is important to avoid over-fitting. Typically, a low number of components
(between 4 and 32) will be used. Hopefully, this is enough to capture the
most important aspects of an image. Chapter 4 describes experiments in
which the number of components is varied to find an optimum. The next
subsection describes generative models for describing text.
3.3.3 Generative language models
Since the 1970s, language models have been heavily used in speech recog-
nition (Jelinek, 1997), but also for other natural language processing tasks
(Cutting et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1990). Since 1998, generative language
models have become increasingly popular in information retrieval (Kalt, 1998;
Ponte and Croft, 1998; Hiemstra, 1998; Miller et al., 1999; Hiemstra, 2001;
Zhai, 2002).
A language model is a probability distribution over strings of text in a
given language. It simply states how likely it is to observe a given string in
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a given language. For example, a language model for English should capture
the fact that the term the is more likely to occur than the term restaurant.
When context is taken into account this might change. For example, after
seeing the phrase
They went to an Italian
restaurant is a more likely completion than the. In language modelling tasks
like automatic speech recognition and spelling error correction, a limited
amount of context is typically taken into account and so called N-gram mod-
els are used (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). In N -gram models, the probability
of observing a given term only depends on the previousN−1 terms. If bigram
models (N = 2) are used, the probability of the next term in the example
given above would only depend on Italian.
Unigram language model
For the present goal, retrieving relevant documents for a given query, context
is of minor importance. Although language models are generative models,
in retrieval they are not used to actually generate new pieces of text. As
long as the models capture most of the topicality of a text, they are useful.
Therefore, context is typically ignored in information retrieval and terms are
assumed to be generated independently. The models are thus memoryless.
In language modelling memoryless language models are known as unigram
language models. Song and Croft experimented with higher order (N-gram)
language models for information retrieval and found no significant improve-
ment over unigram models (Song and Croft, 1999). In the rest of this thesis
unigram language models will be used to model textual information.
In the unigram language modelling approach to information retrieval,
documents are assumed to be multinomial sources generating terms. This
multinomial basis is not mentioned explicitly in all of the above references,
but it is useful to take this view because it clearly shows the generative
probabilistic nature and it nicely separates the model from the estimation of
the model parameters, which is discussed in Section 3.5.2.
Multinomial sources are often introduced using urns with coloured balls,
but boxes with jigsaw pieces are equally suitable. Suppose we have a jigsaw
puzzle box that contains pieces with grass, pieces with water and pieces with
sky. Now, if we draw ten pieces from this box with replacement, what is
the probability of observing exactly five grass pieces, two water pieces and
three sky pieces? This can be modelled using a multinomial distribution.
For unigram language modelling, instead of jigsaw pieces of a particular type
(grass, water, sky), we have terms in a given language. A question could now
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be: If we draw 6 terms from English, what is the probability of observing
each of the terms an, Italian, restaurant, they, to and went exactly once? In
the language modelling approach to information retrieval, instead of having
a single model for a language, each document in a collection is modelled as a
separate multinomial source. Each of these models is described by a vector
of term probabilities φ = (φ1, φ2, . . . , φT ).
The generative process for textual documents, as visualised in Figure 3.7
is very simple:
1. Pick the language model φ for the document
2. For each term
(a) Draw a random term from φ according to the multinomial distri-
bution mult(φ)
φ term
N
Figure 3.7: Graphical representation of language model.
Again, the model that generates the samples (terms) is an observed variable;
each document has its own, known generative model φ. The probability
of observing a particular document t = (t1, t2, . . . , tT ), from this model is
defined as:
P(t|φ) =
(∑T
i=1 ti
)
!∏T
i=1 ti!
T∏
i=1
φtii (3.7)
The second factor in this equation (
∏T
i=1 φ
ti
i ), is the joint probability of
observing the term counts for individual terms (P(termi|φ) = φi). The uni-
gram assumption states that all observations are independent, thus the joint
probability is simply the product of the probabilities of the individual terms.
The normalisation factor
(∑T
i=1 ti
)
!/(
∏T
i=1 ti!) implements the bag-of-words
model, it states that an observation (a query or a document) is a bag, the
ordering of the terms is unimportant. A simple example will clarify this. Sup-
pose we have a vocabulary with only 4 terms: A,B,C and D and observation
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ABAC, then t = (2, 1, 1, 0). Note that in the representation of the observa-
tion, the order of the terms is already ignored, it simply says there are 2 A’s,
a B, a C and no D’s. Thus, the probability of observing this t from a given
model φ, is in fact the probability of drawing any permutation of the original
string ABAC (P(t) = P(ABAC)+P(AABC)+P(ABCA)+P(ACAB)+. . .).
In total (2+1+1+0)!
2!1!1!0!
= 24
2
= 12 different possible permutations exist. Thus
P(t) = 12φ21φ
1
2φ
1
3φ
0
4.
3.4 Retrieval using generative models
By drawing enough pieces from a single model (or box, to take the jigsaw
analogy), a random image can be generated. An example of a random image
from the model visualised in Figure 3.6 is shown in Figure 3.8. Different
models will produce different random images, just like different boxes can
contain different jigsaws. This idea can be used to rank documents.
Figure 3.8: Random sample from image model presented in Figure 3.6.
The idea of ranking models based on observations is illustrated by a simple
dice example. Suppose we have two dice:
D1 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
D2 = (1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6)
(3.8)
Say someone tells us that a sequence of 5 throws with one of them resulted
in the observation: O = (4, 3, 4, 3, 1). We can then easily calculate the
likelihood of observing this sequence given each of the models.
P(O|D1) = (16)5
P(O|D2) = (16)
4 · 2
6
(3.9)
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P(O|D2) > P(O|D1), thus the observation is more likely under D2. We call
this probability of an observation O given a model D the Sample Likelihood :
it is the likelihood of observing this sample.
The same principle can be used to rank documents given a query. The
assumption is that the query is an observation from one of the generative doc-
ument models in the collection and the goal is to find the document model
under which this query is most likely. For textual queries q = (q1, q2, . . . , qT ),
we can simply use Equation 3.7. For visual queries V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vS}, as-
suming memoryless models, we can compute the joint likelihood of observing
all samples by taking the product of the likelihoods for the individual samples
vj (Equation 3.5).
3.5 Maximum likelihood estimates
In the previous sections, the assumption has been that the model parame-
ters (φ and θ) are known. Given the parameters, it is straightforward to
use the models for ranking documents (see Section 3.4). In general however,
the parameters of a specific document model are unknown. Usually, the only
available information is the representation of the documents. A common way
to use this data is to assume that they are observations from the models and
use them as training samples to estimate the unknown model parameters.
As a first step to estimating these parameters, we will use the maximum
likelihood estimate. This estimate is defined as the parameter setting that
maximises the likelihood of the observed samples. Thus, for a set of train-
ing samples S = {s1, s2, . . . , sK} and model parameter ψ, the maximum
likelihood estimate ψML is defined as:
ψML = argmax
ψ
∏
s∈S
P(s|ψ) (3.10)
The following sections apply this approach separately to Gaussian mixture
models and language models. Techniques for handling unobserved data and
for improving generalisation capabilities are discussed in Section 3.6.
3.5.1 Estimating Gaussian mixture model parameters
The maximum likelihood estimate for a Gaussian mixture model from a set
of samples V (an image) is defined as follows.
θML = argmax
θ
∏
v∈V
P(v|θ) =
∏
v∈V
C∑
i=1
P(ci|θ) 1√
(2pi)n|Σi|
e−
1
2
(v−µi)TΣi−1(v−µi)
(3.11)
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This equation is hard to solve analytically, but we can use the Expectation
Maximisation (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) as described below.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, one way to look at mixture modelling for
images is by assuming that an image shows a limited number of different
things (such as grass, sky, water), each of which is modelled by a separate
Gaussian distribution. Each sample in a document is then assumed to be
generated from one of these Gaussian components. This point of view, where
ultimately each sample is explained by one and only one component, is useful
when estimating the parameters for a Gaussian mixture model.
To accurately describe the different components of a Gaussian mixture
model for a given document, it is necessary to decide which of the document’s
samples are generated by which component. The assignments of samples vj
to components Ci are unknown, but they can be viewed as hidden variables
and the EM algorithm can be applied. This algorithm iterates between esti-
mating the a posteriori class probabilities for each sample given the current
model settings (the E-step) and re-estimating the components’ parameters
based on the sample distribution and the current sample assignments (M-
step).
The EM algorithm first assigns each sample to a random component.
Next, the first M-step computes the parameters (θi) for each component,
based on the samples assigned to that component. Using maximum likeli-
hood estimates, this comes down to computing the mean and variance of the
feature values over all samples assigned to the component.This assignment
of samples to components is a soft clustering, a sample does not belong en-
tirely to one component. In fact, we compute means, covariances and priors
on the weighted feature vectors, where the feature vectors are weighted by
their proportion of belonging to the class under consideration. In the next
E-step, the class assignments are re-estimated, i.e., the posterior probabilities
(P(ci|vj)) are computed. We iterate between estimating class assignments
(expectation step) and estimating class parameters (maximisation step) un-
til the algorithm converges. Figure 3.9 is a visualisation of training a model
from the image in Figure 3.1. From top to bottom, it shows alternate sample
assignments (E-step) and visualisations of the intermediate models (M-step).
After 10 iterations already, the model accurately distinguishes water, grass
and elks.
More formally, to estimate a Gaussian mixture model from a document
V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vS}, the following steps are alternated:
E-step
Estimate the hidden assignments hij of samples to components for each sam-
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Component 1 Component 2 Component 3
E0
M0
E1
M1
E3
M3
E10
M10
Figure 3.9: Visualisation of the estimation of parameters for a Gaussian mixture
model built form the image shown in Figure 3.1. E and M steps are shown after
initialisation and after 1, 3 and 10 iterations. The E-steps show to what degree each
sample is assigned to each component (higher transparency indicates a lower degree
of assignment). The M-steps show visualisations of the models (cf. Figure 3.6)
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ple xj and component ci
hij = P(ci|vj) = p(vj|ci)P(ci)∑C
c=1 p(vj|cc)P(cc)
(3.12)
M-step
Update the component’s parameters to maximise the joint distribution of
component assignments and samples. θnew = argmaxθ p(V ,H|θ), where H
is the matrix with all sample assignments hij. More specifically, this means:
µnewi =
P
j hijvjP
j hij
, (3.13)
Σnewi =
P
j hij(vj−µnewi )(vj−µnewi )TP
j hij
, (3.14)
P(ci)
new = 1
N
∑
j hij (3.15)
The algorithm is guaranteed to converge (Dempster et al., 1977). The
error after each iteration is the negative log likelihood of the training data
E = − log p(V) = −
∑
v∈V
log p(v|θ). (3.16)
This error will decrease with each iteration of the algorithm, until a minimum
is reached. The minima are local ones. Different initialisations may lead to
different results. Section 4.2.2, investigates the effects of this on retrieval
results experimentally.
3.5.2 Estimating language model parameters
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the multinomial
distribution for a given document are straightforward. They are simply the
relative frequency of the terms in the document. If a document is represented
as a vector of term counts, t = (t1, t2, . . . , tT ), then φi, the probability of term
i in this document, is estimated by:
φiML =
ti∑T
j=1 tj
. (3.17)
3.6 Smoothing
If maximum likelihood estimates (Equation 3.17) are used to find the lan-
guage model parameters, we run into the so-called zero-frequency problem,
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a sparse data problem. Terms that did not occur in the training data for
a document are assigned zero probability (φi = 0 for these terms). This
means that a query containing such a term will get zero probability for this
document model, no matter how likely the other query terms are.
Consider for example the dice example of Section 3.4, where we introduced
the following two dice.
D1 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
D2 = (1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6)
(3.18)
Now, if we observe the sequence O = (1, 2, 1, 4, 3), we would conclude the
observation comes from D1, since P(2|D2) = 0 and thus P(O|D2) = 0. If D2
indeed does not have a 2 on one of its faces, this is correct, but if the distri-
bution is estimated from data (as it is in the generative document models)
it may not be. Suppose we buy a dice in a shop, we roll it six times and we
observe the sequence (1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6), concluding that these six observations
correspond to the six faces and that there is no 2 on this dice does not seem
wise.
3.6.1 Interpolation
Smoothing solves the zero-frequency problem by transferring some of the
probability mass from the observed samples to the unseen samples. The
specific smoothing technique used commonly in the language modelling ap-
proach to information retrieval is interpolation, also known as Jelinek-Mercer
smoothing (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980). For multimedia material, and espe-
cially for video data, interpolation is useful, since it allows for easy extension
of the language models for describing different levels of a document, like shots,
scenes and videos (See Section 3.6.4). Therefore, this technique is used as
the main smoothing technique throughout this thesis. For other smoothing
techniques, the interested reader is referred to (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000)
and (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001).
In Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, the maximum likelihood estimates are in-
terpolated with a more general distribution, often called background model ,
or collection model ; the maximum likelihood estimates are often referred
to as foreground models or document models . The smoothed estimates are
calculated as follows:
φi = λφiML + (1− λ)φiBG . (3.19)
where φiBG = P(termi) is the background probability of observing termi
and λ is a mixing parameter indicating the relative importance of maximum
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likelihood estimates. The background probability is usually estimated using
either collection frequency, the relative frequency of the term in the collection
(φiBG =
∑
d td,i/
∑
d
∑
j td,j), or document frequency the relative fraction of
documents that the term occurs in (φiBG = df(ti)/
∑
j df(tj)). The mixing
parameter λ can be estimated on a training set with known relevant query-
document pairs (see Section 4.2.3).
3.6.2 The idf role of smoothing
Besides avoiding the zero-frequency problem, smoothing also serves another
purpose, namely that of explaining common query terms and reducing their
influence (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001). Because common terms have high back-
ground probability, the influence of their foreground probability on the rank-
ing will be relatively small. This becomes apparent when we substitute the
φs in the retrieval function (Equation 3.7) for the smoothed estimates (Equa-
tion 3.19) and do some formula manipulation.
P(q|φ) =
(∑T
j=1 qj
)
!∏T
j=1 qj!
T∏
i=1
[λφiML + (1− λ)φiBG ]qi (3.20)
=
(∑T
j=1 qj
)
!∏T
j=1 qj!
T∏
i=1
[
λφiML
(1− λ)φiBG
+ 1
]qi T∏
i=1
[(1− λ)φiBG ]qi (3.21)
For terms that are not present in the document λφiML = 0 and the cor-
responding factor reduces to 1. Thus the first product needs only to be
considered for query terms that are matched in the document; The latter is
document independent and can be ignored for ranking:
P(q|φ) ∝
(∑T
j=1 qj
)
!∏T
j=1 qj!
∏
i∈{1,...,T}:ti>0
[
λφiML
(1− λ)φiBG
+ 1
]qi
(3.22)
In this last Equation, it is clear that the background probability plays a
normalisation role, similar to idf in traditional tf.idf weighting (Salton and
Buckley, 1988). Common terms, i.e., terms with high φiBG , contribute less
to the final ranking.
3.6.3 Interpolated Gaussian mixture models
The zero-frequency problem does not exist for images, since they are mod-
elled using Gaussian mixture models and Gaussians have infinite support.
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However, the second purpose of smoothing is also useful in image retrieval:
general query samples should not influence the ranking too much (typicalities
are more interesting than commonalities). To smooth the maximum likeli-
hood estimates for the Gaussian mixture models, again interpolation with a
more general, background distribution is used. The smoothed version of the
likelihood for a single image sample v (cf. Equation 3.5) becomes
p(v|θ) = κ
[
C∑
i=1
P(ci)
1√
(2pi)n|Σi|
e−
1
2
(v−µi)TΣi−1(v−µi)
]
+ (1− κ)p(v),
(3.23)
where κ is used as the mixing parameter for visual models. A useful way
of thinking about this smoothed variant is the following. A sample from a
smoothed Gaussian mixture model comes from one of the C components, or
from a general background model. The background density p(v) is estimated
by marginalisation over all document models in a reference collection Θ:
p(v) =
∑
θ∈Θ
p(v|θ)P(d) (3.24)
The reference collection Θ can be either the current collection, a representa-
tive sample, or a separate, comparable collection. The application of inter-
polation based smoothing to Gaussian mixture models for images is a typical
example of the cross-fertilisation between the language models and the im-
age models. Chapter 4 shows that, also in visual retrieval, smoothing with a
background collection turns out to be crucial for retrieval performance. Idf
type weighting for image retrieval is not new (e.g., Squire et al., 1999; Zhu
et al., 2002), but interpolation with a more general, background or collection
model has not been applied to image retrieval before.
3.6.4 Interpolated language models for video
When a document collection contains video material, we would like to ex-
ploit the hierarchical data model of video, in which a video is subdivided
in scenes, which are subdivided in shots, which are in turn subdivided in
frames. Interpolation based smoothing is particularly well-suited for mod-
elling such representations of the data. To include the different levels of the
hierarchy, we can simply extend estimation of the mixture of foreground and
background model (Eq. 3.19) with models for shots and scenes:
φi = λShotP(termi|Shot) + λSceneP(termi|Scene) + (λColl)P(termi),
whereλColl = 1− λShot − λScene (3.25)
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The main idea behind this approach is that a good shot contains the query
terms and is part of a scene having more occurrences of the query terms. Also,
by including scenes in the model, misalignment between audio and video
can be handled. Depending on the information need of the user, a similar
strategy might be used to rank scenes or complete videos instead of shots,
that is, the best scene might be a scene that contains a shot in which the
query terms (co-)occur. Finally, interpolated language models are not only
suitable for video retrieval, they can be used in any situation where language
has a hierarchical structure. For example, it can be used for passage retrieval
from (xml-) documents, where a document can be a hierarchical structure of
chapters, sections and paragraphs (Ogilvie and Callan, 2003).
3.7 Generative models, classification and rele-
vance
This chapter introduced generative probabilistic models and explained how
they can be used for information retrieval. To summarise, each of the doc-
uments in a collection is represented by a probability distribution. These
distributions are estimated based on the document’s content and smoothed
using background probabilities. For retrieval, a query is treated as an ob-
servation from one of the models and the models are ranked by decreasing
likelihood of generating this observation.
This means information retrieval is treated as a classification problem. In
classification problems, the goal is to assign a given observation to one of the
pre-defined classes. For example, based on the properties of a blood sample,
it is possible to classify the blood type of a person, or to decide whether
or not a disease is present in the blood. In image retrieval, a classification
view is common: a query is treated as an observation from one of the classes
(documents) in the collection and the goal is to find the class from which this
observation is most likely drawn (e.g., Vasconcelos, 2000; Fergus et al., 2003;
Greenspan et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2003). In the QBE paradigm, such a view
is natural: query images and document images are the same type of objects
and it seems natural to assume that a query and its relevant document(s)
are generated from the same model.
In text retrieval, this approach is less obvious. Queries are of a somewhat
different nature than documents. For example, they are typically shorter
and often do not consist of full sentences. Indeed there is some controversy
around the idea of using language models for information retrieval. The goal
of an information retrieval system is to return documents that are relevant to
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an information need which is expressed by a query. In language models, the
notion of relevance has gone (Sparck Jones et al., 2003) and the goal is to find
the document that generated the query terms. This also implies there is only
one relevant document in the collection, an assumption obviously not always
true. The absence of relevance hampers the abilities to exploit feedback
using language models, since the likelihood that the model of document A
generated the query does not change once a user has indicated document B
is relevant.
Lafferty and Zhai (2003) argue that the language modelling approach to
information retrieval and the classical probabilistic approach to information
retrieval (Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976) are probabilistically equivalent
(see also Chapter 5). They are just two ways of decomposing the formulae
behind the basic question: What is the probability that this document is
relevant to this query? When it comes to estimation however, the models
are quite different. At some point in the language modelling approach, the
assumption has to be made that the probability of observing a query Q
conditioned on observing a relevant document D and, is equivalent to the
probability that the document generates the query.
Lavrenko and Croft (2003) try to solve the problem of the absence of
an explicit notion of relevance in the language modelling approach to in-
formation retrieval, by estimating relevance models and developing ways to
estimate relevance model parameters from small amounts of data like short
queries. In Chapter 5, relevance models and relevance feedback will be ad-
dressed again. Meanwhile, we simply acknowledge the fact that we assume
a document is relevant to a query if the document model is likely to gener-
ate the query. Some models are more likely sources then others, but many
models can be (somewhat) likely and thus many documents can be relevant
to the same query.
4
Experimental results
This chapter focuses on the word using in the title of this thesis. How can the
models introduced in the previous chapter be used for ad hoc retrieval from
generic multimedia collections? Chapter 3 already sketched how generative
models can be applied in an information retrieval task (Section 3.4), here the
details are filled in and experimental results are reported.
Language models have been evaluated on large-scale text collections be-
fore, but never in a multimedia context. Gaussian mixture models have been
evaluated on multimedia content, but only on collections that are crafted
specifically for a limited retrieval task or on collections that contain clear
clusters of images with a high within-cluster similarity and a low across-
cluster similarity. Examples of collections for specific tasks are the Brodatz
collection (Brodatz, 1966) for texture retrieval and the Columbia collec-
tion (Nene et al., 1996) for retrieval of objects under varying viewpoints. A
good example of a clustered collection is the Corel dataset. In the research
presented here, both models are tested on generic, heterogeneous multimedia
databases.
The chapter begins with a description of the experimental setup in Sec-
tion 4.1 and tuning the model parameters in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 de-
scribes ad hoc retrieval experiments on visual data and Section 4.4 reports
experimental results for textual and multimodal data. Finally, Section 4.5
summarises and discusses the main findings.
4.1 Experimental setup
This section describes the setup of the experiments reported in this chapter.
All experiments use the basic models introduced in Chapter 3. For each doc-
ument in a given search collection, a Gaussian mixture model and a language
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model are estimated.1 A query is represented like a document, as a tuple of a
textual and a visual document. For retrieval, the approach from Section 3.4
is followed and the sample likelihood of either the visual query document,
or the textual query document, or both query documents (depending on the
used modalities) is computed to rank the collection.
In this thesis video retrieval is treated as image retrieval and each shot is
represented by a keyframe, a frame that is representative of the whole shot.
For a variant of the models that capture some of the dynamics of a shot see
(Ianeva et al., 2004; De Vries et al., 2004b). To find appropriate keyframes,
in principal, the Gaussian mixture models can be used to select the frame
within a shot that is most similar to all other frames, but this direction is not
pursued in this thesis. Instead, naive approaches to selecting representative
frames are taken, the details of keyframe selection are discussed as the video
test collections are introduced.
The remainder of this section introduces the used test collections (Sec-
tion 4.1.1) and the features that are used in the models (Section 4.1.2).
4.1.1 Test collections
As explained in Section 2.5.1, a test collection consist of three parts: a set
of documents, a set of information needs (or queries) and a set of relevance
judgements, indicating which documents are relevant to which queries. In
this section, the four test collections used in this chapter are introduced.
Corel3892
The first test collection consist of a selection of Corel images. As already
mentioned in Section 2.5.1, one problem with evaluation using Corel is that
the data is sold commercially on separate thematic Cd’s and a single Corel
set does not exist. To improve the comparability across different publications,
the experiments reported here use the intersection of the 600 classes to which
we have access and the classes used by Duygulu et al. (2002) and Jeon et al.
(2003). The resulting 39 classes are listed in table 4.9. The 3892 images
from these classes form the document set for the first test collection. Each
of the documents in the collection is used as a query and the class labels
are assumed to represent the ground truth or relevance judgements, i.e, a
document is relevant to a query if and only if both are in the same class.
This test collection will be referred to as Corel3892.
1Background probabilities are estimated on the test collections.
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Corel390
A second Corel subset is constructed by randomly taking 10 documents
from each of the 39 classes in Corel3892. This smaller set is used for
experimenting with many different parameter settings (Section 4.2). Again,
all documents in the collection are used as queries and the class labels are
used as relevance judgements. This smaller Corel test collection is referred
to as Corel390.
Trecvid2002
The third test collection used in this chapter, is the collection used in 2002s
Trecvid workshop (Smeaton and Over, 2003). It consists of about 40 hours
of video material from the Prelinger archives available from the Internet
Archive2 and the Open Video Project3. The set contains advertising, educa-
tional, industrial and amateur films produced between 1930 and 1970. The
basic unit for retrieval is the shot and the collection comes with a predefined
shot segmentation. We reduce video retrieval to image retrieval, by using the
middle frame of each shot as the keyframe representative of the whole shot.
Trecvid2002 comes with 25 multimedia topic descriptions (information
needs) and the corresponding relevance judgements. For an example topic
description see the introduction to the Trecvid collections in Section 2.5.1.
Trecvid2003
The Trecvid2003 test set is the collection used at Trecvid a year later
(Smeaton et al., 2003a). It consists of 65 hours of ABC and CNN broad-
cast news from 1998. The collection is shot segmented and comes with a
predefined set of keyframes which we use to represent the shots. Again 25
multimedia topic descriptions and the relevance judgements for those are
available.
4.1.2 Content representation
Chapter 3 talks about feature vectors that represent a visual sample without
specifying any details about the features. This section discusses the features
in detail. First the features for the visual models are discussed, then the
textual features.
2http://www.archive.org/movies
3http://www.open-video.org
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Visual features
To be able to retrieve relevant, or visually similar images for a given topic,
it is important to have a representation that preserves semantics (Pentland
et al., 1996). The image representation for the Gaussian mixture models
should capture as much of the information in the images as possible, while
being small enough to keep computation tractable. A natural option to con-
sider is image compression algorithms that are designed to yield a concise
description of all information in an image. JPEG compression is designed
to be state of the art with regard to compression rate and image fidelity
and to be not restricted to any particular type of images (Wallace, 1991).
This is exactly what is needed here. We want to model generic image collec-
tions and to represent image models compactly, while preserving information.
JPEG compression is based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT), a cheap
approximation of PCA transform, which optimally preserves information.
When applied to images, the DCT transform captures both colour and tex-
ture information and is thus useful for generic retrieval tasks. We follow the
JPEG standard and work in the YCbCr colour space, which separates chro-
matic information (colour, Cb and Cr channels) and achromatic information
(intensity, Y channel).
The process of transforming images to feature vectors is visualised in
Figure 4.1. First, an image is converted to the YCbCr colour space, then each
channel is cut into blocks of 8 by 8 pixels and the discrete cosine transform
(DCT) of the blocks is computed. Then, feature vectors are composed of
a fixed number of the most important DCT-coefficients from the Y-channel
and a fixed number of the most important coefficients from the Cb and Cr
channels. Section 4.2 investigates the optimal number of features from the
different channels. From the feature vectors, we build a mixture model using
the EM algorithm as described in Section 3.5.1.
To be able to distinguish between images with similar characteristics at
different locations, position information is added to the feature vectors, by
extending the feature vector with the x and y position of the sample in
the image plane. This facilitates differentiating between images with similar
features in different locations (e.g., example images with sky at the top versus
images with sky all over the image plane). To build the mixture models from
feature vectors with position information, two approaches are investigated. In
the first approach, position information is treated just as the other features
and a Gaussian mixture model is trained in the (DCT,x,y)-domain. The
second approach first trains a model on DCT coefficients only and adds the
position information after training by calculating the mean and variance of
the position information for the samples assigned to each component. In
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Figure 4.1: Building a Gaussian Mixture Model from an Image.
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the second approach, the models are forced to find components with similar
colour and texture regardless of the position of this colour and texture. In
the first approach the models are restricted to finding components that are
coherent in colour, texture and space.
Textual features
The textual features used to estimate language models from, are the words
from a text. In this case the texts are automatic speech recognition tran-
scripts for the Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 collections and captions
and keywords for the Corel3892 and Corel390 dataset. The Trecvid
transcripts are produced by LIMSI (Gauvain et al., 2002) and are shot seg-
mented, i.e., a piece of text is associated with each shot. To normalise the
word-forms, we stripped suffixes from the words in the transcripts using the
Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) and used a short stoplist to remove some
obvious non-content terms. The remaining terms form the vocabulary for
indexing and retrieval. Each document is represented as a vector of term
counts t = (t1, t2, . . . , tT ), where T is the number of terms in the vocabulary.
Term frequencies for shots and scenes are calculated to find the maximum
likelihood estimates (cf. Eq. 3.17).
4.2 Tuning the models
This section investigates the effects of using different model parameters on
retrieval performance. The main focus is on finding a good set of visual
features (Section 4.2.1). Section 4.2.2 discusses the effect of EM initialisation
on retrieval results. Finally, Section 4.2.3 investigates the optimal settings
for the mixing or smoothing parameters κ and λ.
4.2.1 Varying visual features
The focus of this thesis is more on the models than on the features from which
they are build. We are not interested in finding the perfect set of features.
However, within the boundaries set by the choice of features as described
in Section 4.1.2, some variation is possible. This section tries to find the
optimal settings given these boundaries. The number of components in the
Gaussian mixture models is varied, as is the set of features that describes a
pixel block. The type of features (DCT coefficients and position information)
remains fixed. In order to be able to try a large number of different settings
in a fair amount of time, a small test collection is needed. Therefore, we
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take the Corel390 subset. For each setting, we then build models for this
reduced collection. We use each of the 390 collection images as a query and
calculate average precision scores for them. The scores are averaged over all
queries and we report the mean average precision scores per setting.
In the following experiments the procedure from Section 4.1.2 is used to
extract feature vectors, varying the following parameters:
NY: Number of DCT coefficients from Y channel (1, 3, 6, 10, 15 or 21).
NCbCr: Number of DCT coefficients from Cb and Cr channels (0, 1 or NY).
XYpos: Way of using position information of pixel blocks: do not use (de-
noted by not), add to feature vector before training (pre), or add to
mixture components after training (post)
C: Number of Gaussian mixture components (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32).
Testing all possible combinations would yield over 300 different test settings.
To reduce this number, first the number of coefficients from the Y channel
is fixed. We think both colour and texture are important in image retrieval,
thus we need to take a reasonable number of coefficients into account to
capture some of the texture information. On the other hand taking too
many coefficients does not seem useful; In the JPEG compression literature
it is common to ignore the lower coefficients since they do not capture much
information anyway. We fix the number of Y coefficients at NY = 10. At
the end of this section, after having fixed the other parameters, the influence
of varying NY is discussed.
The top rows in Figures 4.3–4.5 show visualisations of Gaussian mixture
models estimated from the image in Figure 4.2 using different parameter set-
tings; the bottom rows show images constructed by randomly sampling from
these models. Models that contain no position information (XYpos=not) are
visualised by distributing the components’ visualisations uniformly across the
image plane, in the random images from these the randomly drawn samples
are scattered across the image plane.4
Table 4.1 shows the results for different values of NCbCr, XYpos and
c. The scores do not differ a lot. One could conclude that as long as one
uses a mixture (c>1) rather than a single Gaussian (C=1), it does not matter
much which model one chooses. However, a small difference in average scores
might still be significant: run A might be consistently better than run B, but
a few outliers, or errors for which run B is better, can annul this effect and
a similar score for both runs can be obtained.
4For further explanation of the visualisation of Gaussian mixture models and random
samples, see Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.
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Figure 4.2: Example image. Greek Islands.
C=4 C=8 C=16 C=32
Figure 4.3: Models and random samples. Varying number of components (fixed
parameters: NY=10, NCbCr=1, XYpos=pre)
NCbCr=0 NCbCr=1 NCbCr=10
Figure 4.4: Models and random samples. Varying number of colour coefficients (fixed
parameters: NY=10, XYpos=pre, C=8)
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XYpos=not XYpos=pre XYpos =post
Figure 4.5: Models and random samples. Varying position information, (fixed param-
eters: NY=10, NCbCr=1, C=8) For visualisation purposes, the components in the
XYpos=not setting are distributed uniformly across the image plane, while in fact no
position information is available in this setting.
Table 4.1: mean average precision scores for different parameter settings (fixed:
NY=10).
NY NCbCr XYpos C=1 C=2 C=4 C=8 C=16 C=32
10 0 not 0.08 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.21
10 0 pre 0.09 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20
10 0 post 0.09 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.21
10 1 not 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23
10 1 pre 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.22
10 1 post 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.23
10 10 not 0.12 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.23
10 10 pre 0.13 0.21 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23
10 10 post 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.23
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Table 4.2: Top scoring parameter settings based on pair-wise comparisons.
NY NCbCr XYpos c #better #equal #worse
10 10 pre 8 0 8 45
10 10 post 8 0 9 44
10 10 not 8 0 11 42
10 10 not 16 0 12 41
10 10 pre 16 0 12 41
10 10 post 32 0 20 33
10 10 pre 4 0 23 30
10 10 not 32 1 19 33
10 1 post 8 1 19 33
10 10 pre 32 3 18 32
To test whether the differences between the various settings are statisti-
cally significant, the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test5 is used (significance
level of 5%), for each pair of parameter settings. Since we report on many
independent statistical tests, each performed at a significance level of 5%,
we can expect to make some mistakes, i.e., decide there is a significance
difference when there is not, or miss a significance difference that is there.
Therefore, we will not attribute much value to individual outcomes of the
significance tests. Instead, we mainly look at trends when varying a single
parameter.
For each setting we count the number of other parameter settings that are
significantly better, the number of significantly worse models and the number
of other models that do not differ significantly. Table 4.2 shows the best
models according to these counts (i.e., the models with the lowest number
of other models that are significantly better). While the top scoring models
share a few interesting properties (like the number of CbCr coefficients used),
it is more informative to look at the influence of changes in the individual
parameters. In the remainder of this section, we consecutively discuss the
influence of changing C, NCbCr and XYpos.
When varying the number of components in the mixture model, it can be
expected that a low number gives insufficient resolution to describe all image
samples well, whereas a high number of components is bound to result in
over-fitting. Table 4.3 shows the experiments confirm this intuition. Using
more components initially gives significant improvements, but at C=8, we
5The Wilcoxon test is introduced in Section 2.5.3
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Table 4.3: Comparing different models, varying the number of components c (with
fixed NCbCr=10, XYpos=post). The numbers indicate if we see a significant difference
when changing from row to column setting: 0 for no significant difference; 1 for
significant improvement; -1 for significant deterioration.
c 1 2 4 8 16 32
1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 -1 0 1 1 1 1
4 -1 -1 0 1 1 0
8 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0
16 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1
32 -1 -1 0 0 1 0
reach an optimum. After that no significant improvements are measured
and sometimes using more than 8 components even harms results (probably
because of over-fitting). Comparable results are found for settings of NCbCr
and XYpos which are not shown in Table 4.3. For some settings the optimum
is already reached at C=4.
Colour information is generally assumed to be a valuable source for the
purpose of image retrieval. When we vary the number of coefficients used
from the Cb and Cr channels (NCbCr), we see that colour information is
important indeed. Both NCbCr=1 and NCbCr=10 yield significantly better
scores than NCbCr=0 for each setting of XYpos and c. This shows it is
important to use at least 1 DCT coefficient from each colour channel and thus
to encode colour information in the models. For some settings in which more
components (c≥8) are used, using 10 coefficients from the colour channels is
significantly better than using only 1 (see Table 4.4 for an example). So, it
seems wise to use as much colour information as possible for describing the
images, as long as the models can accommodate all this information, i.e., as
long as there are enough components. With fewer components, using only 1
coefficient is better.
Finally, it is unclear how varying the use of position information (XY-
pos) influences the scores. For many settings of c and NCbCr, there is no
significant difference between different settings of XYpos. When there is,
it is sometimes an improvement, sometimes a deterioration. Only in the
single component case (C=1), there is a consistent significant improvement
for models that do use position information. However, when a single com-
ponent is used to describe an image, all samples must be assigned to that
one component and the position of this single component must be the centre
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Table 4.4: Comparing different models, varying the number of DCT coefficients from
the colour channels NCbCr (with fixed XYpos=pre, C=8). See Table 4.3 for explana-
tion.
NCbCr 0 1 10
0 0 1 1
1 -1 0 1
10 -1 -1 0
of the image plane with a variance related to the size of the image. How-
ever, the position information is different for portrait and landscape images
since the position of the blocks in these will have different variance. Thus,
adding position information in the single component case, acts as a portrait
vs. landscape classifier; apparently this improves retrieval results. This is
not surprising considering the fact that images within a single class tend to
have the same orientation.6 One thing that can be learnt from analysing the
results for different XYpos settings is that it never harms to use position in-
formation: in all cases, using it either significantly improves results or it does
not change results. Still, the experimental results do not clarify whether we
should incorporate this information directly (XYpos=pre) or after training
the models (XYpos=post).
The optimal settings found so far are NCbCr≥1, XYpos ∈{pre,post} and
C=8. In the following experiments, these values are fixed and different val-
ues for NY are evaluated. The experiments incorporate position informa-
tion before training (XYpos=pre) and use either 1 DCT coefficient from
the colour channels (NCbCr=1), or as many as from the intensity channel
(NCbCr=NY). Since the dimensionality of the features space gets higher as
NY increases, it can be expected that more components are needed to cap-
ture the information. Therefore, experiments with both 8 (the optimal so
far) and 16 components are carried out. The results are listed in Table 4.5.
Significance test results, for C=8 are shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 (C=16
yields comparable results). For NCbCr=1, using more coefficients from the
Y channel is significantly better Apparently, when the colour channels can-
not capture texture information, adding more texture from the intensity (Y)
channel helps. When texture from the colour channels is taken into account
as well (NCbCr-NY), adding more texture from the Y-channel does not help.
It seems using a fair amount of texture information is useful. However, to
keep computation tractable, we fix the feature and model parameters at the
6For 75% of the classes, over 70% of the images has the prevalent orientation.
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Table 4.5: Mean average precision for different values of NY;
NCbCr∈{1,NY},C∈{8,16}, XYpos=pre
C=8 C=16
NY NCbCr=1 NCbCr=NY NCbCr=1 NCbCr=NY
1 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
3 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.22
6 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.23
10 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.24
15 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
21 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
Table 4.6: significance test for varying NY; XYpos=pre, C=8, NCbCr=1. See Ta-
ble 4.3 for explanation.
NY 1 3 6 10 15 21
1 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 -1 0 1 1 1 1
6 -1 -1 0 1 1 1
10 -1 -1 -1 0 1 1
15 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 1
21 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0
following (sub-optimal) setting: NY=10, NCbCr=1, XYpos=post, C=8.
4.2.2 EM initialisation
It is a well known fact that the EM algorithm is sensitive to its initialisation.
Building the Gaussian mixture models starts from a random initialisation,
thus we may end up with different models if we build two models from the
same frame. This Section investigates the influence of the EM initialisation
on the final ranking of the documents. To do so, we build a collection with
several models for each frame and compare the scores of the different versions
on a number of queries. We concentrate on the effects of initialisation on top
ranking documents, i.e., the documents that are most similar to the query.
For this purpose, a subset from Trecvid2002 is taken to get a collection
with different levels of (assumed) similarity. The collection is produced using
the following procedure.
• Select two videos from the Trecvid2002 collection;
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Table 4.7: significance test varying NY; XYpos=pre, C=8, NCbCr=NY
NY 1 3 6 10 15 21
1 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 -1 0 1 1 1 1
6 -1 -1 0 0 1 0
10 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
15 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0
21 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
• From each shot in each of the videos select five frames (evenly dis-
tributed over the shot);
• For each frame build 10 models (using EM from random initialisations).
This way, it is possible to differentiate between exact matches (i.e., different
models of the same frame), frames from the same shot, frames from the same
video and frames from different videos. The middle frames of each shot are
used as a queries.
For a given query, different models from the same frame are expected to
have roughly the same scores. In addition, the scores for models of other
frames from the same shot should not vary much either.
Scores are calculated as follows. The collection is ranked for a given
query. For each frame in the collection, the average rank of all 10 models
representing the frame is computed, as well as the standard deviation from
this average. These scores are then averaged over all frames in a given set
and over all queries. The sets of frames considered are: the single frame,
all frames from a shot, all frames from the same video and all frames in the
collection. The results are shown in table 4.8.
If EM was insensitive to its initialisation, all models for a given frame
would have been exactly the same and they would have been ranked in se-
quence, yielding the best possible standard deviation for 10 models: 3.03.
The table shows that this is not the case, thus indeed, initialisation influ-
ences EM. However, on average all 10 models of the query frame are near
the top of the ranked list (mean rank 8.06 std dev. 5.95). Furthermore,
different models of frames from the same shot are on average closer together
(and closer to the top of the list) than models from other frames. In fact,
the mean rank of a set of frames correlates with the standard deviation of
this rank. Frames that rank higher are in general closer together. Figure 4.6
shows mean rank and standard deviation for different queries in a single plot.
On the x-axis the different queries are listed, sorted by mean shot-rank (i.e.,
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Table 4.8: Mean rank with standard deviation for different models of the same frame.
Averaged over all queries and over different sets of frames
ranks
set mean std-dev
frame 8.06 5.95
shot 269.85 35.09
video 2946.10 286.15
collection 3075.50 374.02
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Figure 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of shot ranks for different queries
the mean rank of all models of all 5 frames from the same shot as the query).
The solid blue line corresponds to the left y-axis and shows the mean shot-
ranks for each query; the green dots correspond to the right y-axis and show
the standard deviation in shot-rank (i.e., the standard deviation in ranks
within this set of 10 models of 5 frames from the same shot as the query
frame). The plot shows that if the queries get harder (i.e., mean ranks for
frames from same shot get higher), the different models of frames from the
query shot get more spread out (i.e., standard deviation goes up). We can
conclude that although EM is sensitive to its initialisation, this mainly has
an effect on the lower part of the ranking. The top ranking documents are
less sensitive to differences in the EM starting points.
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4.2.3 Estimating mixing parameters
The smoothed estimates for the generative models are computed as a mix-
ture of foreground and background probabilities (see Section 3.6). For tex-
tual video retrieval, this has been extended to a mixture of shot, scene and
background probabilities. In both the textual and visual case, the final prob-
ability is a weighted sum of the probabilities given particular models. In this
section, optimal values for the weights, or mixing parameters, are estimated.
To do so, we take a collection with known relevant query-document pairs and
evaluate retrieval effectiveness for different values of the mixing parameters.
Visual: κ
Figure 4.7 shows the mean average precision scores on the Trecvid2002
collection for κ ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. It is apparent that retrieval results
are insensitive to the value of the mixing parameter, as long as we take both
foreground and background into account (i.e., κ > 0 and κ < 1). This
means smoothing is important for the success of the model; an unsmoothed
version (κ = 1) performs poorly. The plot has a similar shape as that found
in Hiemstra’s thesis for the λ parameter in the standard language model
(Hiemstra, 2001). The optimal value though, κ = 0.90, differs significantly
from the typical language model optimal λ = 0.15. A possible explanation
is the fact that Gaussian mixture models are already smooth distributions.
The only reason to introduce Jelinek-Mercer smoothing is to decrease the
influence of common samples in a query. In text retrieval, smoothing also
has to take care of the zero-frequency problem. In the remainder of this
chapter the visual smoothing parameter is fixed at κ = 0.90.
Textual: λ
The hierarchical video model interpolates shot, scene and background prob-
abilities (see Section 3.6.4). Preliminary experiments with 2001s Trecvid
collection gave the parameter setting used throughout this thesis: λShot =
0.090, λScene = 0.210 and λColl = 0.700. This section investigates whether
these are the optimal settings by exhaustively searching the parameter space
using the Trecvid2002 collection. Since no scene segmentation is avail-
able for this collection, we simply assume a scene is a window of 5 con-
secutive shots. Figure 4.8 shows a surface plot of the mean average pre-
cision for different combinations of λShot and λScene, in all combinations,
λColl = 1 − λShot − λScene. The plot shows, it is important to incorporate
scene information (λScene = 0 leads to low mean average precision), while ig-
noring shot information seems to be less influential. In fact, when λShot = 0,
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Figure 4.7: Mean average precision on TRECVID2002 search task for different values
of κ
the optimal value for the other λs corresponds to optimal values often used
in text retrieval: λScene = 0.150 and λColl = 0.850. The optimal values for
the mixing parameters in the hierarchical language model are reached in
the area with both λShot and λScene close to zero, i.e., the area with high
λColl (this is most clearly visible in the contour plot underneath the surface).
The optimal values for the mixing parameters in the hierarchical language
model are reached when all levels of the hierarchy contribute: λShot = 0.010,
λScene = 0.040 and λColl = 0.950. The surface around this optimum is rather
flat, therefore, any parameter setting within this area is close to optimal.
The setting found with 2001s Trecvid collection and used throughout this
thesis, lies in this area.
4.3 Visual search
With the optimal parameters found in the previous section, more experiments
are conducted. This section focuses on visual information retrieval using
the query-by-example paradigm. The textual part of documents is ignored.
Throughout the section, the basic models from Chapter 3 are used. Gaussian
mixture models are built for all documents in a collection and the sample
likelihood of the query is computed to rank documents. In the following
subsections, the representation of the query is varied. First, to set a baseline,
all available visual examples are used (Section 4.3.1). Then in Section 4.3.2
a query is constructed from manually selected good, or highly representative
examples. Finally Section 4.3.3 investigates how selecting important regions
in visual examples influences the retrieval results.
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Figure 4.8: Mean average precision on TRECVID2002 for different λs.
4.3.1 All examples
In the most basic variant of the retrieval models, all available visual examples
are regarded as a single bag of samples and the sample likelihood of the whole
bag is computed. This means, the goal is to find document models which
explain, or can generate, all samples in all example images. This comes
down to an and type of query: we want to find documents that explain
example A and example B and example C. . .. This strategy is evaluated on
Corel3892, Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003.
Corel3892
We run each document in Corel3892 as a query7, rank the full document
set (i.e., we do not take a top K) and compute average precision values for
each query. We then compute mean average precision per image class. Since
there is some variety in the specificity of the classes, some classes might
be harder than others (something as specific as English pub signs might be
more easy than a generic class like Israel). Table 4.9 shows the scores for the
individual classes (sorted from high to low). Indeed, we see a fair amount of
variation (.05 to .36). Figure 4.9 shows an example of a query with the top 5
documents from one of the classes with the highest scores: Arabian Horses.
To get more insight into what is actually retrieved for a given query, we
can look at confusion between classes. For example, to see how often we
confuse lions for tigers, we can use a image from the tigers theme as a query
7Note that, in contrast to the experiments described in the previous section, all 3892
images from the 39 classes are used.
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Table 4.9: Mean average precision per class for COREL3892 data set.
Class MAP Class MAP
English Pub Signs .36 Israel .09
English Country Gardens .33 Beaches .09
Arabian Horses .31 Holland .08
Dawn & Dusk .21 Hong Kong .08
Tropical Plants .19 Sweden .07
Land of the Pyramids .19 Ireland .07
Canadian Rockies .18 Wildlife of the Galapagos .07
Lost Tribes .17 Hawaii .07
Elephants .17 Rural France .07
Tigers .16 Zimbabwe .07
Tropical Sea Life .16 Images of Death Valley .07
Exotic Tropical Flowers .16 Nepal .07
Lions .15 Foxes & Coyotes .06
Indigenous People .15 North American Deer .06
Nesting Birds .13 California Coasts .06
Images of Thailand .13 North American Wildlife .06
Greek Isles .10 Peru .05
Cowboys .10 Alaskan Wildlife .05
Mayan and Aztec Ruins .09 Namibia .05
Wildlife of Antarctica .09
mean .12
and look at the number of lions we retrieve. This can be done by assuming a
retrieved image is relevant to the tiger query if and only if it is from the lions
class. Based on these cross-category assessments mean average precision can
be computed like before. This process is repeated for all pairs of classes in
the collection and the resulting confusion scores are shown in Figure 4.10.
Along the y-axis, the query class is plotted, the x-axis shows the class that
was assumed relevant to the query. Thus looking at row X we can learn what
we find if we search for X and column X shows what would be a good query
to retrieve X.
The diagonal of the figure is darker, indicating that, on average, queries
retrieve more images from their own class than images from a different class.
Some interesting confusions are found: When querying for Beaches we also
find Greek Islands, a query for Tropical Plants returns also Tropical Sea
life and searching for Indigenous People we find Lost Tribes. Moreover,
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Query:
Results:
Figure 4.9: Example COREL390 query with top 10 documents.
we see some lighter and darker columns showing that some classes get re-
trieved hardly ever when using examples from outside that class (Wildlife of
Antarctica, Dawn & Dusk) and others are returned more often for any query
(Indigenous People, Lost Tribes). Also noticeable is the fact that country
gardens and tropical plants get mixed up sometimes and that both these
classes are retrieved relatively often when Arabian horses are used as query
examples. The latter is probably due to the similarity in background: all
have green, grassy backgrounds.
Trecvid
The experiments on Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 use for each topic
a single query composed of all available image examples as well as the
keyframes for the example videos.8 Results are evaluated on the top 100
retrieved shots for Trecvid2002 and on the top 1000 for Trecvid2003.9
Table 4.10 lists the results in the columns labelled all (results in the other
8The collections are described in Sections 4.1.1 and 2.5.1.
9Conform the requirements from the respective guidelines.
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Figure 4.10: Confusion between classes. Mean average precision for different classes
of relevant images. Darker squares indicate higher scores. Vertically, the query classes
are listed, horizontally, the class that is assumed to be relevant
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columns are discussed in the next section). The first thing that can be noted
from these results is that the scores are much lower than for the Corel3892
collection. Apparently Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 are much harder
tasks (at least for the Gaussian mixture models). For some topics the re-
sults are reasonable, but most have low scores. Looking in more detail at
the results for the better scoring topics, we see that often these are almost
known-item topics. The correct results for these are (near) exact matches of
the query example(s). For some Trecvid2002 topics (e.g., vt0076: Find
shots of Eddy Rickenbacker), some of the topic examples are taken from the
search collection. Given the nature of our models, it is not surprising that
we are able to retrieve these shots. In other cases, highly specific shots are
asked for, like Dow Jones graphics showing a rise (vt0120). The Dow Jones
graphics in the collection all look highly similar and can thus be found rel-
atively easy. Whether they show a rise or fall of the index is probably not
captured in the model, but in the retrieved results there is bound to be a
number of rises, yielding a relatively high score for this topic. It remains
questionable though how useful such a result is in an actual retrieval setting.
Still, for other topics, the models seem useful. For example vt0102, Find
shots from behind the pitcher in a baseball game as he throws a ball that the
batter swings at, retrieves good results. Apparently the document models
capture the main characteristics (grass, crowd) of such shots.
It is somewhat difficult to compare these results to those of other groups
participating in Trecvid, since there are few groups that submitted a
content-based image retrieval run based only on the available visual exam-
ples. Many runs make use of the speech transcripts that are available. In
addition, many groups use a high level classification of the content and na-
ture of the shots (e.g., indoor, outdoor, people, face, animal). A user then
has to formulate queries in terms of these high level classes. For instance,
for the baseball query (vt0102) one could ask for outdoor scene, sporting
event and people. Developing such high level classes requires a lot of effort.
Large amounts of training data need to be carefully selected and manually
annotated. Furthermore, the number of classes is necessarily finite and the
nature of the classes restricts the type of queries that can be answered. Con-
sider for example how one should formulate a request for shots of a mug or
cup of coffee (vt0121) in terms of high level classes, when no class for mugs
or cups is available. The rationale behind the models developed and tested
in this thesis is that they should be able to answer generic queries, without
relying on pre-defined sets of concepts that can be recognised.
Although our approach differs considerably from most of the other re-
search groups participating in Trecvid, it is useful to report scores for
other systems and to see where Gaussian mixture models are positioned.
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Table 4.10: Average precision per topic for all, best and designated example runs
Trecvid2002
topic all best des
vt0075 .0038 .2438 .2438
vt0076 .4854 .4323 .1760
vt0077 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0078 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0079 .0000 .0040 .0000
vt0080 .0048 .0977 .0977
vt0081 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0082 .0330 .0234 .0234
vt0083 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0084 .0046 .0046 .0046
vt0085 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0086 .0053 .0704 .0704
vt0087 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0088 .0046 .0069 .0069
vt0089 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0090 .0000 .0305 .0305
vt0091 .0095 .0095 .0095
vt0092 .0003 .0106 .0000
vt0093 .0006 .0006 .0000
vt0094 .0021 .0021 .0021
vt0095 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0096 .0323 .0323 .0323
vt0097 .1312 .1408 .0000
vt0098 .0000 .0003 .0003
vt0099 .0000 .0000 .0000
MAP .0287 .0444 .0279
Trecvid2003
topic all best des
vt0100 .0004 .0065 .0030
vt0101 .0511 .1105 .0003
vt0102 .3043 .4302 .3529
vt0103 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0104 .0000 .0010 .0000
vt0105 .0003 .0021 .0021
vt0106 .0000 .0002 .0000
vt0107 .0001 .0163 .0004
vt0108 .0001 .0004 .0003
vt0109 .0002 .0014 .0000
vt0110 .0003 .0011 .0000
vt0111 .0000 .0004 .0004
vt0112 .0001 .0043 .0009
vt0113 .0000 .0027 .0006
vt0114 .0007 .0007 .0006
vt0115 .0004 .0200 .0200
vt0116 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0117 .0286 .0337 .0112
vt0118 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0119 .0000 .0000 .0000
vt0120 .3154 .2187 .2187
vt0121 .0003 .0295 .0003
vt0122 .0002 .0048 .0010
vt0123 .0001 .0006 .0006
vt0124 .0000 .1209 .0000
MAP .0281 .0402 .0245
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For Trecvid2002 the mean average precision across all submitted runs in
the manual task10 is .056. If we ignore runs that make use of the speech
transcripts, this drops to .044. For Trecvid2003 these numbers are .085
and .021 respectively. The Gaussian mixture model results are just below
these averages for Trecvid2002 and just above for Trecvid2003 (see
Table 4.10). Considering the fact that the Gaussian mixture models require
little a priori knowledge and no manual effort in developing training data,
we can conclude that these are good results.
4.3.2 Selecting and combining examples
Treating multiple visual examples as a single bag of examples to retrieve
a set (or ranked list) of similar documents can be problematic. Consider
for example the topic shown in Figure 4.11. Here the information need is
for shots of points being scored in basketball. The need is clarified by 6
different examples, some of them close-ups of the ball going through the
basket, others showing overview shots of the playing field. No document
will be highly similar to all examples. Clearly, we are looking for some sort
of or-functionality here. A retrieved shot should be similar to any of the
examples, but not necessarily to all.
Figure 4.11: VT0101: ‘Find shots of a basket being made’.
A common approach to handling multiple example queries is to run sep-
arate queries for each example. The final score for a document could then be
based on the results for a single (manually selected) representative example,
or it could be a function of the results for the individual examples. In this
section both approaches are investigated.
Single example queries
A posteriori, it is possible to compute which of the available visual examples
gave the best results. A priori, one can only try to guess what would be a
good example. For Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003, we a priori select
examples to be used in single example runs, i.e., the ones expected to be good.
10In the manual task, there is no user feedback involved. A user has one go at trans-
forming the topic into a query and that query is run through the search system.
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We call these designated examples. Then we compute the likelihood for each
available example separately and compare runs with designated examples (a
priori selected), best examples (a posteriori) and all examples. Table 4.10
shows the results. The best performance is obtained when the best example
is selected a posteriori. Of course, this is ‘cheating’, but it shows that indeed
combining multiple visual examples in a single query can degrade results.
However, manually selecting good single examples for each topic turns out
to be difficult, simply using all available examples gives better results than
using the designated ones.
Combining examples
A second common approach to dealing with multiple examples in a query is
to run separate queries for each example and combine the results afterwards.
In such an approach, the final score for a document is a function of either the
scores or the ranks for the individual examples (e.g., Jin and French, 2003;
Westerveld et al., 2003a; Natsev and Smith, 2003). In fact the approach de-
scribed in Section 4.3.1, where we treated multiple examples as a single set
of samples and computed the joint likelihood of all of them, can be viewed
as an example of a simple score combining strategy. The final score for the
whole set of examples is the product of the individual example probabilities
(find documents that explain and A and B and C ). In general, however, it
is far from trivial to choose a combination function that works well for a
variety of queries. This section only looks at a basic rank-based combination
technique. Other techniques for handling multiple example queries are dis-
cussed in Section 5.2. The rank-based technique discussed here is a simple
approach which combines the results from the individual example runs in a
round-robin fashion: the final ranked list is composed of all ranks 1 from
the individual topics, followed by all ranks 2, followed by all ranks 3, etc.
(duplicate results are filtered out). The round-robin combination is evalu-
ated on Trecvid2003, yielding a mean average precision of .0319, slightly
higher than the joint likelihood baseline (.0281). Even though it is not pos-
sible to manually pick a single best example, simply treating all examples as
one large set of samples is not the best strategy. As the basketball example
in the introduction to this section showed, some kind of or-functionality is
needed. The round-robin strategy provides this. One could expect the final
result list for the basketball example to contain a mixture of good matches
for the close-up shots and good matches for the overview shots. The joint
likelihood from the baseline implements an and-strategy, the best models
are those that explain both the close-ups and the overviews. The results
for the round-robin approach, an or-strategy, are indeed better for multiple
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Figure 4.12: Selected region from a visual example for VT0105: Find shot of a
helicopter in flight or on the ground.
examples queries.
4.3.3 Selecting important regions
In the previous sections, query examples are presented to the retrieval sys-
tem without modification. However, it may be useful to zoom in on specific
parts of a query (Baan et al., 2001; Bosch et al., 2001). If a user indicates
what is most important in an example image, or why something is a good
example, this could help in getting queries more focused. An obvious way
to indicate important parts in a query image is to select significant regions.
For example for a query for shots of a helicopter in flight or on the ground
(Trecvid2003, vt0105), one could draw a bounding box around the he-
licopter to indicate that the sky in the background is not important (See
Figure 4.12). An alternative is to exploit the fact that each component of
the Gaussian mixture model describes a different part of the image. The idea
is to manually select a subset of the components in the following way. The
model defines a soft clustering of the samples in the image, i.e., a sample vj
is assigned to component ci with probability P(ci|vj) (cf. Equation 3.12).
This can be turned into a hard clustering by assigning each sample to the
most likely component ck (k = argmaxi P(ci|vj)). The sample assignments
can then be presented to a user as a colour coded version of the image, where
each colour represents a set of samples assigned to one of the components.
A user can then select those clusters that are most meaningful for the query
at hand. Figure 4.13 shows an example.
Both region selection and component selection approaches are tested us-
ing Trecvid2003. Regions and components are manually selected for each
of the examples. The samples from the selected parts (regions or compo-
nents), are then used as before: the maximum likelihood for the selected
subset of samples is computed and used to rank the documents in the col-
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Figure 4.13: Colour coding of sample assignment (left) and selected components
(right) for a visual example for VT0105: Find shot of a helicopter in flight or on the
ground.
Table 4.11: Selecting Regions or components from TRECVID2003 examples
Query Type Full Image Selected Region Selected Component(s)
AllEx .0281 .0264 .0285
DesEx .0245 .0217 .0284
lection. Again a distinction is made between using all examples and using
designated examples only. The results are shown in Table 4.11. Selecting
regions gives a slight decrease in score, selecting components yields a small
improvement.
An explanation for this difference can be found in the homogeneity of the
selected parts. Selected components are typically more homogeneous than
selected regions. A manual inspection of the retrieval results for the homo-
geneous component queries shows that results are often intuitive, i.e., there
is a clear visual similarity between the query blocks and the top retrieved
documents. If the query samples also have a clear semantics (e.g., sky), then
the results are often useful (Figure 4.14). Sometimes however, a component
carries no true semantics. In these cases, results are merely visually similar.
Figure 4.15 shows examples of this: looking at the components without the
context of the full example, the audience can no longer be identified as such
and the grass looks like water. Consequently, the results are still visually
similar, but no longer meaningful.
Selecting components can harm results in the case of near exact matching.
To illustrate this, the horses query from the Corel390 dataset (Figure 4.9)
is revisited. Searching with only manually selected relevant components from
this example (i.e., the components that compose the horse), retrieves other
brown things, but few horses (See Figure 4.16). However, when we inverse
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Query:
Results:
Figure 4.14: Top 5 results for a homogeneous query with clear semantics (‘Sky’)
full query audience grass
audience results:
grass results:
Figure 4.15: Top 5 results for homogeneous queries without clear semantics
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the selection and search with only the grass components, the horses are
found (Figure 4.17). Clearly the horses we find are near exact matches;
all photos are shot in the same field under the same conditions. In a larger,
more heterogeneous dataset, more horses without grass and vice versa can
be expected, resulting in more realistic scores. The problem will be revisited
in Chapter 6, where the characteristics of test collections are discussed.
Query:
Results:
Figure 4.16: Example selected components query from COREL with top 10 results.
Horses components retrieve brown things.
4.4 Textual and multimodal search
This section demonstrates the usefulness of exploiting textual information for
multimedia retrieval on the Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 collections.
The Corel3892 and Corel390 datasets are not used to evaluate textual
search, since there is not much text available with these and an important
part of the text is the class label. Doing text retrieval on this collection
would be somewhat artificial.
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Query:
Results:
Figure 4.17: Example selected components query from COREL with top 10 results.
Grass components retrieve horses.
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4.4.1 Text only results
For modelling textual information we used the hierarchical language models
as described in Section 3.6.4; scenes are assumed to be sequences of five
consecutive shots. In the remainder of this section, the details for the two
text collections are filled in and results are discussed.
Trecvid2002
The Trecvid2002 collection is stemmed and stopped and hierarchical lan-
guage models are estimated for each document. For constructing queries
from the topic descriptions, two different approaches are taken. The first set
of textual queries, Tshort, is constructed by taking the text description from
the topic. In the second set of queries, Tlong, the short queries are extended
with the text from the speech transcripts of the video examples in the topic
(if any). The assumption is that relevant shots share a vocabulary with ex-
ample shots, thus using example transcripts may improve results. For both
sets of queries we apply the same pre-processing as used for the collection,
i.e., stopwords are removed and terms are stemmed. The results for the two
variants are listed in Table 4.12 and show that the long queries outperform
the short ones. It seems that indeed the transcripts of video examples and
relevant shots share a vocabulary. However, the improvement in scores can
be partly attributed to the fact that some of the video examples are taken
directly from the search collection. Obviously, with long queries these shots
are found and higher scores can be expected. When the four topics for which
examples are taken from the test collection are removed from the topic set,
the scores for the long queries drop from .1212 to .1082.
Trecvid2003
For the Trecvid2003 collection queries are constructed by manually se-
lecting the content words from the topic descriptions. For example, the
description of vt0122 (Find shots of one or more cats. At least part of
both ears, both eyes and the mouth must be visible. The body can be in any
position), is reduced to the query cats. Again stemming and stopping are
applied to both queries and collection. No experiments with long queries are
carried out on this collection. One reason for this is to avoid the influence
of the exact matches that contaminate the Trecvid2002 results. Further-
more, short keyword type queries are more realistic. The average number of
words people use in search engines is between 2 and 3. The results per topic
for the short keyword queries on the Trecvid2003 collection are listed in
Table 4.12
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Table 4.12: Average precision per topic for text runs on TRECVID2002 and
TRECVID2003 test collections.
Trecvid2002
Topic Tshort Tlong
vt0075 .0000 .0082
vt0076 .4075 .6242
vt0077 .1225 .5556
vt0078 .1083 .2778
vt0079 .0003 .0006
vt0080 .0000 .0000
vt0081 .0154 .0333
vt0082 .0080 .0262
vt0083 .1669 .1669
vt0084 .7500 .7500
vt0085 .0000 .0000
vt0086 .0554 .0676
vt0087 .0591 .0295
vt0088 .0148 .0005
vt0089 .0764 .0764
vt0090 .0229 .0473
vt0091 .0000 .0000
vt0092 .0627 .0687
vt0093 .1977 .1147
vt0094 .0232 .0252
vt0095 .0034 .0021
vt0096 .0000 .0000
vt0097 .1002 .0853
vt0098 .0225 .0086
vt0099 .0726 .0606
MAP .0916 .1212
Trecvid2003
Topic keywords
vt0100 .0070
vt0101 .0053
vt0102 .0527
vt0103 .2728
vt0104 .0074
vt0105 .3550
vt0106 .2845
vt0107 .1208
vt0108 .1191
vt0109 .0974
vt0110 .0110
vt0111 .0025
vt0112 .1769
vt0113 .0230
vt0114 .2974
vt0115 .0266
vt0116 .5564
vt0117 .0465
vt0118 .0002
vt0119 .1481
vt0120 .1760
vt0121 .0404
vt0122 .0181
vt0123 .3057
vt0124 .0885
MAP .1296
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One thing that can be learnt from the textual results on both collections
is that visual information retrieval still has a long way to go. Even though
the topics are designed for visual retrieval and the results are evaluated on
their visual relevance, text retrieval outperforms visual retrieval by far.
4.4.2 Combining textual and visual runs
The previous sections treated visual and textual information separately, but
it makes sense to combine them. One could imagine textual information
setting the context (this shot is about Yasser Arafat), whereas visual in-
formation could filter the shots in the video where the person (with scarf)
is actually visible. And vice versa, visual information could set a context
(there is an object against a clear blue sky here), and textual information
could help in deciding whether it is a helicopter, an aircraft or a balloon.
Since both modalities are modelled in a probabilistic framework, combining
them seems a viable option. In the framework, we can simply compute the
joint probability of observing textual and visual part of a query.
p(D|θ,φ) = p(V|θ)p(T |φ) (4.1)
Note that this requires two independence assumptions:
1. Textual terms and visual samples are generated independently:
p(V , T |·) = p(V|·)p(T |·).
2. The generation of documents in one modality is independent of the
other modality. The generation of textual terms only depends on the
language model and the generation of visual terms only on the visual
model: p(V|θ,φ) = p(V|θ) and p(T |θ,φ) = p(T |φ).
Treating textual and visual information independently, contradicts the as-
sumption that textual information is useful for visual multimedia retrieval.
If textual information can actually help in retrieving relevant visual images
or shots, then documents that have a high likelihood based on textual infor-
mation should be more likely to be visually relevant than documents with
a low textual score. Clearly, textual and visual information are dependent.
As soon as a document is likely to be relevant based on the textual infor-
mation, then the likelihood of observing something visually similar to the
query examples should increase. For example, if the name Yasser Arafat
is mentioned, the likelihood of observing him increases. Theoretically, this
might lead to overly high scores for documents that match on both textual
and visual information. Still, to keep the model simple, the independence
assumptions listed above are used.
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Table 4.13: Mono-modal and combined results (MAP) on TRECVID2003 for differ-
ent types of queries
Query Type Textual Visual Combined
Full AllEx .1296 .0281 .1428
Full DesEx .1296 .0245 .1341
Region AllEx .1296 .0264 .1416
Region DesEx .1296 .0217 .1342
Table 4.13 shows the results on the Trecvid2003 test collection for
the combined visual and textual runs and for different types of queries (all,
designated, full and regions). The mono-modal scores are repeated for clarity.
The results show that indeed combining modalities is useful, the combined
runs have consistently higher scores than the corresponding single modality
runs. However, from looking at individual topics, we learnt that this effect is
not due to a combination effect like sketched at the beginning of this section.
Only for very few topics, both modalities contribute relevant documents to
the combined run. Figure 4.18 shows an example beadplot . In this plot,
each row represents the top N retrieved documents for one run. Relevant
document within this top N are assigned a colour code. Documents that are
retrieved by multiple runs are represented using the same colour code in each
run.11 The plot in Figure 4.18 shows that both the textual run (ASR) and the
visual run (desEx) contribute results to the combination (desEx+ASR). For
most queries however, it is the case that one modality is significantly better
and dominates the combined run. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.19.
Here, only the textual run (ASR) contributes relevant documents. Combining
textual and visual runs in such cases will not yield better results than using
the dominating modality. Still the inferior modality hardly distorts results.
A combined runs avoids having to predict the best modality for a given topic
and therefore is useful.
4.5 Discussion
This chapter showed how the generative probabilistic models can be used for
ad hoc retrieval from generic multimedia collections.
One of the most important findings is that smoothing is crucial for the suc-
cess of these models in a retrieval task. Smoothing deals with zero-frequency
11Beadplots are created using NIST’s Beadplot tool, see http://www.itl.nist.gov/
iaui/894.02/projects/beadplot/
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Figure 4.18: Visualisation of top N retrieved documents for a ASR run, designated
example visual run and the combination of the two runs, for the road with vehicles
query (VT0115).
Figure 4.19: Visualisations (beadplot) of the top N retrieved documents for a ASR
run, designated example visual run and the combination of the two runs, for the
Mercedes logo query (VT0108).
problems and explains away common query terms. For text retrieval, the
importance of the technique has been known. For image retrieval, the result
is new.
Experiments with the Trecvid collections showed that it is hard to pre-
dict in advance which visual examples will give good results. Simply using
all available visual examples as if they are one large bag of samples results in
higher scores than a priori selecting a single representative example. How-
ever, running separate queries for each example and combining the results
afterwards in a round-robin fashion, is better still. This supports the intu-
ition that example sets represent or type queries; the request is for something
that looks like example A or example B or example C, but not necessarily
like all of them.
The Gaussian mixture models approach naturally allows for local queries.
All feature vectors are computed locally on a small block of pixels. A simple
selection of a subset of these blocks in a query image suffices to zoom in
on specific image parts. The soft clustering that the components induce on
an image allows for selecting irregularly shaped regions that are coherent in
colour, texture and/or location. When a single coherent region is used as a
query, results are often intuitive. Although this does not necessarily translate
to better retrieval results, intuitive results are useful. It is important that
a user understands why document are retrieved and how the query can be
adjusted for better results.
The experiments with ASR transcripts show that text is still a valuable
source of information for disclosing multimedia material. On average, textual
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results are significantly better than visual results. Still, for some queries a
visual run outperforms a textual run. Moreover, in a multimodal run, the
better of the two modalities per topic dominates the results, resulting in an
average score that is higher than either of the mono-modal scores. For a
particular topic, choosing a specific modality may give higher scores, but on
average, a combination works best.
5
Model extensions and alternative
uses
In this chapter alternative ways of using the generative probabilistic models
from Chapter 3 are introduced. Each of the Sections 5.2–5.6 treats a different
variant and can be read in isolation. Section 5.1 introduces the glue in this
chapter: a common probabilistic framework that accommodates all variants.
Section 5.2 reverses the generation process from Chapter 3 by generating
document samples from query models. Section 5.3 introduces a new way of
estimating document models from data that captures how a given document
differs from the average document. Section 5.4 develops a Bayesian exten-
sion of the models that incorporates the uncertainties in model estimation.
Section 5.5 shows how the generative models can be used in a cross-modal
setting. Section 5.6 discusses strategies for making query processing more
efficient. Finally section 5.7 summarises the chapter by showing how the
different variants fit in the common framework.
Both the document sample generation approach of Section 5.2 and the
model estimation techniques of Section 5.3 have been published before (West-
erveld and De Vries, 2004). Early ideas for relating textual terms and visual
documents (cf. Section 5.5) are presented in (Westerveld et al., 2000). Finally,
experiments with the Asymptotic Likelihood Approximation (Section 5.6.2)
have been published as part of (Westerveld et al., 2003b).
5.1 Generative models and relevance
Section 3.7 explained that the models used so far take a classification view on
retrieval. The models of the documents in a collection are seen as generating
sources, and the query is assumed to be an observation from one of these.
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As pointed out in that section, this is a somewhat controversial view. The
main argument against it is that the notion of relevance is ignored in the
models. This section places the generative models in a general probabilis-
tic retrieval framework that includes relevance. This way, the assumptions
made in the generative models with regard to relevance will be made explicit.
Section 5.1.1 introduces the framework, Section 5.1.2 shows how the gener-
ative models from Chapter 3 fit in and Section 5.1.3 presents an alternative
reading of the framework.
5.1.1 Probabilistic framework
Although Maron and Kuhns (1960) were the first to consider probability
theory for information retrieval, the binary independence retrieval model
(Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976) was the first probabilistic approach that
was actually put to use. To date, their model has been known as the clas-
sical probabilistic approach to information retrieval. The approach aims at
directly estimating the odds of relevance given a query and document rep-
resentation (see also Section 2.1.2). In a more recent paper Sparck Jones
et al. (2000) present this classical probabilistic model starting from the “ba-
sic question”:
What is the probability that this document is relevant to this
query?
Lafferty and Zhai (2003) start from the same basic question to show this
classical model is probabilistically equivalent to the modern language models
for information retrieval. This section follows Lafferty and Zhai to show how
the generative models from Chapter 3 relate to the classical probabilistic
models.
We start by introducing random variables D and Q to represent a docu-
ment and a query, and a random variable R to indicate relevance. R can take
two values: relevant R = r or not relevant R = r¯. In a probabilistic frame-
work the basic question translates to estimating the probability of relevance
P(r|D,Q).1 This can be estimated indirectly using Bayes’ rule:
P(r|D,Q) = P(D,Q|r)P(r)
P(D,Q)
(5.1)
For ranking documents, to avoid the estimation of P(D,Q), we may also
estimate the odds:
P(r|D,Q)
P(r¯|D,Q) =
P(D,Q|r)P(r)
P(D,Q|r¯)P(r¯) . (5.2)
1As in the previous chapters, random variables are omitted when instantiated, unless
this may cause confusion. Thus P(r|D,Q) means P(R = r|D,Q).
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As Lafferty and Zhai (2003) show, two probabilistically equivalent models
are obtained by factoring the conditional probability P(D,Q|r) in different
ways. One model is based on query generation, the other on document
generation.
5.1.2 Query generation framework
If P(D,Q|r) is factored as P(D,Q|r) = P(Q|D, r)P(D|r) we arrive at the
following odds:
P(r|D,Q)
P(r¯|D,Q) =
P(D,Q|r)P(r)
P(D,Q|r¯)P(r¯) =
P(Q|D, r)P(D|r)P(r)
P(Q|D, r¯)P(D|r¯)P(r¯) =
P(Q|D, r)P(r|D)
P(Q|D, r¯)P(r¯|D)
(5.3)
Under the assumption that Q and D are independent in the unrelevant case:
Assumption 5.1.1 P(Q,D|r¯) = P(Q|r¯)P(D|r¯),
P(Q|D, r¯) reduces to P(Q|r¯). Keeping in mind that the goal is to rank
documents for a single fixed query, allows us to ignore all factors that are
independent of D. Thus, we arrive at:
rsvQgen(d) = P(q|d, r)P(r|d)
P(r¯|d) (5.4)
Here, the first factor is query dependent, the second factor is the prior odds of
a document being relevant. The prior odds could be based on surface features
of the documents like format, source, or length. For example, photographic
images might be more likely to be relevant than graphic images, CNN videos
might be preferred over NBC ones, or long shots may have a higher proba-
bility of relevance than short ones. Surface features like these have proved
successful in text retrieval and especially web search (Kraaij et al., 2002).
However, if no prior knowledge is available, a sensible option is to assume
equal priors: a priori all documents are equally likely. This reduces the rsv
to
rsvQgen(d) = P(q|d, r) (5.5)
The language models and the Gaussian mixture models from Chapter 3 are
special cases of this query generation variant. For text, P(Q|D, r) is es-
timated as the probability of observing Q from the (smoothed) language
model of D. For images, this probability is estimated as the probability of
observing the visual samples in the query from the Gaussian mixture model
of the document:
rsvQgen(d) = P(q|d, r) ≡
∏
v∈Vq
κp(v|θd) + (1− κ)p(v) (5.6)
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Query
Documents Document Models
Figure 5.1: Visualisation of query generation framework.
Summarising, the query generation approach builds a generative model for
each document in the collection. The likelihood of observing the query from
each as these models is used for ranking. Figure 5.1 visualises this for the
visual models.
5.1.3 Document generation framework
Factoring P(D,Q|r) differently, using P(D,Q|r) = P(D|Q, r)P(Q|r), gives
different odds:
P(r|D,Q)
P(r¯|D,Q) =
P(D,Q|r)P(r)
P(D,Q|r¯)P(r¯) =
P(D|Q, r)P(Q|r)P(r)
P(D|Q, r¯)P(Q|r¯)P(r¯) (5.7)
Under Assumption 5.1.1, and ignoring all factors independent of D, we arrive
at the following rsv:
rsvDgen(d) =
P(d|q, r)
P(d|r¯) (5.8)
This document generation variant is the one used in the binary indepen-
dence retrieval model (Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1976; Sparck Jones et al.,
2000), although the dependence on Q is implicit there. They estimate proba-
bilities based on term distributions in relevant and irrelevant documents. For
Gaussian mixture models, estimation of P(D|Q, r) and P(D|r¯), is treated in
the next section.
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Query ModelQuery
Documents
Figure 5.2: Visualisation of document generation framework.
5.2 Document generation
The previous section introduced a general probabilistic framework. The ap-
proach from the previous chapters, building a model for each document and
computing the query likelihood, is an instantiation of the query generation
variant (Section 5.1.2). This section implements and evaluates the document
generation variant for Gaussian mixture models. The document generation
variant essentially reverses the process: a model is built from the query and
the likelihood of the document samples is computed for each of the documents
in the collection (see Figure 5.2).
One reason to exploit this direction is the fact that it could possibly solve
the problems with the or functionality of multiple example queries (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2). The query generation variant tries to retrieve document models
that explain all query examples. We have used tricks to combine multiple
examples in an or-like fashion (round-robin combination), but basically the
retrieval framework so far facilitates and-querying only. If however the pro-
cess is reversed and topic models are built to generate document samples,
then the different components in a topic model could capture different as-
pects of the (multiple example) topic and document samples could possibly
be explained by only a subset of the topic model components. Section 5.2.1
shows how the Gaussian mixture models can be used in the document gen-
eration approach. Section 5.2.2 evaluates the approach and compares it to
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the query generation variant.
5.2.1 Document generation with Gaussian mixture
models
To implement a document generation variant, two probability distributions
have to be estimated (cf. Equation 5.8): P(D|Q, r) and P(D|r¯). In analogy
to the query generation approach, we estimate P(D|Q, r) as the probability
that the set of document samples Vd is generated from the query model
θq. The probability of a document conditioned on the unrelevant event is
estimated as the joint background density of the document samples. Thus,
to rank documents in the document generation variant, we use
rsvDgen(d) =
P(d|q, r)
P(d|r¯) ≡
p(Vd|θq)
p(Vd) (5.9)
In the query generation approach, the maximum likelihood estimates
p(·|θ) have been smoothed to explain away common query samples. The
specific smoothing technique used was interpolation with a more general
background model (cf. Section 3.6). The technique proved crucial for suc-
cessful retrieval (see Chapter 4). Therefore, in the document generation
approach the same technique is applied and we redefine rsvDgen as:
rsvDgen(d) ≡
∏
v∈Vd κp(v|θq) + (1− κ)p(v)∏
v∈Vd p(v)
(5.10)
=
∏
v∈Vd
[
κp(v|θq)
p(v)
+ (1− κ)
]
. (5.11)
In Equation 5.11, the idf function of smoothing is apparent; common docu-
ment samples contribute less to the rsv (cf. Section 3.6 and Equation 3.22).
In the query generation approach, the background model was estimated
by marginalisation over either all models in the document collection, or all
models in a reference collection. In document generation, we ignore document
models and usually only treat a single query model at a time. Therefore, a
separate reference collection is needed to estimate the background density
p(v).
5.2.2 Document generation experiments
The Trecvid2003 collection (see Section 4.1.1) is used to compare the new
document generation variant to the query generation variant discussed in
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Chapter 3. For the document generation variant, topic models are built from
two different sets of query samples. The first set contains all available query
samples, the second only those from manually selected interesting regions
(see Section 4.3.3). Since the focus in this section is on multiple example
queries, both sets consist of samples from all available query examples. The
rsv for each document is computed as the likelihood of the set of document
samples (Equation 5.11). The background probabilities are estimated over a
small (1%) random sample from the comparable development set, available
with the Trecvid2003 collection.
In the query generation variant, a document model is built for each doc-
ument in the collection. Documents are ranked using their likelihood of
generating sets of query samples (Equation 5.6). The sets of query samples
are the same ones used in the document generation variant, i.e., full images,
or samples from manually selected regions.
In total, four variants are tested; two model variants (document and
query generation), each in combination with two sets of query samples (full
and regions). Each of these variants is evaluated in isolation, as well as
in combination with textual information. The textual information follows
a query generation approach like in Section 4.4.1.2 To combine visual and
textual information, we compute the joint probability of textual terms and
visual samples, like in Section 4.4.2.
Table 5.1 shows the results for the different settings. For full image ex-
amples, query generation outperforms document generation. For selected
regions, this is reversed. The reason for this becomes apparent when individ-
ual topics are studied rather than only mean scores. The query generation
approach seems to be good at finding (near) exact matches and is successful
mainly when the set of examples is homogeneous (e.g. highly similar CNN
baseball shots, or Dow Jones graphics). When a set of examples is less ho-
mogeneous, often a single example dominates the results. Figure 5.3 (left)
shows this effect. Each row of these beadplots shows the top N retrieved
documents for a given run. Documents that are within the top 50 results
for the multiple-example run (top rows), are assigned a colour code, docu-
ments within the top 100 for this run are represented as grey rectangles. If
a document from the multiple example run appears in another result, it is
represented the same. Documents not in the top 100 for the multiple exam-
ple run are not represented anywhere. In the document generation approach,
the topic models represent important common aspects of the query exam-
ples. Thus, all examples contribute to the combined result (see Figure 5.3,
2A document generation approach for the textual part is problematic, since the short
text queries provide insufficient data to estimate proper topic models from.
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Table 5.1: MAP scores for different system variants. Both the scores for using visual
information only (MAPvis) and the scores for a combination of visual and textual
information (MAPMM ) are listed (The MAP for textual only is .130).
Model Qsamples MAPvis MAPMM
Qgen full .028 .143
Qgen region .026 .142
Dgen full .026 .119
Dgen region .026 .167
Query Generation Document Generation
Figure 5.3: Visualisations (beadplots) of the top N retrieved documents for the
multiple-example run (top row) and the individual example runs, for a rocket launch
query (VT0107).
right) and more generic matches are found. Clearly, the and combination of
examples in the query generation approach does not work. As stated before,
it is unlikely that a single model can explain all examples well. Figure 5.3
shows that indeed the best models in this approach do not explain all exam-
ples, but they all explain the same example. The highest ranked documents
in the document generation approach each explain different examples, thus a
document generation strategy, is indeed closer to an or-strategy. It retrieves
documents that are explained by any of the example models.
The fact that the query generation approach is mainly good at identify-
ing near exact matches explains why selecting regions harms results there.
A near exact match is similar both in foreground and in background. When
regions are selected, there is simply less data to match on. In the document
generation approach however, for the full image example set, the topic mod-
els include a mixture of different (unrelevant) backgrounds. When regions
are selected, the models become more focused on the actual query and ignore
the background. This means the document generation approach could po-
tentially benefit from selecting regions and thus find more generic matches.
This effect only becomes apparent in combination with textual information.
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In the visual only setting, the full and region based set have the same scores
for the document generation variant. In combination with textual infor-
mation, however, the region based document generation approach is better
than any query generation variant. Apparently, the visual information can
provide a generic visual context, while the textual information zooms in on
specific results. For example, for topics that ask for aeroplanes, helicopters
or rocket launches, the visual model captures the fact that we are looking for
objects against a background of sky. The textual information can then help
distinguishing between the specific objects (Figure 5.4).
Visual only results:
Visual+text results:
Figure 5.4: Document generation results for Rocket launch query (topic107). The
visual information sets the context (top rows, sky background) adding textual infor-
mation fills in specifics (bottom, rockets)
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5.2.3 Document generation versus query generation
Theoretically, using document generation for ranking is not ideal. Intuitively,
a document that has exactly the same distribution as the query model should
get the highest retrieval status value. However, as the following analysis of
the rsv function shows, in the document generation approach, other docu-
ments are favoured.
rsvDgen(d) =
∏
v∈Vd
[
κp(v|θq)
p(v)
+ (1− κ)
]
≤
∏
v∈Vd
max
v′
[
κp(v′|θq)
p(v′)
+ (1− κ)
]
(5.12)
Thus, the (hypothetical) document that is a repetition of the single most
likely value will receive the highest rsv. In practise, this means that the
query model component with the largest prior will dominate the results.
For example, if a query consists of 60% grass and 40% sky, the document
generation approach will prefer documents that show only grass.
The query generation approach does not suffer from this problem, since
it searches for the most likely model instead of the most likely set of samples.
The fact that an observation consisting of a repetition of a single sample gets
the highest likelihood for a given document model is irrelevant, since we are
looking at a single fixed observation (the set of query samples). To get a high
score, a document model should explain all these samples reasonably well.
However, also in the query generation approach, a document with ex-
actly the same distribution as the query will not receive the highest score,
because of the smoothing. The rsv is computed based on the interpolation
of foreground and the background probability. The model that maximises
that distribution is not necessarily the same as the query model (which max-
imises foreground only). Intuitively, this means the model that gets the
highest score in the query generation approach is the model that best ex-
plains the most distinguishing query samples. This may not be ideal, but it
seems a more reasonable approach than document generation.
The results show that indeed, in a mono-modal setting, query genera-
tion gives better results than document generation (Table 5.1). However,
combined with textual information, document generation outperforms query
generation when the query models are built from manually selected regions.
Further research is needed to understand this fully, but the following ele-
ments may play a role. Because regions are selected manually, the query
model is relatively narrow, i.e., it describes a relatively homogeneous area.
Therefore, perhaps favouring documents containing repetitions of a few likely
samples, as the document generation approach does, may be advantageous.
Another possible explanation comes from the combination with the textual
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information and relates to the effect of setting the visual context discussed
before. Highly ranked documents may show only the most likely of the query
aspects (e.g. sky), but the textual information can then help to re-rank the
results, or to zoom in on relevant documents (e.g., rockets).
Finally, to favour documents that have a similar distribution as the query,
perhaps directly comparing query and document models using cross-entropy,
or the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, is the best approach. However,
KL is not analytically solvable for Gaussian mixture models. Section 5.6.2
discusses an approximation that has been proposed.
5.3 Smoothing during training
The experimental results presented in Chapter 4 have confirmed that smooth-
ing is an important prerequisite for the success of generative probabilistic
models in retrieval. The intuition behind this is that query samples which are
common are down-weighted, decreasing their influence on retrieval results.
The same idea can be applied when estimating the models’ parameters. It
is possible to decrease the influence of common samples on the parameter
estimation for an image model. Gaussian mixture models built this way will
mainly describe how a given image differs from an average image. The hy-
pothesis is that this will lead to better image models, since no parameters are
wasted on describing commonalities. Recently, the same ideas are proposed
for text retrieval in (Sparck Jones et al., 2003), where so-called parsimonious
language models are developed. Parsimonious models are mixtures of lan-
guage models, where each model describes a different level of specificity. The
models have been applied in (Hiemstra et al., 2004). The following subsection
describes how the same ideas can be applied to image model estimation.
5.3.1 EM for interpolated estimates
To pursue the idea of building more focused image models that describe
typicalities rather than commonalities, background probabilities have to be
incorporated in the training process. Like in the standard EM algorithm
(Section 3.5.1), hidden variables hij indicate the assignment of samples vj to
components ci. In the new training variant however, samples can not only
be assigned to one of the model components, but also to the background.
The assignment of sample vj to the background model is indicated by hBGj.
One way of looking at this, is as if the background is just another component
and a larger mixture model has to be trained. The new mixture model, is
a mixture of C components like we had before and a special component for
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the background model. The background component differs from the others
in two ways. First, it has a different distribution. While the other com-
ponents have Gaussian distributions, the background model is computed by
marginalising over a set of models (see Section 3.6.3); it has a Gaussian mix-
ture distribution. Second, it is the same for all documents in the collection.
While each of the normal components is document specific, the background
model describes the general distribution in images and therefore is the same
for all documents.
The EM-algorithm can be applied as before. The E-step changes to:
hij = P(ci|vj) = p(vj|ci)P(ci)∑C
c=1 p(vj|cc)P(cc) + p(vj)P(BG)
(5.13)
hBGj = P(BG|vj) = p(vj)P(BG)∑C
c=1 p(vj|cc)P(cc) + p(vj)P(BG)
, (5.14)
where P(BG|vj) is the posterior probability that vj is from the background
and P(BG) is the prior probability that background samples are observed
under the current model.
In the M-step the component parameters µi,Σi and P(ci) are updated
like in Equations 3.13–3.15 (repeated here for completeness). In addition,
the background prior for the current model P(BG) needs updating.
µnewi =
∑
j hijvj∑
j hij
, (5.15)
Σnewi =
∑
j hij(vj − µnewi )(vj − µnewi )T∑
j hij
, (5.16)
P(ci)
new =
1
N
∑
j
hij (5.17)
P(BG)new =
1
N
∑
j
hBGj (5.18)
The background model p(v) has been defined as a marginalisation over
a reference collection (cf. Equation 3.24). This reference collection can be
either the collection for which we are estimating models, or a comparable
collection. The idea is that the background model has high probability for
common terms. However, in the new EM variant, we are estimating a collec-
tion of models that does not describe commonalities. Therefore, marginal-
ising over this collection will not give us accurate estimates for background
probabilities and a comparable collection is needed.
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Figure 5.5: Sphinx example. Original image (left) and samples selected by EM
algorithm (right).
Using the EM variant outlined above, common samples will be assigned
to the background and only distinguishing samples will be used in estimat-
ing the components’ parameters. Figure 5.5 shows an example image (left)
along with its assignment image (right), depicting the samples that are, after
convergence, assigned to one of the model components, i.e., not assigned to
the background. In the assignment image, the transparency of a sample vj
is proportional to P(BG|vj). So, fully transparent samples are completely
assigned to the background. What remains visible is the proportion of the
samples that the model parameters are estimated from.
5.3.2 Background trained models and retrieval
Once the models have been trained using these background probabilities,
there are two ways to use them. First, the model specific background priors
P(BG) can be used as the mixing parameters for smoothing, replacing 1− κ
in Equation 3.23:
p(v|θ) = (1− P(BG))
[
C∑
i=1
P(ci|θ)p(v|ci,θ)
]
+ P(BG)p(v). (5.19)
This document dependent smoothing approach explicitly captures and uses
the fact that the model has learnt the proportion of an image explained by
the background model. It also means we are implicitly looking for document
images that have the same proportion of common samples as the query image.
Alternatively, we can ignore the trained background priors and simply
use the trained models as before with a fixed mixing parameter κ. To do
so, we need to re-normalise the components priors P(ci) to sum to 1. Still,
returning to a fixed κ does not mean the models are the same as in Chapter 3.
This document independent smoothing approach treats the newly trained
models as better, more focused models, that explain how a document differs
from the collection. In retrieval (assuming a query generation approach),
common query samples can be explained from the background model and
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training method Qgen Dgen
original .028 .026
BGtrain with
model independent smoothing .018 .034
BGtrain with
model dependent smoothing .011 .034
Table 5.2: Mean average precision scores for background trained models and original
models, for both query generation and document generation approaches.
thus are down-weighted. This reduced contribution is however document
independent. It does not depend on the amount of common samples that
can be expected from the document model.
5.3.3 Experiments
To compare the background trained models to the original models, we use the
Trecvid2003 collection (see Section 4.1.1). Both document dependent and
document independent smoothing are tested and everything is evaluated on
both query and document generation approaches. In each setting, all avail-
able visual examples from a query are used. The background probabilities
p(v) that are used during training are estimated on a small (1%) sample
from a comparable collection (the Trecvid2003 development set).
Table 5.2 shows the results. In the document generation approach, it
helps to focus on modelling distinguishing aspects of images, the models
trained using background probabilities outperform the original models. In
fact the obtained scores .034 are higher than for any other document or query
generation approach that uses only visual information.
In the query generation approach, however, using background probabil-
ities during training harms the results. A possible explanation is that near
exact matches, the kind of matches the query generation approach tends to
find, are less likely. When background probabilities are used during train-
ing, the document models no longer describe the full document, thus there
is simply less data to match on. Another explanation can perhaps be found
in the value of the mixing parameter κ. When document models do not
contain background information, all common samples in the query need to
be explained from the background model. Thus perhaps the influence of the
background model needs to be increased when background probabilities are
used during training, i.e., perhaps a smaller value for κ should be used in
these cases.
The difference between document dependent and document independent
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smoothing can also be explained from this idf role of smoothing. Normally,
smoothing reduces the effect of common query samples on the results. The
reason for this is that all documents in the collection will have a high back-
ground score for these samples, thus the contribution of the individual fore-
ground scores is relatively small. Now that we have document dependent
smoothing parameters, some documents will get a high score whilst others
get low scores for these common samples (depending on the document mod-
els’ background priors). Thus, in the document dependent setting, common
samples partly decide which documents are interesting and the idf effect
of smoothing is reduced. The document generation approach does not suffer
from this, since the mixing weights remain document independent. Although
κ is dependent on the background prior P(BG) of the query model, it is the
same for all documents in the collection. Therefore, the background proba-
bility of a sample remains document independent. As we have already seen
in Section 4.2.3, Figure 4.7, the exact choice of κ is not very important, as
long as it is somewhere between, 0.1 and 0.9. For most queries, if not all, this
will be the case, thus using query specific κs hardly influences the results.
5.4 Bayesian extensions
So far, the probability of a visual query example conditioned on a document
and the relevant event has been estimated as P(Q|D, r) ≡ p(Vq|θd), i.e.,
the probability of observing the query samples from the document model.3
Here, the document model is a single point estimate, namely the maximum
likelihood estimator of the document samples θd = argmaxθ p(Vd|θ).4 This
approach does not take into account the amount of uncertainty in θd. This
section develops a Bayesian approach that does take this uncertainty into
account by integrating out θ. In the process, the relation of the Gaussian
mixture model to other generative models will become clear. Section 5.4.1
starts from the graphical representation of the models (cf. Section 3.3.2)
and step by step drops assumptions to get closer to a Bayesian model. Sec-
tion 5.4.2 explains how already estimated models can be used in a setting
that is close to a full Bayesian approach, but does not require re-estimation
of all parameters.
3In the document generation approach, this is reversed.
4For simplicity, smoothing is ignored in this section.
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5.4.1 From maximum likelihood estimates to Bayesian ap-
proaches
In a Bayesian approach, instead of using single point estimates for the gen-
erating model, all possible models are considered. In Chapter 3 only a single
model at a time was considered. This section starts from the maximum like-
lihood approach of Chapter 3 and moves step by step toward a Bayesian
approach. Gaussian mixture models and language models are treated sepa-
rately.
Gaussian mixture models
To develop a Bayesian variant of using the Gaussian mixture models, let us
first make explicit the existence of multiple models in a collection. This will
help us later to incorporate uncertainty about the generating model for a
given document. The process for generating a collection of images, as vi-
sualised in Figure 5.6, is the same as the one introduced in Section 3.3.2
(Figure 3.5), but the process is repeated for each of the images in the collec-
tion.
For each of the M documents (images) in the collection,
1. pick the corresponding Gaussian mixture model θ.
2. For each sample v in the document,
(a) pick a random component ci from Gaussian mixture model θ
according to the prior distribution over components P(c) and
(b) draw a random sample from ci according to the Gaussian
distribution N (µi,Σi).
vθ S
M
c
Figure 5.6: Graphical representation of Gaussian mixture model for collections.
Here, θ is an observed variable. The mixture model from which the samples
for a given document are drawn, is known. For a given sample however, it
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is unknown which component generated it, thus components are unobserved
variables. A collection of documents is described by a set of models Θ =
{θ1, . . . ,θM}. Each of these has C components, thus in total, there are
C·M hidden component variables to describe a collection. However, since
each document is modelled by a separate Gaussian mixture, the components
cannot be selected arbitrarily from the whole set of C·M components as
suggested by Figure 5.6. The choice of components is restricted by the models
Θ in the following ways:
• For each model, at most C components ci exist for which P(ci|θ) > 0
• Each component belongs to only one model:
P(c|θj) > 0 =⇒ ∀k 6=jP(c|θk) = 0
If these restrictions are dropped, thus allowing any component to be selected
from any model, the model is equivalent to probabilistic latent semantic in-
dexing (pLSI) (Hofmann, 1999). In pLSI, there exists a set of latent classes,
or aspects, each describing a different topic. Each document defines a mix-
ture over these classes and each class models a distribution over samples.
Traditionally pLSI has been used for text retrieval, where P(·|c) is a multi-
nomial distribution over words. In this thesis, the observations are visual
samples described by a feature vector and p(·|c) is assumed Gaussian.
So far, we have used the Gaussian mixture models in retrieval under
the assumption that query samples and document samples are drawn from
the same, observed model. First, the document samples have been used to
estimate the models parameters and then the probability that this model
generates the query samples has been computed.
θd = argmax
θ
p(Vd|θ) (5.20)
P(q|d, r) ≡ p(Vq|θd) (5.21)
(5.22)
Looking at the form of the main probability of interest, P(q|d, r), it is natural
to replace the maximum likelihood estimate with the maximum a posteriori5
estimate for θd:
θd = argmax
θ
p(θ|Vd) = argmax
θ
p(Vd|θ)p(θ)
p(Vd) = argmaxθ p(Vd|θ)p(θ)
(5.23)
5Often the term MAP is used as a shorthand for maximum a posteriori. In this thesis
however, MAP stands for mean average precision and maximum a posteriori is written in
its full form.
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Here, p(θ) is the prior distributions over the model parameters. It can model
the degree of belief in different parameter settings. When all possible model
parameters are considered equally likely a priori, the maximum likelihood
and maximum a posteriori estimates are equivalent. The latter is introduced
here, because of its similarity to the Bayesian approach. Like the Bayesian
approach, it computes the likelihood of the query given the model (p(Vq|θ))
and the likelihood of the model given the document samples (p(θ|Vd)). Both
maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori approaches do not take into
account the amount of uncertainty in the estimates for the model. In some
cases, many models are very likely given the document samples, while in other
cases there may indeed be a single outstanding model. These differences are
not taken into account and only the single best estimate is considered.
Alternatively, a Bayesian approach considers all possibilities by integrat-
ing out the model parameters. This means the models θ are viewed as unob-
served variables and, in the generative process, it is as if we pick a random
model from the prior distribution for each of the M documents in the col-
lection, instead of the one corresponding to the document. Figure 5.7 shows
the graphical representation of this Bayesian variant.
θ v S
M
c
Figure 5.7: Graphical representation of LDA model.
To compute the likelihood for a set of samples V , in the Bayesian approach
the models are integrated out:
p(V) =
∫
θ
p(θ)
∏
v∈V
C∑
i=1
[P(ci|θ)p(v|ci)] dθ. (5.24)
The resulting model is equivalent to the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
model developed by Blei et al. (2003). LDA is a latent variable model for
generating documents. In the LDA model for each sample, a latent variable
ci is selected and a sample v is drawn from the model corresponding to that
variable. The prior distribution over models θ is assumed to be Dirichlet,
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the natural conjugate for multinomial distributions.6 LDA was originally
developed for textual document collections, but has been extended for visual
documents and multi-modal documents in (Blei and Jordan, 2003). Girolami
and Kaba´n (2003) show the maximum a posteriori approximation of LDA is
equivalent to pLSI.
To use the Bayesian approach (i.e., the LDA model) for retrieval, P(q|d, r)
needs to be redefined in terms of the model. Like in the maximum a posteriori
approach, we consider the query likelihood given the model (p(Vd|θ)) and
the likelihood of the model given the document samples (p(θ|Vd)), but in the
Bayesian variant the models are integrated out. This leads to
P(q|d, r) ≡ p(Vq|Vd) =
∫
θ
p(Vq|θ)p(θ|Vd)dθ (5.25)
=
∫
θ
p(Vq|θ)p(Vd|θ)p(θ)
p(Vd) dθ. (5.26)
Estimation of the model parameters (P(·|c), P(c|θ), P(θ)), is intractable, but
can be solved using variational inference procedures. The interested reader is
referred to (Blei et al., 2003) and (Blei and Jordan, 2003) for details. In this
thesis, the focus is on using generative models that are estimated directly
from documents, rather than from a whole collection. Section 5.4.2 shows
how such models can be used in a Bayesian fashion.
Language models
In parallel to the Gaussian mixture discussion above, we derive Bayesian
variants of the language models, starting by making explicit the multitude of
models in a collection. A collection of textual documents can be generated
as follows (see Figure 5.8):
For each of the M documents in the collection,
1. pick the corresponding language model φ.
2. For each term in the document,
draw a random term from φ according to the multinomial dis-
tribution mult(φ).
Like in the Gaussian mixture models, a single point estimate of the model
that has generated the samples (terms) is used; each document has its own
generative model φ. This is similar to the model that Nigam et al. (2000) use
6P(c|θ) is multinomial; components are drawn from θ with replacement.
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M
φ term
T
Figure 5.8: Graphical representation of language model for generating collections.
for text classification. They use a mixture of unigrams model, with a one-
to-one correspondence between mixture components and classes, thus each
class is generated from a separate distribution. While Nigam et al. worked
with a relatively small number of classes, in this thesis each documents is a
different class.
A Bayesian extension of the language model can be derived by picking
a random language model for each document instead of assuming that each
document has an observed model. The resulting model is visualised in Fig-
ure 5.9. For details on Bayesian language models for information retrieval,
the reader is referred to (Zaragoza et al., 2003). Section 5.4.2 discusses a
variant that goes beyond single point estimates, without considering all pos-
sible generating models. Instead a weighted average over a number of models
is taken.
M
φ term
T
Figure 5.9: Graphical Representation of Bayesian language model.
5.4.2 A pseudo relevance feedback view
Instead of integrating over all possible models, this section assumes we have
a set of models that was trained on a reference collection. We concentrate on
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Gaussian mixture models, noting that the same techniques can be applied to
language models.
Assuming a set of trained Gaussian mixture models Θ = {θ1, . . . ,θM}
automatically re-introduces the restrictions on component selection: each
model has its own set of components. Now, in analogy to the Bayesian ap-
proach, a natural way to calculate the joint likelihood of query and document
samples is to sum over all models in Θ.
P(Q|D, r) ≡ p(Vq|Vd) =
∑
θ∈Θ
p(Vq|θ)p(θ|Vd) (5.27)
=
∑
θ
p(Vq|θ)p(Vd|θ)p(θ)
p(Vd) . (5.28)
Thus, like in the full Bayesian approach, we consider multiple models and
weight their contributions. However, instead of considering all possible mod-
els, we only look at a fixed set of models. A pseudo relevance feedback view
provides an insightful way of looking at this. First, the document samples
are used to find the most likely models p(θ|Vd), thus producing a ranking.7
Then from these ranked models, queries are sampled. Query samples can
be generated by any model in the ranking p(Vq|θ), but the contribution of
a model is weighted by its score in the ranking p(θ|Vd). This is similar to
pseudo relevance feedback based query expansion, where only the top ranked
documents contribute new query terms.
A disadvantage of this approach over the maximum likelihood variant is
that it requires to compute p(θ|Vd), for each document d in the document
collection and for each model θ in Θ. In fact, this means, each document has
to be run as a query against the model collection. Fortunately, these prob-
abilities can be pre-computed offline. An important advantage is that the
amount of on-line computation needed can be reduced by using a collection
of models that is significantly smaller than the collection of documents.
5.5 Multimodal variants
In all graphical models presented in the previous section, except for the full
Bayesian ones, each model (θ or φ) is estimated from a single document.
The documents provide a coupling between textual and visual models that
7To compute the likelihood of the models, the prior distribution P(θ) is needed. In
absence of information we can assume a uniform prior. p(Vd) can safely be ignored, since
it does not influence the ranking.
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allows for cross-modal tasks like cross-modal retrieval and automatic an-
notation. In cross-modal retrieval, textual queries can be used to retrieve
visual documents (or vice versa). Automatic annotation provides keywords
for unlabelled images.
As a first step, we couple the most basic variants of the Gaussian mixture
model and the language model. We represent the models for a document d
as ψd = {θd,φd}. The procedure for generating a multimodal collection is
the following (see also Figure 5.10)
For each of the M documents in the collection,
1. pick the corresponding models ψd = {θd,φd}.
2. For each sample v in the document,
(a) pick a random component ci from Gaussian mixture model θd
according to the prior distribution over components P(c) and
(b) draw a random sample from ci according to the Gaussian
distribution N (µi,Σi).
3. For each term in the document,
draw a random term from φd according to the multinomial dis-
tribution mult(φd).
v
S
c
M
term
T
ψ={θ,φ}
GmmLmAll
Figure 5.10: Graphical representation of generative model for visual samples and
textual terms.
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In fact, this model is used in Section 4.4.2 for combining textual and visual
runs, where θd and φd are the maximum likelihood estimates of the visual
samples and textual terms in document d. The joint likelihood of observing
query samples and query terms from these models has been used to rank the
documents. This model will be called GmmLmAll, since it tries to find the
optimal term(s) to annotate the set of all samples.
Because visual samples and textual terms in a document are linked with
a single common model Ψ, observing visual samples influences the likelihood
for the textual samples. The reason for this is that some models are more
likely to have generated the visual samples. Therefore, the probability of
observing textual terms from these models will rise. However, as soon as the
source of the visual samples is known, information about the visual samples
becomes useless for predicting textual terms. Once the model is known the
textual terms only depend on that model. So, to infer cross-modal relations,
we need to regard the document models Ψ as unobserved variables, as rep-
resented in Figure 5.11. This model is similar to the Gaussian Multinomial
v
S
c
M
term
T
ψ={θ,φ}
Figure 5.11: Graphical representation of generative model for visual samples and
textual terms. Generating models unobserved.
LDA model (GM-LDA) presented by Blei and Jordan for modelling multi-
modal data (Blei and Jordan, 2003). They use a mixture over aspects for
representing the textual part of the modal, similar to the mixture over com-
ponents for the visual part. We use a single multinomial model to generate
textual (annotation) terms. The resulting joint distribution for a multimodal
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document d = (T ,V) is:8
p(V , T ) =
∫
ψ
(∏
v∈V
[
C∑
i=1
p(v|ci)P(ci|θ)
] ∏
termi∈T
[P(termi|φ)] p(ψ)
)
dψ
(5.29)
Blei and Jordan assume a Dirichlet prior on ψ and use variational inference
to estimate the models parameters. As in the previous section, we switch
to a reference collection and approximate the joint distribution by summing
over a set of reference models Ψ
p(V , T ) =
∑
ψ∈Ψ
[∏
v∈V
[
C∑
i=1
p(v|ci)P(ci|θ)
] ∏
termi∈T
[P(termi|φ)] p(ψ)
]
(5.30)
Now, to use this model in a cross-modal setting, one modality can be used
to estimate the distribution over the reference collection p(ψ); then this
distribution can be used to sample observations in the other modality:
p(V|T ) =
∑
ψ∈Ψ
P(V|ψ)P(ψ|T ) (5.31)
Again, this is a form of pseudo relevance feedback: first, one modality is used
to rank the models in the collection; then, the other modality is sampled
mainly from the top ranked documents.
Preliminary automatic annotation experiments are conducted using the
Corel3892 collection. We estimate a Gaussian mixture model for each
image in the collection using the procedure from Section 3.5.1. We also
estimate a language models for each image based on the keywords and caption
associated with the image (cf. Section 3.5.2).
Four arbitrary images from the collection are used as examples. For each
of these the likelihood of the samples given each of the terms in the vocabulary
is computed using Equation 5.31. The set of models to marginalise over Ψ,
is the whole set of models for the Corel3892 collection, except for the
model of the image to annotate, thus annotations cannot be inferred from
the original keywords. The vocabulary consists of the stemmed terms from all
captions. Figure 5.12 shows for each image the 10 terms with highest scores.
In practise, often only one model ψ contributes to the results, because the
ratio in probability of generating the visual samples (P(V|ψ)) between this
top scoring model and the other models is large. Therefore, the contribution
8For correspondence between textual and visual parts in the graphical models, we
deviate from our standard representation of textual documents as a vector of term counts
t. Instead, a textual document is represented as a bag of terms T = {term1, . . . , termT }.
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Figure 5.12: Example images with top 10 annotation terms, using the GMMLMALL
model from Figure 5.11, equation 5.31 (original keywords in boldface)
of all models except for the most likely one is negligible. This explains why
all examples in Figure 5.12 share the lower ranked annotations; the top 4
terms are explained from the model that is most likely to have generated the
visual samples, the rest is image independent.
In the following the requirement of a single model that generates all
samples V is dropped. Two variants are discussed: in the first variant
(GmmLmEach), we assume observing an annotation term means each of
the samples in an image is annotated with this term. The second variant
(GmmLmAny), assumes each of the annotation terms is associated with
any of the visual samples. Both models are visualised in Figure 5.13. The
GmmLmEach model selects for each sample a model ψ and then draws
samples v from the components c. In addition, for each sample, T terms are
drawn from the multinomial model φ corresponding with ψ. The GmmL-
mAny model is the same as the Correspondence LDA model (Blei and Jor-
dan, 2003). The procedure is the following:
For each of the M documents in the collection,
1. for each visual sample v in the document,
(a) pick a random model ψ from the reference collection Ψ,
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GmmLmEach GmmLmAny
Figure 5.13: Graphical representation of generative models for visual samples and
textual terms. Each sample can come from a different model ψ.
(b) pick a random component ci from Gaussian mixture model ψ
according to the prior distribution over components P(c) and
(c) draw a random sample from c according to a Gaussian distri-
bution.
2. For each term in the document,
(a) pick one of the samples v from the visual model and
(b) draw a random term from the model φ that corresponds to the
visual model θ that generated v, according to the multinomial
distribution mult(φd).
For both GmmLmEach and GmmLmAny, we compute the posterior
probability of a single term given a single sample for all terms and all samples:
p(term|v) =
∑
ψ∈Ψ
P(term|ψ)P(ψ|v) (5.32)
The probability of a term given a set of samples (image) is defined as
either the joint probability of all samples (GmmLmEach), or the marginal
over the samples (GmmLmAny).
pGmmLmEach(term|V) =
∏
v∈V
p(term|v) (5.33)
pGmmLmAny(term|V) =
∑
v∈V
p(term|v)p(v) (5.34)
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show example annotations found using these mod-
els. For each test image, the reference collectionΨ is composed of the models
from the Corel3892 test set excluding the test image and another 10% from
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Figure 5.14: Example images with top 10 annotation terms from GMMLMEACH
model (Figure 5.13, Equation 5.33 (original keywords in boldface)
the same class. This roughly corresponds to the 90/10 train/test split used
on a comparable taks and dataset by (Duygulu et al., 2002), (Jeon et al.,
2003) and (Lavrenko et al., 2004). Both GmmLmAny and GmmLmEach
seem to provide better annotations than GmmLmAll, but of course one
cannot draw conclusions from four test images. An extensive evaluation of
automatic annotation methods is beyond the scope of this thesis. The ex-
amples in this section are only meant to illustrate the possible uses of the
models in a cross-modal setting.
5.6 Optimisation
Image retrieval using Gaussian mixture models is computationally expen-
sive. Even in the most basic variant, introduced in Chapter 3, the likelihood
p(vq|θd) of each query image sample vq is computed for each document
model θd in the collection. For a typical query image (1,300-1,500 samples),
computing this likelihood for all models in the Trecvid2003 collection
(32,318 documents), this takes about 15 minutes on a PC with a 1.4GHz
Athlon processor and 1GB of memory. The variants presented in this Chap-
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Figure 5.15: Example images with top 10 annotation terms from GMMLMANY model
(Figure 5.13, Equation 5.34 (original keywords in boldface)
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ter are at least as expensive. Although efficiency is not the main focus in
this thesis, we are aware that for practical usefulness of the methods efficient
processing is necessary. As a first study in this direction, two approxima-
tions are considered. Section 5.6.1 approximates the probability of a query
image given a document model, by the probability of a random subset of the
query samples. Section 5.6.2 investigates the comparison of query and doc-
ument models instead of query samples and document models. Optimising
processing without approximation is discussed in (Cornacchia et al., 2004).
5.6.1 Using subsets of query samples
A very basic optimisation strategy is to compute the likelihood for only a
subset of the query samples. The intuition behind this is that a large enough
subset contains enough information about the example image to produce a
reasonable ranking. Adding more samples from the same example, would
only add duplicate information, without altering the ranking too much. Ob-
viously, taking fewer samples from an example will speed up the computation
as the complexity is linear in the number of samples. First, we consider tak-
ing a subset of samples directly from the query image(s). Then, we look at
drawing random samples from query models.
Sampling from images
To test the influence of the size of the set of query samples on retrieval
effectiveness, the Trecvid2003 collection is used. For each visual example,
random subsets of its samples are selected. Each of these sets is used as a
query against the Trecvid2003 collection. The size of the sets is varied
from 10 to 100 in steps of 10 samples and from 100 to 1,000 in steps of
100 samples Also the full set of samples is used as a query (i.e., the whole
example image) Samples are drawn uniformly from the full set of samples,
without replacement, so no duplicate samples are selected. For each setting
the sampling is repeated 10 times to reduce chance effects. We will call this
variant QsampleUniform.
In a second sampling variant, QsamplePosition, instead of drawing
samples uniformly, we used position information to select a subset of samples.
The idea is that it is important to carefully select the samples, especially if
only a small set of samples from the query image is used. Typically, the
important information in an image resides roughly in the middle of the im-
age plane, thus it seems wise to take more of those samples. Nevertheless,
we do not want to completely ignore the information outside of the centre.
Therefore, a positional mixture distribution over the image plane is defined
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Figure 5.16: Positional mixture (unit variance contours) and random sample from it
(points)
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Figure 5.17: MAP for using different numbers of samples from the query images: all
query examples (left) and designated examples only (right).
that mainly generates central positions, but also positions in the corners.
Figure 5.16 shows the unit variance contours of the positional mixtures five
components and a 1,000 point random sample from the distribution. It gives
an idea of the preferred positions of query samples for the QsamplePosi-
tion variant. Like in the first variant, no duplicate samples are selected. In
this variant the maximum number of samples used is 500, because we sam-
ple without replacement, using more would be close to a uniform sampling
strategy.9
Figure 5.17 shows the results obtained for the two sampling variants, for
a designated examples run and an all examples run. The average map over
the 10 experiments is shown along with the variance.
Obviously, as sample sizes get larger, the results are less dependent on
9Also sampling randomly from the position mixture until enough unique values are
found can take long.
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example image 100 samples 200 samples 500 samples
Figure 5.18: Designated example for Dow Jones topic (VT0120), with random sam-
ples drawn using QSAMPLEPOSITION.
the actual sample and variance gets smaller. Randomly drawing around 400
samples uniformly from the query examples, already gives results that are
as good as using all examples. Surprisingly, in the all samples run position
based sampling seems a bad idea. Apparently, in many examples the im-
portant samples are not in the densely sampled regions. In the designated
examples however, this seems to be the case. In fact, using only 500 samples
in the QsamplePosition yields better results than using all examples.
An explanation could be that the user who selected the designated examples
preferred examples that showed the object(s) of interest in the centre of the
image plane. However, looking at the individual topic scores, it is apparent
that the effect can be mainly attributed to a single topic requesting Dow
Jones graphics (vt0120), see Figure 5.18. Apparently, the central white
lettering on a dark background is enough to retrieve the relevant graphics.
The plots of the map scores hide some information. They only show the
effects of sampling on relevant documents and thus emphasise topics with
high scores (like the Dow Jones topic). To look beyond relevant documents,
we compute the correlation between the sampling variants and the original
ranking, using Kendall’s correlation coefficient, known as Kendall’s τ (see
for example Conovar, 1980). Plots of this coefficient against the sample size
are shown in Figure 5.19. The designated example plots shows that position
based sampling is unrelated to the original ranking and thus perhaps is a bad
idea. For the other sampling variants, the plots show that, as expected, the
correlation goes up as the number of samples increases.
Sampling from models
Instead of taking samples directly from query images, it is interesting to
compute the likelihood for samples that are drawn from query models. The
query models are abstractions of the query example(s). A random sample
from a query model is an approximation of the query and can be used to rank
the document models in the collection. To test whether this approximation
is useful for retrieval, we take the full example image models (see Section 5.2)
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Figure 5.19: Kendall’s τ between different sampling variants and using full query.
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Figure 5.20: MAP for using different numbers of samples from query models.
and draw random samples of different sizes from them (between 10 and 1,000
samples). For each set of samples, the document models in the collection are
ranked based on their likelihood of generating the samples and mean average
precision is calculated. To reduce chance effects, the process is repeated 10
times for each sample size and the mean and standard deviation scores over
the 10 trials for the different sample set sizes are computed. The experiment
is repeated for query models that are built using background probabilities
during training (see Section 5.3). Figure 5.20 shows the results.
Clearly the mean average precision scores for samples from query mod-
els are much lower than the scores for samples from query images (cf. Fig-
ure 5.17). An explanation could be that we have introduced too much uncer-
tainty. Both query and document are abstract representations of the original
images. This makes sense in retrieval, since to go beyond exact matching,
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it is necessary to abstract away from the exact representation. When either
query or document is represented by a probabilistic model, some variation in
the exact representation is allowed. However, it seems modelling both query
and document probabilistically introduces too much variation.
5.6.2 Asymptotic likelihood approximation
Instead of randomly sampling from the query model and then computing
the likelihood of these generated samples given the document model, it is
possible to compare the two models directly using the Kullback-Leibler-
divergence (KL). The KL-divergence, also known as relative entropy, mea-
sures the amount of information there is to discriminate one model from
another. For Gaussian mixture models no closed-from solution exists for this
KL-divergence. However, under the assumption that the Gaussians are well
separated, Vasconcelos derives an approximation: the Asymptotic Likelihood
Approximation (ALA) (Vasconcelos, 2000).
KL[p(·|θq)||p(·|θd)] ≈
ALA[p(·|θq)||p(·|θd)] =
NC∑
c=1
P(cq,c){log P(cd,α(c))
+ log p(µq,c|N (µd,α(c),Σd,α(c)))
− 1
2
trace[Σ−1d,α(c)Σq,c]},
(5.35)
where α(c) = k ⇔ ‖µq,c − µd,k‖Σd,k ≤ ‖µq,c − µd,l‖Σd,l∀l 6= k
In this equation, p(·|N (µ,Σ)) is the probability that a sample is drawn
from the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. Fur-
thermore, subscripts indicate documents and components (e.g. µd,c is the
mean for component cc of document model θd).
Experiments
To compare the asymptotic likelihood assumption measure to the sample
likelihood or query likelihood used in the previous chapters, we repeated
some of the experiments from Chapter 4 using ALA as the measure. There-
fore, in addition to models for all documents in the collection, models for the
queries are needed. The experiments reported here use the Corel3892
and Trecvid2002 test collections. Gaussian mixture models are built
for each individual visual example in these collections. In addition, for
Trecvid2002, topic models are built from all available examples for each
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Table 5.3: MAP scores for asymptotic likelihood assumption (ALA) and query likeli-
hood (QL) for different collections and query types.
Collection Query Type ALA QL
Corel3892 single .079 .123
Trecvid2002 all .006 .029
Trecvid2002 best .014 .044
Trecvid2002 designated .008 .028
topic, i.e., for each topic, a single model was trained to represent all examples
for the topic. This way we can compare ALA to sample likelihood for all,
best and designated example queries (see Section 4.3.1). For Corel3892,
only single example queries are used. The ALA between each topic model
and each collection model is computed and the resulting scores are used to
rank the documents in the collection. Table 5.3 shows the results along with
the original query likelihood (QL) results. In all cases, QL is significantly
better than ALA. This can possibly be explained by the amount of variability
introduced by representing both query and document probabilistically. The
same effects are noticed with the random samples from the query models
(Section 5.6.1). Another explanation could be that the ALA assumptions
are too strong and consequently ALA results are not trustworthy. The next
section takes a closer look at these assumptions.
ALA assumptions
The main assumption behind the ALA is that the Gaussians for the compo-
nents cc within a class model θd have small overlap. In fact, there are two
parts to this. The first assumption is that each image sample is assigned to
one and only one of the mixture components. The second is that samples
from the support set of a single query component are all assigned to the same
document component (Vasconcelos, 2000). More formally:
Assumption 5.6.1 For each sample, the maximum posterior probability for
a component equals 1:
∀θd,x : max
k
P(cd,k|x) = 1
Assumption 5.6.2 For any document model θd, the component with maxi-
mum posterior probability is the same for all samples in the support set of a
single query component cq,k:
∀cq,k,θd ∃l∗ ∀x : p(x|cq,k) > 0 =⇒ argmax
l
P(cd,l|x) = l∗
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Figure 5.21: Testing the ALA assumptions A (left) and B (right). The samples x
drawn from p(x|cd,k). Histograms of the maximum posterior component assignments
within document model θd and in different (randomly chosen) models θd′ are shown.
Assumptions 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 have been tested as follows, using Monte
Carlo simulation (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949). First, a random document
model θd is taken from the search collection and then a random mixture
component cd,k from the mixture model of this document is selected. Then,
10,000 random samples are drawn from this component and for each sample
x the following measures are computed:
• P(cd,l|x), the posterior component assignment for all components cd,l
within document model θd.
• P(cd′,m|x), the posterior component assignment for all components cd′,m
in a different randomly chosen document model θd′ .
For the first measure the maximum posterior probability for each sample
is stored. The second measure is averaged over all 10,000 samples to ob-
tain the proportion of samples assigned to each component. The maximum
over all components is then taken to find the proportion of samples assigned
to the most probable component (remember, there should be a component
that explains all samples). The whole process is repeated 100,000 times for
different documents and components selected at random. The results are his-
togrammed in Figure 5.21. Both measures should be close to 1, the first to
satisfy Assumption 5.6.1, the second to satisfy assumption 5.6.2. As is clear
from the plots, Assumption 5.6.1 appears reasonable, but Assumption 5.6.2
is too strong.10 This may also explain the difference between ALA results
and QL results in the previous section. Goldberger et al. (2003) propose two
10Note that the scales on the y-axes for the two plots differ.
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different approximation of the KL-divergence between Gaussian mixtures.
The first is also based on Assumption 5.6.2 and differs from ALA only in the
way of computing the most similar component. The second variant is similar
to Monte Carlo methods (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949), but instead of sam-
pling randomly from the query model, Goldberger et al. use points on the
unit covariance hypersphere. This way, they avoid taking Assumption 5.6.2,
at the cost of some extra computation.
5.7 Summary
This Chapter investigated alternative ways of using the generative models in-
troduced in Chapter 3. All approaches presented here can be used within the
generative probabilistic retrieval framework presented in Section 5.1. The ap-
proaches differ in the choice of factoring the conditional probability P(d, q|r)
in a query or document generation fashion and in the estimation of the prob-
abilities P(q|d, r), P(d|q, r) and P(d|r¯). Figure 5.22 summarises the choices
for the different variants. For simplicity, smoothing is ignored.
The models built from the query samples in the document generation
approach can be seen as relevance models (cf. Lavrenko and Croft, 2003) and
they can be updated once additional relevance information is available. This
facilitates relevance feedback, which is problematic in the query generation
approach, where the knowledge that document A is relevant does not change
the model for B (see Section 3.7).
Some of the approaches discussed in this chapter need a set of reference
models Θ either to compute joint query and document probabilities, or to
compute background probabilities. So far, we have simply used a sample
from a highly comparable collection (the Trecvid2003 development set).
Alternatively, it is possible to automatically find an optimal set of models
to describe a collection using the LDA approach (Section 5.4.1). In LDA a
variational inference procedure is used to simultaneously find the distribution
over latent topic models and the sample distributions for each topic that
together best describe a training collection (Blei et al., 2003). Since these
distributions together are a good description of the collection statistics, they
can be used as a background model.
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Query Generation, Chapter 3
rsv(d) = P(q|d, r) ≡ p(Vq|θd)
Document Generation, Section 5.2
rsv(d) = P(d|q,r)
P(D|r¯) ≡ p(Vd|θq)p(Vd)
Background training, Section 5.3
Same as either query or document generation variant, but
background probabilities are used in estimation of the models
(θq,θd).
Bayesian approach, Section 5.4
rsv(d) = P(q|d, r) ≡ p(Vq|Vd) =
∫
θ
p(Vq|θ)p(θ|Vd)dθ
Multi-modal, Section 5.5
For example annotation, visual query to find textual terms
(single term documents):
rsv(d) ≡ p(Vq|Td) =
∑
ψ∈Ψ P(Vq|ψ)P(ψ|Td),
where Ψ is a reference collection.
Query subsets, Section 5.6.1
rsv(d) = P(q|d, r) ≡ p(Vsampleq |θd),
where Vsampleq ⊂ Vq (sampling from images),
or Vsampleq is drawn randomly from p(·|θq) (sampling from
models).
ALA, Section 5.6.2
rsv(d) = P(q|d, r) ≡ KL[p(·|θq)||p(·|θd)] ≈
ALA[p(·|θq)||p(·|θd)]
Figure 5.22: Summary of approaches.
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6
Evaluating multimedia retrieval
This chapter discusses how multimedia retrieval techniques can be evalu-
ated. Systematic evaluation of multimedia retrieval has gained attention
only recently. The chapter starts with a short history of the evaluation of
multimedia retrieval approaches in general, and content-based approaches in
particular. Then, starting from the well-established text retrieval evaluation
methodology, the chapter discusses how multimedia retrieval test collections
can be build. We argue that laboratory testing, as used in text retrieval, is a
useful technique for evaluating multimedia retrieval approaches. Section 6.2
introduces the laboratory tests that are now common in text retrieval. Sec-
tion 6.3 discusses how to build a test collection for evaluating multimedia
retrieval approaches. Section 6.4 introduces techniques for judging multime-
dia retrieval performance. Section 6.5 summarises the chapter, and reviews
the evaluation methodology applied in the previous chapters. Parts of the
discussion in this chapter have been published in (Westerveld and De Vries,
2003b), and (Westerveld and De Vries, 2003a).
6.1 History
Until recently no commonly used evaluation methodology existed for content-
based image and video retrieval. An important reason for this is that for
long, the field has been merely a showcase for computer vision techniques.
Many papers in the field ‘proved’ the technical merits and usefulness of their
approaches to image processing by showing a few well-chosen, and well-
performing examples. Since 1996 the problem of systematically evaluating
multimedia retrieval techniques has gained more and more interest. In that
year, the Mira (Multimedia Information Retrieval Applications) working
group was formed (Draper et al., 1999; Dunlop, 2000). The group, consist-
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ing of people from the fields of information retrieval, digital libraries, and
library science, studied user behaviour and information needs in multimedia
retrieval situations. Based on their findings, they developed performance
measures. Around the same time, in the multimedia community the discus-
sion on proper evaluation started, and Narasimhalu et al. (1997) proposed
measures for evaluating content-based information retrieval systems. These
measures are based on comparing ranked lists of documents returned by a
system to the perfect, or ideal, ranking. However, they do not specify how to
obtain such a perfect ranking, nor do they propose a common test set. A year
later, Smith (1998) proposed to look at the text retrieval community, and to
use measures from Trec for image retrieval evaluation. Again, no dataset
was proposed. At the start of the 21st century, the evaluation problem
gained more attention within the content-based image retrieval community,
with the publication of three papers discussing benchmarking in visual re-
trieval (Mu¨ller et al., 2001; Leung and Ip, 2000; Gunther and Beretta, 2000).
These three papers call for a common test collection and evaluation method-
ology and a broader discussion on the topic. The Benchathlon network1
was started to discuss the development of a benchmark for image retrieval.
Then, in 2001, Trec started a video track (Smeaton et al., 2002b,a) that
evolved into the workshop now known as Trecvid (Smeaton and Over,
2003; Smeaton et al., 2003a).
6.2 Laboratory tests in information retrieval
Information retrieval is interactive. In web search, for example, queries
are often changed or refined after an initial set of documents has been re-
trieved. In multimedia retrieval, where browsing is common, interactivity
is perhaps even more important. Saracevic (1995), and Sparck Jones and
Willett (1997a) argue that evaluation should take interactivity into account,
and measure user satisfaction. Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) called evaluation of a
system as a whole in an interactive setting an operational test . Such tests
measure performance in a realistic situation. Designing such an operational
test is difficult and expensive: many users are needed to free the experi-
ment of individual user effects, the experimental setup should not interfere
with the user’s natural behaviour, and learning effects need to be minimised.
Also, because there are many free variables, it is hard to attribute obser-
vations to particular causes. In contrast to these tests in fully operational
environments, Tague-Sutcliffe defined laboratory tests as those tests in which
1http://www.benchathlon.net
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possible sources of variability are controlled. Thus, laboratory tests can pro-
vide more specific information, even though they are further away from a
realistic setting. Also, laboratory tests are cheaper to set up, because the
interactive nature is ignored, and the user is removed from the loop. Lab-
oratory tests measure the quality of the document ranking instead of user
satisfaction.
Within the laboratory setting, we distinguish two types of tests: system-
oriented tests, and task-oriented tests. System-oriented tests measure if the
system functions properly. Task-oriented tests measure how useful that func-
tionality is for a given task. For example, content-based information retrieval
methods claim to identify visually similar documents. A system-oriented test
then evaluates whether the retrieved documents are indeed visually similar.
A task-oriented test evaluates how useful this is to satisfy an information
need in a multimedia retrieval setting. The laboratory style setup for both
types of tests is the same. The tests differ in the choice of collection and
the way of judging relevance. The next section introduces the laboratory
setup commonly used in current text retrieval evaluations (e.g., Voorhees
and Buckland, 2004, 2003).
6.2.1 The Cranfield tradition
As stated before, text retrieval has a long tradition of experimentation. Most
current evaluation procedures, including Trec, are laboratory tests, based
on the Cranfield paradigm (Cleverdon, 1967). This section provides
a short introduction to this paradigm. A thorough review of the funda-
mental assumptions behind Cranfield style experiments can be found in
(Voorhees, 2002).
The term laboratory tests will be used to refer to tests following this
paradigm. A test collection for laboratory tests consists of a fixed set of
documents, a fixed set of topics, and a fixed set of relevance judgements.
Documents are the basic elements to retrieve, topics are descriptions of the
information needs, and relevance judgements list the set of relevant docu-
ments for each topic. The focus in laboratory tests is on comparative eval-
uation. Different approaches are tested, and their relative performance is
measured. The process is as follows. Each approach produces a ranked lists
of documents for each topic. The quality of the ranked lists is measured
based on the positions of the relevant documents in the list. The results are
averaged across all topics to obtain an overall quality measure.
A number of aspects influence the reliability of evaluation results. First,
a sufficiently large set of topics is needed. Sparck Jones and Van Rijsbergen
(1976) suggest a minimum of 75. Second, the measures should be stable.
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This means it should not be influenced too much by chance effects. Clearly,
measures based on few observations are less stable than measures based on
many observations. For example, precision at rank 1 (is the first retrieved
document relevant) is not a very stable measure. Third, there needs to be a
reasonable difference between two approaches before deciding one approach
is better than the other. Sparck Jones (1974) suggests a 5% difference is
noticable, and a difference greater than 10% is material. Finally, the rele-
vance judgements on which all measures are based should be reliable. The
following sections discuss the details of these four conditions.
6.2.2 Reliable measures
The first three conditions are clearly interrelated. For example, when stable
measures are used, fewer topics are needed; and when many topics are used,
a smaller difference in scores can lead to the conclusion that two approaches
are different. Buckley and Voorhees (2000) have investigated these three
conditions. They used results from the query track (Buckley and Walz, 2000),
which contains 21 different formulations for each of 50 topics. This allowed
them to do multiple experiments using the same set of topics and relevance
judgements. In each experiment, they compared two approaches based on
one of the studied measures. Based on this measure, they concluded whether
approach A was better than approach B, whether B was better than A, or
whether A and B had the same score (within some predefined margin). The
experiment was repeated for 36 pairs of approaches. Buckley and Voorhees
then computed the error rate of the measure under study as the fraction of
cases that led to a conclusion different from the majority conclusion. The
whole experiment was repeated 50 times with different topic formulation
sets, obtained by permuting the formulations for a topic over the sets. Thus,
they obtained average error rates for each of the measures studied. The
experiments were carried out for different measures, different topic set sizes,
and different margins for score similarity. Buckley and Voorhees conclude
that some measures are more stable than others (i.e., have smaller error rate).
Especially measures that are computed on only a small fraction of the ranked
lists are instable (e.g., precision@N , with N ≤ 30). Buckley and Voorhees
note however that this does not necessarily mean these measures are useless.
A measure should be chosen with respect to a task, and it should measure the
aspect of interest for that task. For web retrieval, for example, precision@20
is a reasonable measure, because people often only look at the first few pages
of results. Because of the instability of this measure however, more topics
are needed to obtain reliable results, or a greater difference in scores between
two approaches is needed to conclude they are different. In general, Buckley
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and Voorhees recommend using at least 25 topics, but preferably 50. For
unstable measures, more topics are needed.
6.2.3 Reliable judgements
For investigating the final condition for reliable evaluation results, the re-
liability of the relevance judgements, we need to look at the assumptions
made with regard to relevance in laboratory tests. The main assumptions
are the following. First, relevance is approximated by topical similarity: a
document is relevant if it is on topic, i.e., if it discusses the topic of the
query. This means the information need is assumed not to change over time.
It also means relevance is judged independently for each document. If a
document contains information that is on topic, but all this information is
already present in other documents, the document is still regarded relevant.
The second assumption is that relevance judgements are representative of
a user population. Although the judgements are a single person’s opinion,
they are assumed to be representative of the typical user. Third, judgements
are assumed to be complete. For each topic, all relevant documents in the
collection are identified. Finally, judgements are often assumed to be binary,
i.e., a document is either relevant to a topic or it is not. The original Cran-
field experiments used graded relevance judgements on a five-point scale,
but most modern laboratory tests assume binary judgements.
Clearly, these assumptions do not hold. Relevance judgements from a
single user do not represent the opinion of a whole population, topical simi-
larity is not the same as utility, and in many cases it is impossible to identify
all relevant documents in a collection. However, the goal in laboratory tests
is to compare retrieval strategies, not to find an indication of their absolute
performance. Therefore, even though the assumptions may not be strictly
true, laboratory tests may be useful. The concern is not so much about
the truth in the assumptions, but about the influence of the assumptions
on relative scores. A number of studies have investigated how violation of
the assumptions influences comparative results (Zobel, 1998; Voorhees, 2002;
Voorhees and Harman, 2000). The findings of these studies are highlighted
below.
Incomplete judgements
A typical Trec collection consists of between 500,000 and 1,000,000 doc-
uments, and is thus far too large to obtain complete relevance judgements.
Instead, current laboratory tests use a pooling technique (Sparck Jones and
Van Rijsbergen, 1975). Pooling is the process of forming a pool, or set, of the
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top ranked documents from a variety of different approaches. Each approach
composes a ranked list for each of the topics in the collection. For each topic
a pool is constructed, consisting of the union of the top N retrieved doc-
uments from all approaches. Only the documents in the pools are judged
for relevance. Documents not retrieved within any approach’s top N are as-
sumed not relevant. The idea behind this approach is that documents that
are not retrieved at a high rank by any system are unlikely to be relevant.
This assumption may not be valid. Indeed both Harman (1996) and
Zobel (1998) show some of the unjudged documents are relevant. This could
potentially influence the results since systems are usually evaluated on a
top M > N . However, if the pool is large and diverse enough, that is, if
many different techniques contributed to the pool, then the fact that some
relevant documents are missing is assumed to be of little consequence. For
text retrieval, pool quality has been intensively studied. Zobel (1998) found
that the fact that measurements are calculated on a top M > N does not
influence comparative results, i.e., the relative ranking of the approaches does
not change.
Another concern with incomplete relevance judgements, is their useful-
ness for evaluating approaches that have not contributed to the pool. The
set of relevance judgements could potentially be biased against them. Zobel
(1998) investigates this effect by recomputing scores for each approach. The
new scores are based on a pool from which the documents that have been
uniquely contributed by that approach are removed. He finds this has little
effect on the relative ranking of the approaches. Voorhees and Harman (2000)
show that even if all approaches from a single group are ignored in construct-
ing the pool, this hardly influences relative results. The exceptions are the
interactive runs. If their contributions are removed from the pool, they often
end up lower in the ranking of approaches. This means, one has to be careful
in evaluating interactive approaches using a fixed test collection, but test col-
lections are valuable resources for evaluating additional automatic methods
that did not contribute to the pool. Another danger is that pooling effects
are small because many similar approaches contribute to the pool. When the
contributions of one approach are removed, the pool contents hardly changes
since a similar approach is bound to have found almost the same set of doc-
uments. Therefore, fixed test collections may be most useful for evaluating
variants of existing techniques.
Subjective judgements
It is well known that relevance judgements are subjective. Different judges
will have different opinions on the relevance of documents (e.g., Harter, 1996).
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Since the focus is on comparative results this is not necessarily problematic.
As Voorhees (1998) states:
For a test collection, the important question is not so much how
well assessors agree with one another, but how evaluation results
change with the inevitable differences in assessment.
Voorhees (1998) investigates the influence of difference in assessments on eval-
uation results by having topics judged by multiple assessors. The different
approaches have been evaluated using different combinations of judgements,
and ranked by mean average precision. Voorhees finds the resulting rank-
ings are highly correlated, and concludes comparative results are stable with
regard to the subjectivity in relevance judgements.
6.3 Multimedia test collections
The previous section summarised the conditions under which laboratory tests
in the Cranfield tradition are useful tools for evaluating retrieval ap-
proaches. The main conditions are: stable measures, sufficient number of
topics, and either complete relevance judgements, or a high quality pool. An
important condition that is not discussed yet is realism. The documents,
topics, and judgements of the test collection should be close to the realistic
situation of interest. If the usefulness of an information retrieval approach for
searching a collection of medical images is to be tested, clearly the test collec-
tion should be of the same type. In this thesis we are interested in disclosing
heterogeneous collections, for example for searching media archives of news-
papers or broadcasters. This section discusses the construction of a realistic
test collections for the evaluation of multimedia retrieval from heterogeneous
data sets. The three components of a test collection, documents, topics,
and relevance judgements, are treated separately. Each of the Sections 6.3.1,
6.3.2, and 6.3.3 discusses one of them.
6.3.1 Documents
Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) listed the variables one has to consider when construct-
ing a set of documents as part of an information retrieval test collection.
These variables include, size, coverage, form and medium. Tague-Sutcliffe
did not provide any guidelines other than that a collection has to be large
enough. She did not indicate when a collection is large enough, but stated
that results with a small collection cannot necessarily be extrapolated to a
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larger collection. Therefore, the size of the collection should be compara-
ble to the size of a realistic document collection. The same reasoning can
be used for the other variables. The set of documents in the test collection
should resemble a set of documents in a realistic task. Realistic multimedia
collections are huge. For example, a photo archive of a press agency or news-
paper contains hundreds of thousands of photos (Sormunen et al., 1999; ANP
Beeld, 2004), and the Dutch broadcasting archive contains 70,000 hours of
video material (NPS Klokhuis, 2004). For copyright reasons, it is difficult
to obtain such large collections, especially if they are to be used by a larger
community. Therefore, in a task-oriented evaluation, a balance has to be
found between size and availability. System-oriented evaluations ignore the
task in which a system is to be used. Instead, they focus on certain aspects of
the system. In the remainder of this chapter we assume the aspect of inter-
est in system-oriented laboratory tests is visual similarity. In such a setting,
the resemblance of a document collection to a realistic one is less important.
The main criteria for the document set in a system-oriented test is that it
contains a mix of visually similar and visually dissimilar documents.
Corel and Trecvid are the two most commonly used large document
collections for evaluating content-based multimedia retrieval (Section 2.5 de-
scribes the collections). These collections are discussed in detail below. Other
multimedia collections that are sometimes used in evaluation include the
Brodatz and Columbia collections. These collections are especially use-
ful for system-oriented testing. They are designed to capture specific aspects
of the information retrieval problem. The Brodatz collection is a set of tex-
ture images taken from a photographic album for artists and designers (Bro-
datz, 1966), and is thus useful for evaluating texture classification algorithms
(Picard et al., 1993). The data set is part of the MeasTex image texture
database and test suite2. The Columbia dataset consists of 100 brightly
coloured objects each photographed from many different viewpoints; it is
useful for testing colour and shape-based algorithms, and of course view-
point invariance. Also Clef and Benchathlon have started to set up
multimedia test collections. Clef is an evaluation forum for cross-language
retrieval focusing on European languages (Peters et al., 2002, 2003). In 2003,
it started an image retrieval task (Clough and Sanderson, 2003). The docu-
ment collection is a subset of 30,000 historic photographs in Scotland from
the St. Andrews collection (Reid, 1999), with captions in English. The set-
ting for this ImageClef is similar to the Trecvid setting, but it allows
for cross-language retrieval since topics are available in multiple languages.
Benchathlon is in the process of collecting data and setting up an image
2http://www.cssip.uq.edu.au/meastex/meastex.html
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retrieval evaluation framework.3
Corel
The Corel document set is a collection of stock photographs, which is di-
vided into subsets each relating to a specific theme (e.g., tigers, sunsets, or
English pub signs). A large number of publications uses this image collec-
tion to evaluate or illustrate the effectiveness of a given retrieval approach
(e.g., Blei and Jordan, 2003; Jeon et al., 2003; Duygulu et al., 2002; Barnard
et al., 2003; Belongie et al., 1998; Vasconcelos and Lippman, 2000; Li and
Wang, 2003). One problem with the Corel images is that the data is sold
commercially, on separate thematic cds. Therefore, obtaining the full col-
lection (over 800 themes, containing over 80,000 images in total) is costly.
As a consequence, each group uses their own subset and a single, commonly
used Corel subset does not exist. A study by Mu¨ller et al. (2002) showed
that evaluations using Corel are highly sensitive to the subsets used. This
makes direct comparisons of systems on these datasets impossible. In ad-
dition, because of its organisation into themes, and the production process
where photographs in the same theme are often shot in batch at the same
location, the collection is a set of clusters that are far more homogeneous
than can be expected in a realistic setting. Consequently, Corel is more
suitable for system-oriented evaluation than for a task-oriented test.
Trecvid
The Trecvid document collection is a collection of video data.It grew over
the years from 11 hours of data (about 6,300 shots or documents in the
test collection) in 2001 to roughly 133 hours (32,000+ shots) in 2003. The
number of documents in the Trecvid2003 collection is still nowhere near
the size of realistic archives, or of the primary Trec collections for text
retrieval evaluation (between 500,000 and 1,000,000 documents). Still, it
is the largest available video retrieval evaluation collection to date. The
Trecvid2003 collection consists of US broadcast news from 1998. The
domain of news broadcasts may be limited, but it is still quite broad, since
potentially any topic can be news. A greater problem is that the data come
from just a few sources, the main ones being abc and cnn. This introduces
the risk of over-fitting. A number of source specific recurring shot types
exist in the collection, for example the studio shots of the anchor persons,
or the graphics for the weather forecasts. These are probably at least as
homogeneous as the themes in the Corel collection and should not be used
3http://www.benchathlon.net
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• Scenic pictures of lakes and waterways
• Outdoor pictures of an interview with James
Cameron discussing the making of the Titanic
film
• Pictures of a spooky Eiffel tower
• Images of a sunny day on the Amsterdam Canals
• A funny movie scene
• A photograph of a river in Colorado with trees
nearby
Figure 6.1: Some made-up information needs from the literature
in a task-oriented evaluation. Another property of the domain, possibly
influencing the evaluation results, is the text-oriented nature of news. Shots
in a news broadcast are typically accompanied by a voice-over that either
describes the visual material or gives some contextual information. This may
introduce a bias for text-oriented methods. Indeed, text oriented methods are
found to outperform visual ones (Smeaton et al., 2003b) (see also Chapter 4).
6.3.2 Topics
In many papers on visual information retrieval, the authors give examples
of queries that users might ask. However, most of the time, these examples
do not come from real users, but they are picked out of the blue. They are
supposed to illustrate an information need that often cannot be satisfied by
traditional systems, but for which a new technique is proposed. Figure 6.1
lists some examples found in the literature (Ogle and Stonebraker, 1995;
Moelaert El-Hadidiy et al., 1999; Westerveld, 2000; Picard, 1995). It is un-
clear whether these kinds of information needs are realistic. Below realistic
needs are investigated by looking at what is depicted in images, and what
types of images are searched for in realistic settings. The section concludes
with a discussion on the topics used in evaluations.
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What does an image show?
To come up with a realistic and diverse set of topics, a good starting point is
to consider all types of information that can be conveyed by an image. Sev-
eral studies in library science analysed this for deciding what to present in a
manually constructed (textual) index. Most of these proposals are based on
Panofsky’s three levels of meaning, developed to describe art images (Panof-
sky, 1970). The three levels are pre-iconography, iconography and iconology.
They correspond roughly to generic, specific and abstract meanings of an
image. For example an image of the crucifixion of Christ will have pre-
iconographic features (wooden cross, male figure), iconographic features (Je-
sus Christ, crucifixion) and iconologic features (religion, suffering). Markey
(1988) adapted Panofsky’s theory of meaning and built a scheme for indexing
images (Table 6.1).
Pre-Iconography
(generic)
Iconography
(specific)
Iconology
(abstract)
Who? kind of person
kind of object
named person
named object
mythical being
What? kind of action
kind of condition
named event emotion
abstraction
Where? kind of geographi-
cal or architectural
place
named geographic
location
place symbolised
When? cyclical time (sea-
son, time of day)
linear time (date,
period)
emotion, abstrac-
tion symbolised by
time
Table 6.1: Markey’s subject analysis table
Shatford Layne (1986) distinguishes between ofness, the concrete and ob-
jective entities depicted (objects, places, actions), and aboutness, the abstract
and subjective entities (feelings, symbolised concepts). Ofness corresponds to
pre-iconographic and iconographic levels of meaning, aboutness to the icono-
logic level. Like Panofsky (1970) and Markey (1988), Shatford Layne (1986)
acknowledges that an image can be at the same time specific and generic.
For example, an image of the Empire State Building is at the same time an
image of that specific building and an image of an arbitrary skyscraper.
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What is searched for?
Although the studies presented above give a good overview of the kinds of
information that is possibly present in images, for building good topics it is
perhaps more useful to look at what people in realistic situations search for.
One of the largest investigations of visual information need is the Hul-
ton study (Enser, 1993). In this study, over 2,500 requests to a picture
archive (the Hulton Deutsch collection) were analysed and divided
into two categories: unique requests of specific persons, events and locations
(‘Peter the Great’, ‘Trafalgar Square’) and non-unique requests for generic
concepts (‘wanted-posters’, ‘dinosaurs’). This partition corresponds to the
difference between Panofsky’s iconographic and pre-iconographic levels of
meaning. Enser found requests in both groups were often refined using re-
strictions on time, location or action (‘1950s fridge’, ‘Edward VIII looking
stupid’). He also found that most of the requests to the archive fell into the
unique category (69%); about half of the requests were refined, mostly using
time restrictions (34%).
Keister (1994) analysed requests to the Archive of the National Library of
Medicine. She divided requests into visual requests, defined by what should
be seen in the image, and topical requests, defined by background informa-
tion. Keister found that the larger part of the requests was defined in terms
of background and contextual information rather than in terms of the visual
image content.
Markkula and Sormunen (2000) analysed illustration searching methods
of journalists in one of the largest Finish newspapers. They found differences
between searches for illustrations for different types of articles. To illustrate
news articles, often current documentary photos were used, because there
is little time to find the right image. Images for feature articles are more
subjective and are needed less urgently. To illustrate these articles, often
symbolic photos, or photos of themes are used. After generating illustra-
tion ideas, journalists could either search for photos themselves, or send a
request to the archivist. Markkula and Sormunen found that the majority of
the illustration needs (both searched for personally and requested from the
archivists) are specific, i.e., most searches involved named objects or persons.
About 20% of the requests involved types of objects (‘animals’, ‘cow in the
pasture’, ‘vehicles’, ‘a good photo of the front part of a bus’). Another im-
portant search type (33% of all search topics) was for documentary photos
of recent news events. In this type of search, the contextual information is
most important. Other, less frequent searches, involved named places and
films and television programmes. Markkula and Sormunen report that for
some topics journalists preferred personal searching and browsing over send-
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vt0110: Find shots of a person diving into some water.
Figure 6.2: Example topic from the TRECVID2003 collection.
ing a request to an archivist. These were topics that were highly subjective
(‘young love’; ‘a photo of a child’s anxiety’), or thematic (‘holidays in the
south’; ‘child care at home’). For information needs of these types, journal-
ists found it was easier to look for photo’s themselves, than to explain the
topic to the archivist.
What is evaluated?
Trecvid adopts Enser (1993), and tries to balance requests for persons,
things and events, as well as generic and specific requests. For example, Fig-
ure 6.2 shows a generic request for a shot of a person from the Trecvid2003
topic set. The Trecvid requests cover only the pre-iconography and iconog-
raphy levels of Panofsky’s classification, and ignore the iconology class. Ar-
guably, the latter class is more difficult, since it involves abstract meanings.
On the other side, the classes covered by Trecvid are representative, as the
user studies show that these classes are the ones most commonly asked for.
A comparison of the Trecvid2002 topics to requests submitted to British
multimedia archives4, shows that the same predominance over non-abstract
types exists in both sets of requests (Smeaton and Over, 2003). A difference
is that Trecvid has relatively many topics concerning generic persons or
things, whereas the British archive requests cover more specific requests.
Evaluations based on Corel usually ignore these studies on image con-
tent and user behaviour. Instead, images from within the collection are used
as queries. In a task-oriented view of evaluation, the themes in the Corel
collection can be used as implicit task descriptions. For example, Figure 6.3
shows some example images (queries) from the Thailand theme. Each of
these would ask for more images of Thailand. Often a single image per
theme is used as a query(either the first image, or a random one). In the
experiments in Chapter 4, we used all images from the collection as query
4BBC natural history unit, and British Film Institute’s national film and televi-
sion archive.
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Figure 6.3: Example queries from the COREL collection.
images. In a system-oriented setting, the implicit request is ‘Find more im-
ages that are visually similar to this one’. For these types of requests, any
image from the collection, or even from outside the collection, can be used.
However, as the next section explains, it is convenient to use images from
within the collection, since then cheap relevance judgements are available.
6.3.3 Relevance judgements
Once a set of documents and a set of topics are available, the only thing
needed to complete the test collection are the relevance judgements. They
indicate which documents are relevant to which topics. Sometimes, this is
called the ground truth. We prefer the term relevance judgements, since that
better reflects their nature: relevance judgements are the opinions of one or
more users about what is relevant and what is not. Ground truth has a
connotation of absoluteness, something not present in relevance judgements,
since users often disagree on what is relevant and what is not. This disagree-
ment, or subjectivity, is discussed at the end of this section. First, different
types of relevance, and ways of obtaining relevance judgements are discussed.
Visual versus topical relevance
Since long, relevance has been an extensively studied concept, central in
information retrieval. Mizzaro (1997) provides an annotated bibliography.
Although topicality, or aboutness is the type of relevance focused on in most
evaluations, many other criteria exist, like for example recency, availabil-
ity, credibility, and clarity. (Borlund, 2003; Maclaughlin and Sonnenwald,
2002; Cosijn and Ingwersen, 2000; Schamber and Bateman, 1996; Barry and
Schamber, 1998).
In image and video retrieval we can distinguish between two types of
relevance in particular: topical relevance and visual similarity. Topical rele-
vance means a document is on the same topic as the query, visual similarity
means it looks the same as the query example(s). The latter concept is prob-
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lematic, how does one decide if two things look the same? Santini (2001)
distinguishes between preattentive similarity and attentive similarity. The
former is the similarity that is experienced before the attention is focused,
i.e., when we look at something as a whole, or at a glace. The latter form of
similarity is at play after focusing attention and can be seen as an similarity
with interpretation. When users search for visual material, they will most
likely go beyond glancing at the retrieved result, thus attentive similarity
is the type we will concentrate on. Theories of visual similarity exist (e.g.,
Tversky, 1977; Santini, 2001), but, in the end, it is the user who judges if
two things are similar. Theories can help, but never replace the user.
Topical and visual similarity are useful in task-oriented and system-orien-
ted tests respectively. Some content-based image retrieval papers argue for
system-oriented testing and say visual similarity is what should be evaluated
(Gunther and Beretta, 2000; Wenyin et al., 2001). In a task-oriented setting
however, visual similarity is found to be of minor importance. Several user
studies (Markkula and Sormunen, 2000; Choi and Rasmussen, 2002) have
shown topicality to be the most important criterion for judging relevance of
visual material. Only after topicality and contextual information (‘how old is
the image?’, ‘have I seen it before?’), were visual aspects considered. Thus, in
a task-oriented test, topicality seems to be a more useful evaluation criterion
than visual similarity. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that we
are dealing with information needs asking for visual data. If somebody is
looking for images of James H. Chandler (vt0076), it is probably not only
because they want some background information on this person; it is likely
they want to retrieve images or video clips in which he is clearly visible. For
background information, they could also search a textual collection. Thus,
in a sense, the visual information need can be seen as placing constraints
on the topically relevant shots. First of all, the shot has to be about James
Chandler, and second, he has to be clearly visible. In fact, this second
criterion carries two aspects: the visibility per se, and a quality judgement
(the clarity). Trecvid judges only visibility per se, without taking quality
into account. The assessor guidelines state (Over, 2004):
When a topic says a shot must “contain x” that is short for “con-
tain x to a degree sufficient for x to be recognisable as x to a
human”. This means among other things that unless explicitly
stated, partial visibility or audibility may suffice.
Thus, the aboutness of a shot is not taken into account, nor is its quality.
For a request for the Golden Gate bridge, a shot with a person discussing
the bridge in detail is not considered relevant. The bridge must be visible,
However, a shot with a small and hazy bridge in the background is marked
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Figure 6.4: Keyframes from two shots marked relevant by TRECVID assessors for a
Golden Gate bridge query (VT0083).
as relevant as a full pan of the bridge (see Figure 6.4). If somebody searches
for visual material of the Golden Gate bridge, a hazy glimpse of the bridge
in the background will not do, just like a brief mention of the bridge in a text
document on San Francisco is not relevant for somebody looking for textual
information on the Golden Gate bridge.
Obtaining relevance judgements
As indicated in Section 6.2, ideally full relevance judgements would be avail-
able, i.e., the relevance value for each document-topic pair would have been
judged manually by some assessor. In practise, however, this is impossible.
With a document collection of a realistic size it is unfeasible for somebody
to assess each document for a given topic. Below, the process of obtaining
relevance judgements for Corel and Trecvid are discussed.
Corel A cheap way to get judgements for a whole collection is offered by
the Corel collection. Instead of manually judging the relevance for each
query-document pair, the classification into themes is used as the basis for
the relevance judgements. Thus, a collection image is relevant to a query
image if and only if the two images are from the same theme.
As explained in the previous section, in a task-oriented evaluation with
Corel the themes can be seen as implicit descriptions of the information
need. This indicates that the classification into themes can be used as a
basis for judging relevance. Thus, all images in the Thailand theme are
regarded relevant to each of the query images from Figure 6.3. However,
these theme based judgements are incomplete. Other themes may contain
more images of Thailand, and the images from Figure 6.3 could also be
considered relevant for the themes Indigenous people, Beaches, and Elephants
respectively. However, since these images are not classified into these themes,
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retrieving the Taiwanese beach with boats given a query from the beach
theme, would be considered an error. Thus, avoiding doing full relevance
judgements has its price. Still, as discussed in Section 6.2, incompleteness of
relevance judgements is not necessarily problematic.
In system-oriented evaluation the task is to retrieve visually similar docu-
ments. Therefore, judgements need to consider this aspect. But it is unclear
how to obtain judgements that are purely based on visual similarity. It is im-
possible to ignore all topical aspects, and to judge visual similarity only. The
themes in the Corel collection may be a good alternative. The fact that
many themes are shot in batch at the same location, and thus have a high
within-theme similarity, can be exploited. Themes like horses (see Figure 4.9)
have high within-theme similarity and can be useful for system-oriented eval-
uation. In the light of a system-oriented evaluation, the fact that images from
the horses theme are found when querying with just an image of the grass
background (cf. Section 4.3.3 and Figures 4.16 and 4.16), can be considered
a good result. The retrieved horse images are visually similar to the grass
query, since the background is the same. We have to take into account how-
ever, that selecting only themes with high within-theme similarity for system
tests introduces potential bias. Mu¨ller et al. (2002) show results are highly
sensitive to the specific subset of Corel themes used, i.e., scores are higher
when the hardest topics are removed. They see this as a problem, since this
allows researchers to artificially influence scores. However, absolute scores
are meaningless, and scores cannot be compared across collections. Remov-
ing topics from the test collection changes the collection, and thus invalidates
the direct comparison of scores. Only comparisons on the same collection are
meaningful. In fact, the different topic sets used by Mu¨ller et al. do not re-
sult in different relative rankings of approaches. The four approaches tested
(zero, one, two, or three iterations of feedback) lead to the same conclusion
regardless of the topic set used (more iterations is better). Still, the set of
themes used for system-oriented testing potentially introduces bias. For ex-
ample, it makes a difference whether the selected themes are mainly coherent
in colour or in texture. But, if the selected themes reflect the desired system
behaviour, and the number of selected themes is large enough, a subset of
themes can be valuable for identifying the approach that best captures the
type of similarity present in the selected themes.
TRECVID In Trecvid relevance judgements are created using a pooling
method (see Section 6.2). Documents not in the pool are assumed to be
not relevant. This assumption may not be valid, but for text retrieval this
hardly influences the comparative results of approaches (see Section 6.2.3).
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For content-based image and/or video retrieval, such tests of pool quality
have not been performed yet. This section investigates the pool quality of
the Trecvid2003 collection. We look at the influence of pool depth and
we test for a possible bias against unjudged runs.
In Trecvid2003, for each topic the pool has been created by taking the
top N results from each of the submissions. The resulting set of documents is
then manually inspected for relevance. This set of documents together with
the relevance judgement for each of these (either relevant or unrelevant), is
known as the qrels. The pool depth N for Trecvid2003 was either 50 or
100, depending on the number of relevant documents found in the top 50
(if many were found, the depth was increased to 100). To test the effect of
pool depth on the the measurements, we looked at smaller pool sizes. We re-
evaluated all submissions on qrels obtained from pool depths varying from 1
to 50 (these modified qrels can easily be obtained by assuming all documents
that are not retrieved within any top N for a given topic are unrelevant
for that topic). Figure 6.5 shows the map for all submissions based on the
original qrels (circles), and for the different pool sizes (dots), the submissions
are sorted by decreasing original map. The figure shows, that the scores
based on qrels from the smaller pools follow the trend of the original scores.
This means the ranking of systems is not influenced much by the pool depth.
We measure the correlations between the original maps for the submissions,
and the maps obtained from other pool depths using Kendall’s τ , a measure
of the correlation between two rankings (e.g., Conovar, 1980). Figure 6.6
shows the scores obtained from smaller pools are highly correlated to the
scores obtained from the original full pools. Even a pool depth of N = 3,
(i.e., only the first three documents of each submission get evaluated), shows
a correlation factor τ > .90.
To test if there exists a potential bias against runs that did not contribute
to the pool, we follow a similar approach. For each submission, we compute
the map based on the original pool, and the map based on a modified pool
from which we removed documents that are uniquely contributed by the sub-
mission under study. A third map was computed based on a modified pool
from which we removed the documents uniquely contributed by that submis-
sion’s group. Figure 6.7 shows for each submission the original map scores,
and the ones obtained after removing that submission or the submission’s
group from the pool. The results based on the modified pools follow the
original results almost perfectly. The correlation between original maps and
modified maps very high τ > .99
Modifications of the Trecvid2003 pool by looking at smaller pool
depths or removing submissions or even entire groups from the pool hardly
influences the comparative results, i.e., the ranking of submissions. This in-
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after removing submission or submission’s group from the pool.
dicates that the pool is of good quality, and thus a useful tool for further
evaluation experiments.
Subjectivity of judgements
Section 6.2.3 discussed the inherent subjectivity of judgements in text re-
trieval. Clearly, judgements in visual information retrieval are subjective as
well. However, judging visibility as is done in Trecvid, is arguably more
objective than judging aboutness or topicality in Trec. The requested item
is either visible or not, there is little room for discussion. Thus, agreement
on visibility in Trecvid can be expected to be relatively high. Experi-
ments with multiple assessors judging the same topics are needed to verify
this. Because disagreement between assessors has been found not to influence
comparative results in text retrieval (see Section 6.2.3), also relative ranking
of approaches in visual retrieval is expected to be stable with regard to the
subjectivity of judgements on visibility.
Judgements based on topical relevance are potentially more problematic.
It can be hard to decide whether an image is for example about Thailand or
not. It is unclear how retrieval results would be influenced if assessments on
topical relevance would go beyond the classification into themes.
Visual relevance is also highly subjective. While visibility is clearly de-
fined, Squire and Pun (1997) show the agreement between human assessors
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on visual similarity is far from absolute. But, it remains unclear how this
influences retrieval results.
6.4 Multimedia retrieval performance
Following the laboratory test methodology for text retrieval, each evaluated
approach produces a ranked list of documents for each topic in the test
collection. The quality of the ranked lists is measured based on the positions
of the relevant documents in the list. Section 6.4.1 discusses metrics that
can be used to assess the quality of the ranked list. Section 6.4.2 discusses
alternative
6.4.1 Metrics
Over the years many different metrics have been proposed for measuring
text retrieval performance. A few measures have become common practise,
the most important ones being non-interpolated mean average precision and
recall-precision graphs. These measures have been critically analysed, and
are found to be stable and valuable measures (Buckley and Voorhees, 2000)
(see also Section 6.2.2). Although multimedia documents differ from textual
documents, there is no reason to believe these measures are less valuable in
the context of multimedia retrieval. The differences between the document
types mainly influence the way topics are constructed and how relevance
is judged (see Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). Apart from the different types of
documents, multimedia retrieval is, like text retrieval, about returning rele-
vant information to a user. Thus, standard text retrieval metrics can be used.
Still, in the field of content-based image retrieval, some of the traditional text
retrieval evaluation measures are criticised, and new measures are proposed.
(Mu¨ller et al., 2001) gives an overview of measures proposed for multimedia
retrieval. In this section, the metrics that are not common in text retrieval
are reviewed.
Gunther and Beretta (2000) argue it is important to have a single per-
formance metric to compare content-based information retrieval systems on.
Additional measures can be presented, but a primary measure is needed to
avoid comparison and claims based on arbitrary measures. However, they
ignore the standard metric used in text retrieval, mean average precision,
and propose a new one. The metric they propose is the normalised rank-
ing, calculated as the mean of the ranks of the relevant documents retrieved
within the top N , with a penalty for not retrieved documents. The measure
is normalised to values between 0 and 1, and averaged over multiple queries.
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The normalised ranking is weakly related to (mean) average precision, as it
has precision and recall-oriented sides (the ranks at which documents are
retrieved are taken into account, and a penalty is given for non-retrieved
documents). The difference is that with average precision the influence of
newly retrieved documents decreases as we go down the ranking, i.e., the
first relevant documents found contribute most to the final score. With the
normalised ranking metric, all documents contribute equally.
Huijsmans and Sebe (2003) criticise common text retrieval measures, and
in particular the use of recall-precision graphs, because these graphs hide
differences between topics. Huijsmans and Sebe claim that the variance in
the number of relevant documents across topics has a large influence on
retrieval results. They introduce the notion of generality, the fraction of
relevant documents in the collection, and propose evaluation measures that
include this notion. The proposed measures however, are set-based measures,
where the set size depends on the generality of the topic. A disadvantage
of set-based measures is that the ranks at which relevant documents are
retrieved are ignored. Thus retrieving relevant documents at the top of the
ranked list gives the same scores as retrieving them at the bottom of this
set. Also, focusing on differences between topics of different generality, and
thus considering single topic scores rather than averages, makes measures
unreliable (Voorhees, 1998).
De Vries et al. (2004a) criticise the use of predefined retrieval units in
video retrieval. They argue users are not necessarily interested in shots, but
want video clips, i.e., pieces of video that may or may not coincide with
shots. Dropping the assumption of predefined retrieval units introduces the
problem of matching returned items to relevant items, since these matches
may not be exact. To solve the problem De Vries et al. introduce the notion
of tolerance to irrelevance, the amount of time the user is willing to spend on
watching irrelevant material before reaching the relevant information. Based
on this notion, they develop a measure similar to the expected search length
(Cooper, 1968). It measures how much time the user has to spend viewing
non-relevant material before the desired amount of relevant material is found.
In the proposed alternative, systems are expected to return entry points in
the video stream rather than shots or fragments. Assessors start watching
from the returned entry points until relevant material is found, or until the
tolerance to irrelevance time is exceeded. When relevant material is found,
the assessors mark both beginning and end points. These relevant fragments
are then used to compute the expected search length.
The first edition of Trecvid has also experimented with non-predefined
retrieval units. However, there traditional recall and precision based mea-
sures have been used, based on the matches between relevant and retrieved
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items. A relevant item is matched if the overlap between relevant and re-
trieved items is large enough. Since the second edition, Trecvid has used
predefined common shots as the retrieval unit. This sidesteps the problems
with overlap, and simplifies pooling. However, often relevant shots cluster
in time, and an entire scene consisting of multiple shots may be relevant.
Because of the predefined retrieval units systems can get rewarded multiple
times for being able to find the same relevant information.
6.4.2 Informal analysis of results
Although measures are important for comparing approaches, they do not
provide any insight into why one approach is better than another. Also
measures often can not distinguish between approaches, i.e., the difference
in scores may not be statistically significant. For example, the mean average
precision scores on Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 of the content-based
approaches (i.e., the ones that do not use speech transcripts, or other textual
information) are all low (between .025 and .029, see Tables 4.10 and 4.11, and
do not differ significantly. Thus, based on the mean average precision scores
we can only conclude the approaches are equally good (or equally bad). This
does not imply the approaches retrieve the same type of documents. It just
means the approaches have comparable performance on average. To learn
when one approach is better and when the other, one can look at individual
topic scores, but still this gives little insight. To get a better feeling of
what different approaches can and cannot do, it is useful to visually inspect
retrieval results. At a glance this may seem like redoing relevance judgements,
but we are not only interested in the retrieved relevant documents, but also in
retrieved, non-relevant documents, and in not retrieved, relevant documents.
In fact, a careful analysis of these mistakes may provide more insight than
looking at the good results only.
The following aspects are worth inspecting.
• How is image similarity captured? I.e., how do the top retrieved docu-
ments correspond to the query (irrespective of being relevant or not)?
• How did the retrieved documents contribute to the scores? I.e., how
do the relevant retrieved documents correspond to the query?
• Why are relevant documents missed? I.e., how do the not-retrieved
relevant documents differ from the retrieved ones?
To investigate these aspects, the top retrieved documents need to be in-
spected as well as the relevant documents. Chapter 4 showed many exam-
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ples of such inspections, see for example Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Such analyses
have proved useful in explaining results.
6.5 Discussion
This chapter discussed the requirements for and problems in evaluating mul-
timedia retrieval. We focused on controlled evaluation in laboratory tests
in the Cranfield tradition, and distinguished two types of laboratory set-
tings: task-oriented and system-oriented.
We found Corel to be mainly useful for a system-oriented evaluation
because of its clear organisation in coherent themes. The fact that some
of the themes appear to be shot in batch at the same location introduces
a homogeneity within the theme that cannot be expected among relevant
documents in a media archive setting. This makes Corel less appropriate
for a task-oriented setting. In system-oriented testing homogeneous themes
are useful, because they provide a ground truth for visual similarity. It
is however unclear if this notion of visual similarity corresponds to human
judged visual similarity. Furthermore, selecting themes that are suitable
for testing visual similarity can easily introduce bias. Corel is a set of
themes that may be suitable for system-oriented testing, but for fairness and
comparability a commonly agreed upon subset of themes is needed.
The Trecvid collections are on their way to becoming widely used test
collections for video retrieval. The collections aim at task-oriented evalua-
tion, and are indeed growing toward realistic sizes. The limited domain of
the collections, and especially the limited number of sources, introduces the
risk of over-fitting. Therefore, it is unclear how results on Trecvid transfer
to other collections. Having only produced, broadcast video in the collection
introduces a bias for speech and text oriented approaches. Indeed results on
Trecvid2002 and Trecvid2003 show text oriented approaches outper-
form content-based approaches by far: not only for the approach described
in this thesis (see Section 4.4, Table 4.13), but also for other approaches
(Smeaton and Over, 2003; Smeaton et al., 2003a). Bias is not a problem if
text approaches are compared to text approaches, content-based approaches
to content-based approaches, and mixed approaches to mixed approaches.
Therefore it is important that users of the Trecvid test sets clearly indi-
cate what kind of approach they used.
Judgements in Trecvid are binary, i.e., a shot is relevant if and only if
the requested item is visible. It may be useful to distinguish between visible
and clearly visible, since only the latter type is usable in a realistic (pro-
duction) setting where the retrieved visual material is to be re-used. There-
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fore, it would be useful to introduce graded relevance judgements (highly-
relevant, relevant, irrelevant), as sometimes used in text retrieval (Ja¨rvelin
and Keka¨la¨inen, 2000; Voorhees, 2001).
In the previous chapters we have used Corel for system-oriented testing.
Although the subset used was not selected to maximise the visual similarity
within themes, the main aim of the Corel based experiments was to test
whether the models give intuitive results, i.e., to test whether they do cap-
ture visual similarity. The Trecvid collections have been used to evaluate
the usefulness of generative probabilistic models in a realistic setting. Both
collections have been used to provide illustrating examples.
Visually inspecting retrieval results as introduced in Section 6.4.2 has
proved valuable. Apart from giving insight in the effects of using different
approaches, e.g., homogeneous queries find visually similar documents, it also
revealed artifacts of the collections, good results on Corel are sometimes
due to background similarity.
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7
Conclusions
Three issues in ad hoc retrieval from heterogeneous multimedia collections
have motivated the research in this thesis:
• How can generative probabilistic models be applied to multimedia re-
trieval?
• Can we identify and leverage parallels between the use of generative
models for multimedia retrieval and similar approaches to text re-
trieval?
• How do the techniques based on generative models perform on the task
of ad hoc retrieval from a generic collection?
We have studied these issues by developing variants of generative proba-
bilistic models and conducted experiments to evaluate their performance on
the task of ad hoc retrieval from a heterogeneous multimedia archive. The
main findings regarding the three research questions are summarised in Sec-
tions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. Section 7.4 identifies interesting areas for
future research.
7.1 Generative probabilistic models for multime-
dia retrieval
How generative models can be used for disclosing multimedia archives has
been studied in Chapters 3 and 5. Chapter 3 described a basic approach to
modelling content and showed how to use the models in a multimedia retrieval
setting. Chapter 5 investigated extensions of the basic content models and
variants of the basic retrieval mechanism.
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The basic approach builds a generative model for each document in the
collection and uses the likelihood of the query conditioned on each of the
models for ranking. Thus, document models are ranked by decreasing prob-
ability of generating the query. The main assumption is that the models that
are likely to generate the query are those estimated from relevant documents.
We have shown that the generative modelling approach can be applied to
visual documents, textual documents and combinations of the two. Visual
information can be modelled using Gaussian mixture models, whereas so-
called language models (effectively multinomial distributions) are suitable
for modelling textual data. When a query contains both modalities, the
joint likelihood of generating the query text and the visual query example(s)
can be used for ranking.
The basic approach to finding model parameters is to use maximum
likelihood estimates. However, the resulting models do not explain unseen
events (query terms that did not occur in the document). Moreover, we
have shown that retrieval results may be distorted by the influence of com-
mon events (terms or feature vectors that occur in many documents). These
problems can be solved by interpolating the maximum likelihood estimates
with a more general distribution, the so-called background distribution (Sec-
tion 3.6). This technique, known as smoothing, proved vital for good per-
formance. An alternative to arrive at more accurate estimates is to take a
Bayesian approach (see Section 5.4).
Chapter 5 has shown that the generative models are flexible tools for the
representation and comparison of documents and queries. The chapter has
discussed and used variants and extensions of the generative probabilistic
models and has shown they all fit into a single probabilistic framework.
7.2 Parallels with language modelling
The second research issue, the identification and leverage of parallels with
language modelling, has been addressed in many places throughout this the-
sis. This section highlights the parallels between our work in multimedia
retrieval and previous generative modelling approaches to text retrieval.
First of all, the main ideas underlying the generative approaches in the
two fields are the same: a query is treated as an observation from a relevant
document model. This way, retrieval is treated as a classification problem;
the goal is to find the generating source for a query. To implement this idea,
both in text retrieval and in multimedia retrieval, probabilistic models are
build to capture the characteristics of the documents. The likelihood of a
query given each of these models is then used to rank the documents.
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The technique of smoothing the maximum likelihood estimates is known
to be crucial for text retrieval using generative models. For image retrieval,
it turned out to be equally important to use a mixture of generic (back-
ground) and specific (foreground) models. The interpolated model reduces
the influence of common events on retrieval results (Sections 3.6.2 and 4.2.3).
Many of the variants proposed in Chapter 5 have their counterparts in
text retrieval. We have pointed out their relationship to probabilistic latent
semantic indexing (pLSI) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), models that
have been developed as generative models for textual data, as well as the
relationship between the models that use smoothing during training and the
parsimonious language models that have been used in text retrieval.
Chapter 5 started with a probabilistic framework that covers the query
generation and document generation variants of the generative models. This
framework, in which the main question regards the probability of relevance
given a query and a document, is at the basis of probabilistic approaches that
have been proposed for text retrieval. Lafferty and Zhai (2003) have shown
that the framework suits traditional probabilistic approaches as well as the
modern language modelling techniques. In Section 5.7, we have shown that
also the variants of generative models that we have proposed for multimedia
retrieval fit in the framework.
7.3 Evaluation results
Experimentation has played an important role in the work presented here.
Thorough evaluation of the proposed models on the task of ad hoc re-
trieval from generic heterogeneous archives has shown that current content-
based visual retrieval systems are not fit for this task. Scores for runs in
which the available textual data (from ASR transcripts) has not been ex-
ploited tend to be much lower than scores for runs that use only text. This
is the case for the techniques proposed in this thesis, but also for approaches
tested by other research groups that participated in Trecvid. This does
not mean content-based visual retrieval is useless; it only shows that on aver-
age text-based techniques give better results. However, some topics perform
better when only visual data is used. Using both modalities, i.e., computing
the joint likelihood of textual and visual query for ranking, combines the best
of two worlds and gives better results than using either alone.
We have experimented with several ways of treating multiple examples
in a single query, viz. let the user select a single representative example,
compute the joint likelihood for all examples, combine results from separate
examples in a round robin fashion and build a query model from the examples
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and employ the document generation approach. The experiments have shown
that round robin combination and document generation, strategies that treat
multiple example queries as or-queries (Find documents that look like A or
B, or C ) give the best results.
Using manually selected regions instead of full examples as queries has not
shown to be useful in the query generation variant (Section 4.3.3). In doc-
ument generation though, the combination of text results with topic model
results has shown the best performance for topic models built from manually
selected regions (Section 5.2).
Automatically selecting distinguishing samples to build the models from,
as we have done in the variant that used background probabilities during
training (Section 5.3) harmed the query generation results. However, the
corresponding document generation variant outperformed all other query
generation and document generation variants.
7.4 Directions for future research
Content-based multimedia retrieval has been studied for over a decade. The
large-scale evaluations that have been carried out over the last few years
give insight into the performance of current techniques on the task of ad
hoc retrieval from heterogeneous multimedia collections. One lesson is that
content-based techniques still perform poorly on this task. There is a lot
of room for improvement. This section lists promising directions for future
research.
7.4.1 Interactivity
Although this thesis has focused on approaches that require little user effort,
we think that extending the scope to an interactive setting is necessary to
improve query and document generation. We found that it is not possible
for a user to produce the best query formulation in a single go, but with
more interaction between user and system, it should be possible to obtain
a better internal representation of the information need. Such interaction
should go beyond the common iterations of relevance feedback in which a
user indicates more relevant examples. In addition, there should be feedback
in the other direction, from the system to the user. This feedback could
explain the internal representation of the information need to the user, or
the reason for retrieving documents. In the generative models setting, the
system could for example present visualisations of the models or indicate
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which parts of the query are well explained by the document models. More
research is needed into this kind of interactivity between system and user.
7.4.2 Direct comparison of models
For ranking, query and document generation approaches use the likelihood of
observations conditioned on models. Alternatively, one could compare mod-
els directly, using the cross-entropy, or KL-divergence between the model dis-
tributions. In fact, in the language modelling approach to text retrieval this
seems to be the current trend (Zhai, 2002; Hiemstra et al., 2004; Lavrenko,
2004). Directly comparing models instead of computing the likelihood of
observations has a number of advantages. It circumvents the choice between
query generation and document generation variant, and it solves the prob-
lems that in the document generation variant the best matching document
would be the document consisting of a repetition of a single data point.
Therefore, it would be useful to directly compare models. However, the KL-
divergence between two mixtures of Gaussians is not analytically solvable.
Vasconcelos (2000) proposed an approximation, but it builds upon unreal-
istic assumptions (see Chapter 5) and does not perform well on retrieval
from heterogeneous multimedia collections. More research is needed to find
alternative approximations.
7.4.3 Evaluation methodology
Chapter 6 briefly reflected upon the use of common text retrieval evaluation
methodology for evaluating retrieval approaches in a multimedia environ-
ment. A much broader study in this area is needed.
In designing evaluation methodology for multimedia retrieval, it is impor-
tant to identify the users and tasks for which the techniques are developed.
Ultimately, the techniques should be usable in practise. To test the useful-
ness of the techniques in a practical situation, operational tests are needed.
In such tests, the techniques should aid users in performing a specific task.
The effect of the techniques on the performance of the task can be seen
as a measure of the usefulness of the techniques, but also factors like user
satisfaction can be reported.
Current multimedia retrieval techniques are seldom mature enough to be
tested in an operational setting, but also in system or task oriented tests,
like the ones described in this book, it is important to keep this ultimate
goal in mind. Therefore, it is important to identify areas in which (content-
based) multimedia retrieval techniques can play a role. Test collections and
measures for laboratory tests of multimedia retrieval systems have to be
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carefully designed with real users and real application areas in mind. Only
then results from the laboratory can be useful in practise.
A
Notation
Fonts
µ, Σ boldface for vectors (lowercase) and matrices (up-
percase)
S, D calligraphic font for sets and collections
Corel,Trecvid smallcaps for test collections (and other named
entities)
Functions and relations
∝ proportional to
≡ is defined as
P(·) probability Mass function
p(·) probability Density function
AT transpose of matrix A
A−1 inverse of matrix A
N (µ,Σ) multivariate Gaussian (or normal) distribution
with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ
mult(φ) multinomial distribution with parameter φ
rsv (d) retrieval status value of document d
Symbols
V = {v1, . . . ,vS} visual document; a bag of samples
T = {term1, . . . , termN} textual document; a bag of terms
t = (t1, . . . , tT ) alternative representation of textual document; a
vector of term counts
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θ = (θ1, . . . ,θNC ) parameters for a Gaussian mixture model withNC
components
φ = (φ1, . . . , φNV ) parameters for a language model (multinomial dis-
tribution) with NV terms
φML language model based on maximum likelihood es-
timates
φBG language model based on background probabilities
λ, λShot, λScene, λColl mixing parameters for language models
κ mixing parameter for image models
τ Kendall’s correlation coefficient
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Summary
This thesis discusses information retrieval from multimedia archives. Mul-
timedia archives are collections of documents containing a mixture of text,
images, video and audio. This work focuses on documents containing visual
material and investigates search and retrieval in collections of images and
video, where video is defined as a sequence of still images. No assumptions
are made with respect to the content of the documents: the collections are
not restricted to a specific domain (e.g., images of fingerprints or collections
of x-ray pictures). Instead we concentrate on retrieval from generic, hetero-
geneous multimedia collections. In this research area a user’s query typically
consists of one or more example images and the implicit request is: “Find
images similar to this one.” In addition the query may contain a textual
description of the information need. The research presented here addresses
three issues within this area.
First, we show how generative probabilistic models can be applied to mul-
timedia retrieval. For each document in the collection a probabilistic model
is built: a statistical description of the document’s characteristics. For each
of these models we then compute the probability that the query is generated
from the model and we show the documents corresponding to the models
with the highest probability to the user. The assumption is that these are
the most relevant documents, i.e., those with characteristics corresponding
to the query characteristics. Visual information is modelled using Gaussian
mixture models and information derived from language (e.g., the speech of
the video soundtrack) is modelled using statistical language models. This dis-
sertation presents different ways of using the generative probabilistic models
for multimedia retrieval and shows that they all fit in a common probabilistic
framework. In addition we show that it is important to distinguish between
common characteristics, shared by most documents, and distinguishing char-
acteristics, those specific to one document. This distinction can be made
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either by reducing the influence of common characteristics in the query, a
technique known as smoothing, or by building probabilistic models that put
more emphasis on the distinguishing elements in a document.
The second issue addressed is the parallel between the use of generative
probabilistic models for multimedia retrieval and comparable models for text.
In the area of text retrieval, generative models have been studied intensively
in the last couple of years. This thesis describes how the techniques devel-
oped for language relate to the multimedia techniques presented here and
how these parallels can be leveraged. An example of a language modelling
technique that is known to be essential in text retrieval, is the aforemen-
tioned smoothing. This thesis shows that the same technique is crucial to
image retrieval.
Third, this thesis studies evaluation. A large part of this thesis is dedi-
cated to experimentation. We tested the model variants using a number of
collections including the test collections of Trecvid, the international work-
shop series for benchmarking video retrieval. On average, language-based
approaches outperform approaches based on visual information. However,
for some queries visual information is important. A combination of both
modalities gives the best results when searching a heterogeneous multimedia
collection.
Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift gaat over het zoeken van informatie in multimedia collecties:
verzamelingen van documenten die behalve tekst ook andere media bevatten,
zoals beeld, geluid en video. Dit werk concentreert zich op documenten met
visuele informatie en behandelt het doorzoeken van collecties met stilstaan-
de beelden en video, waarbij video wordt gezien als een reeks opeenvolgende
stilstaande beelden. Op voorhand worden geen aannames gemaakt over de
inhoud van de collecties. Er wordt dus niet gezocht in een collectie met
een specifieke inhoud, zoals bijvoorbeeld een verzameling foto’s van vinger-
afdrukken of een collectie ro¨ntgenfoto’s. We kijken naar het doorzoeken van
algemene, heterogene beeldcollecties. Een zoekvraag van een gebruiker be-
staat uit e´e´n of meer voorbeeldplaatjes en de impliciete opdracht is: “Vind
meer plaatjes zoals deze.”. Eventueel kan de zoekvraag worden aangevuld
met een tekstuele beschrijving van de informatiebehoefte. Dit proefschrift
behandelt drie onderwerpen binnen dit probleemgebied.
Ten eerste wordt bekeken hoe generatieve kansmodellen kunnen worden
toegepast voor het zoeken in multimedia collecties. Dat kan door voor elk
document in de collectie een kansmodel te bouwen: een statistische beschrij-
ving van de kenmerken van het document. Voor elk van de modellen wordt
vervolgens berekend wat de kans is dat de zoekvraag gegenereerd wordt uit
dat model. De documenten die corresponderen met de meest waarschijnlij-
ke modellen worden aan de gebruiker getoond. De aanname is dat dit de
meest relevante documenten zijn, dat wil zeggen de documenten waarvan
de kenmerken het best overeenkomen met de zoekvraag. Visuele informatie
wordt gemodelleerd met Gaussian mixture modellen; voor op taal gebaseer-
de informatie (bv. de spraak behorend bij een video) worden statistische
taalmodellen gebruikt. Dit proefschrift presenteert verschillende varianten
van het gebruik van generatieve kansmodellen voor het zoeken in multime-
dia collecties en laat zien dat alle varianten binnen hetzelfde probabilistische
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raamwerk vallen. Verder laten we zien dat het van belang is onderscheid te
maken tussen algemene kenmerken, die door de meeste documenten gedeeld
worden, en onderscheidende kenmerken, die specifiek zijn voor een bepaald
document. Dat onderscheid kan op verschillende manieren gemaakt worden:
door minder gewicht toe te kennen aan de algemene elementen in de zoek-
vraag, een techniek die smoothing genoemd wordt, of door meer nadruk te
leggen op de onderscheidende kenmerken bij het bouwen van een statistische
beschrijving van een document.
Het tweede onderwerp in dit proefschrift is de relatie tussen de genera-
tieve kansmodellen voor multimedia documenten en vergelijkbare modellen
voor tekst. Over het gebruik van taalmodellen voor het zoeken in tekstue-
le collecties is al veel bekend. Dit proefschrift brengt in kaart hoe de voor
tekst ontwikkelde technieken zich verhouden tot de hier gepresenteerde tech-
nieken voor multimedia en hoe deze dwarsverbanden benut kunnen worden.
Een voorbeeld van een taalmodeltechniek waarvan het belang voor zoeken
in tekst al langer bekend is is het hierboven genoemde smoothing. Deze
techniek blijkt nu ook cruciaal voor het doorzoeken van beeldmateriaal.
Het derde onderwerp is evaluatie. Een niet onbelangrijk deel van dit werk
bestaat uit het experimenteren met verschillende varianten van de ontwikkel-
de modellen. De deelname aan Trecvid speelt hierin een belangrijke rol,
omdat deze internationale serie workshops voor de evaluatie van multimedia
zoeksystemen de mogelijkheid biedt technieken te testen in een raamwerk dat
gemodelleerd is naar een realistische setting. In het algemeen doen op beeld
gebaseerde technieken onder voor technieken die gebruik maken van tekstuele
informatie. Toch betekent dit niet dat beeldtechnieken geen zinnige bijdrage
kunnen leveren. Ook al levert zoeken op basis van tekst gemiddeld genomen
betere resultaten, er zijn zoekvragen waarvoor beeld uitblinkt. Het benutten
van beide modaliteiten geeft de beste resultaten bij het zoeken van informatie
in een multimedia collectie.
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